
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 5:00 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news 

programs that present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 

related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 

two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service 

announcements of varying lengths throughout its broadcast 

schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on 

one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the 

American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different 

topic each program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue 

stories as well as human-interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 

issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:30am - 4:30am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, 

health tips and general interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:30am – 5:00am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and 

general interest items. 

 

The CBS Early Show  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

The Saturday Early Show Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 

 

 



 

 

Features in Newscasts 
 

 

Newstalk  
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the 

Noon and morning Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about 

healthcare, pet care, plant care, and home economics. 

 

Daily Birthdays  
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

 

Community Involvement  

Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend 

and the birthday person’s picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 

12 Morning Newscast coffee mug is awarded to one of the birthday 

persons. 

 

Answerback 12 

 Sundays 10:00pm  

 

Locally produced feature including viewer’s comments and answering 

viewer’s questions about programming and other general questions about 

KWCH 12. 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect 

viewers’ economic livelihood. 



 

 

 

Consumer Watch 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 

Various other times 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type 

situations.  

 

 
 

 



 

 

KWCH 12 November Sweeps: 

 

FF12: Illegal Gambling 
10/29/09 10:00 p.m. 

We’ve received tips about video poker and quarter drop machines in several locations – 

some of them are basically slot machines.  The AG is telling businesses to get rid of the 

machines. 

 

FF12: Cold Case 
10/29/09 10:00 p.m. 

Patricia Majors, a store owner and Patricia Smith, an employee were killed in April of 

1992.  They worked at a bridal store at Kellogg and Oliver.  Someone comes into the 

store and shoots them both.  Over the next three weeks, investigators connect the serial 

killer to murders at stores in three other states – totaling six deaths.  All are connected by 

ballistics, but they don’t know who the suspect is. 

 

Living on Less: Life Audit 
11/2/09 10:00 p.m. 

A look at how much we could save by auditing our ―extra‖ expenses: hobbies, clothes, 

cable, etc.  We show people total savings—real numbers—by cutting these extras back or 

out.  Our web story will include calculators to help you figure your own 

expenses/savings. 

 

Series: How to Talk to… 
11/2/09 – 11/5/09 5:00 p.m. 

Our series helps people learn how to handle difficult conversations with: 

 Police officer when you’re pulled over 

 Doctor about something embarrassing 

 Baby 

 Disabled Person 

Small Town Economy 
11/8/09 10:00 p.m. 

We often report about the layoffs and their effect on Wichita.  A majority of our state is 

rural, made up of small communities with much less money.  We look at how the 

economy is affecting Kansas’ small towns. 

 

Series: Tour of Honor 
11/9/09 – 11/12/09 6:00 p.m. 

We follow Kansas WWII veterans, as they’re flown to Washington, D.C. to see the war 

memorials built in their honor. 

 

Prescription High 
11/10/09 10:00 p.m. 



 

 

Prescription drugs are the number one choice for teens to get high today, according to 

research.  Some kids cross state lines to get the medicine.  What are the warning signs?  

What can parents do?  What are authorities doing to combat the problem?  We have help 

for parents in a live chat with experts. 

 

FF12: Freshman‟s Death 
11/12/09 10:00 p.m. 

A Coffeyville Community College freshman was found dead on the bathroom floor of his 

dorm after drinking too much.  The family wants to know what the school has done to 

learn from his death.  Meanwhile, at KU, they’re looking at changing the policy on when 

dorm supervisors can enter a student’s room on suspicion of alcohol/drugs. 

 

In Cold Blood 
11/15/09 10:00 p.m. 

This November is the 50
th

 anniversary of the Clutter killings, made famous by the book 

by Truman Capote.  We tell the story of Herbert Clutter, a wealthy farmer in Holcomb, 

Kansas – how he and his family were brutally murdered by two parolees in 1959. 

 

FF12: Not-so Sanitized 
11/17/09 10:00 p.m. 

We literally get our hands dirty, use different hand sanitizers, and have a lab tell us which 

once left our skin bacteria free.  Cool, gross stuff growing in petri dishes!  Certain types 

of hand sanitizer are not effective – it has to do with the percentage of alcohol in them. 

 

Alzheimer‟s Vaccine 
11/19/09 10:00 p.m. 

A Wichita research company is doing a study for an Alzheimer’s vaccine.  We look at 

what’s available now to help these patients and what’s on the horizon.  We follow a 

family that’s dealing with someone affected by Alzheimer’s to show how that person has 

changed, and what life is like. 

 

Teaching Grief 

11/22/09 10:00 p.m. 

We look at how schools should deal with a student’s death.  An expert explains how 

classmates may want to memorialize the death, but that can do more harm. 

 

Series: Wichita‟s Dirty Jobs 
11/23/09 – 11/25/09 6:00 p.m. 

We show some of the most disgusting jobs and profile the people who do them.  From 

maintaining the water treatment plant to scraping dead animals off the road.   

 

FF12: Surge Charge 

11/24/09 10:00 p.m. 

At Christmas time, many consumers buy expense electronics – what about the power 

strips to go with them?  Is it worth buying an expensive surge protector for $100?  Or, 



 

 

does a cheap one give the same protection?  A WSU guy is an expert on this and we’ll 

take a variety of power strips to him to test. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KWCH-TV, WICHITA, KS 

 

FOURTH QUARTER 2009 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning  

October 1, 2009 

Ending December 31, 2009 

 

 

Station KWCH –TV is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,  

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on 

Sunday, ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 

12 viewing area as well as the rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just 

a few of the stories that were included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and 

involvement. 

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its 

viewing area, with the assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 

viewing area  and are aired regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as 

possible of the latest in  Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and 

the Channel 12 News Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe 

weather warnings, school closings, fire safety, disaster preparedness and emergency 

situations.  And, with severe weather season, storm spotter training meetings are held 

several times a week in locations throughout the Channel 12 viewing area all over the 

state. 

 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers the issues and decisions by city, 

county and state government can affect them.     
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CRIME Q-4 

 

10/01/09 

10pm 

Also in the Crimewatch, two suspects in a string of robberies appear in court today. Tremain Thompson’s 

charged with 11 counts of aggravated robbery. This surveillance video came from a dress shop Thompson’s 

accused of robbing. You can see a man with a hand in his pocket walk to the back of the shop. The owner 

told us she knew something was wrong as soon as the man came in. Thompson and a woman charged with 

helping him are both set to be back in court later this month. 

 

10/02/09 

6pm 

New at six, the Graham County Sheriff's department investigates what it calls a suspicious death. 

Investigators say they found 48-year-old Kevin Hackerott dead inside his home Wednesday. They have not 

said how he died, or if his death appears to be caused by foul play. Anyone who might know something 

about Hackerott's death is asked to call 1-800-k-s-crime. 

 

10/03/09 

6am 

A warning to KU and K-State students to be cautious during their fall break, Kansas' attorney general and 

law enforcement in Riley County and Lawrence warn students to be on alert after a series of rapes in 

Lawrence and Manhattan. Many of them happened while the universities were on break. Officials say 8 

attacks in Manhattans and 5 in Lawrence have similarities, including the way victims were assaulted, and 

when the attacks happened. 

 

10/4/09 

10pm 

Wichita police say three boys tried to set a vacant apartment on fire.  It happened yesterday in northwest 

Wichita. Officers say the boys poured lighter fluid on the carpet and walls. Police arrested an 11-year-old 

for aggravated arson, burglary and criminal damage to property.  The two younger boys were sent home 

with their parents. 

 

10/05/09 

6am 

A man is in stable condition at the hospital after being shot in the leg last night. It's an update to breaking 

news we brought you last night at ten. Police say two men in their 40s got into an argument one of them 

pulled out a gun and shot the other. It happened just before ten o'clock in the 16-hundred block of north 

Erie. Police are still looking for the gunman. 

 

10/06/09 

10pm 

Three men including her ex-boyfriend are now charged in the murder of this Overland Park teenager. An 

autopsy will now tell them how 18-year-old Keighley Alyea died. For days her friends and family had been 

going door to door to get any information about what happened to her.  Police have not said what led them 

to search the Missouri farm field where Alyea's body was found and tonight her friends have a lot of 

questions, ―Everybody's been up all night. Just worried to death trying to find out why and what happened. 

And where she was at and how they did it. And why they did it, if we can get an explanation.‖ These are 

the three men now charged with first-degree murder, robbery and kidnapping. Friends say18-year-old 

Dustin Hilt was Alyea's boyfriend. They say their relationship was violent. 

 

10/07/09 

6am 

Trial begins today for the man accused of killing a woman in Butler County.  In 2004, Prosecutors say bill 

Moore killed Carol Mould and then set her body on fire. In May, Moore was arrested and charged with 1st 

degree murder. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

10/08/09 

5am 

Hundreds come out to remember a murdered Kansas teen. Police found the body of Keighley Alyea earlier 

this week. Family, friends and total strangers honored Alyea at a candlelight vigil in Lenexa. Three men are 

charged in the death of the 18-year-old. Police have not released a possible motive, but one of the men used 

to date Alyea. Investigators have not released the cause of death. 

 

10/09/09 

6am 

We expect to know more this morning about a double shooting in Salina that left one person dead.  Salina 

police also say the gunman, Alberto Chavez, shot and killed himself last night shortly after officers spotted 

him on east north street in Salina. Police believe Chavez shot two people yesterday morning at the Ramada 

Hotel. The victims included his ex-wife Rosa Maria Chavez and a man, Charles Lowsee. The victims were 

found in a hotel restroom, ―They got help right away-from nurses attending a convention at the hotel. The 

girl was suffering from an abdomen  and knee wound and the guy was struggling to breathe." Lowsee died 

from his injuries. We checked with the hospital this morning and it's not releasing any new information 

about Rosa Chavez. Last night she was in critical condition. Court records show Marie Chavez had a 

protection order against her ex husband-that he had previously violated. 

 

10/10/09 

10pm 

Factfinder 12 looked into underage drinking in Kansas.  It is against the law to sell or supply alcohol to 

ANYONE under 21 in Kansas. Parents or adults can be arrested if teens are caught drinking in their home.  

They can be charged with a misdemeanor, jailed for six months, and fined hundreds of dollars. The social 

host law passed in 2-thousand-4. This year the legislature expanded the law to include parents who 

"recklessly" allow minors to drink on their property not just those who do so "intentionally." 

 

10/11/09 

10pm 

We open the crime watch outside the arena bar on south Topeka. That's where Wichita police say a man 

kicked out of the bar earlier Saturday evening and came back with a machete. Police say he threatened 

several people. The bar's owner stepped in and hit the man with a piece of wood. Police took the man into 

custody, then to Saint Francis hospital where he underwent surgery. No one else was hurt. 

 

10/12/09 

 6am 

Police in Lawrence arrest a man who stole an ambulance after a night of drinking. Police say the ambulance 

crew was responding to a medical emergency early Sunday morning in downtown near several bars. When 

they got out, the 21-year-old got in and drove off. He was arrested for stealing and driving under the 

influence. Get more news on kwch dot com. 

 

10/13/09 

6am 

A Kearny county inmate is on the loose after escaping from jail. Authorities say he attacked an officer and 

was last seen running away from the jail around 10 last night. Stop what you're doing for a moment and 

take a look at your screen. This is the man police are looking for.  27 year-old Mitchell Ebihara is 

considered dangerous. He was last seen wearing a white and orange striped jail uniform with Kearny 

county jail on the back. He's 5 feet four 4 inches, and 118 pounds.  He's from Garden City. If you have seen 

this man, call Crimestoppers at 316-267-11-11 or call the Kearny county sheriff's office at 620-355-62-11. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

10/14/09 

10pm 

 The Reno County sheriff says investigators will have to wait for toxicology results to tell them how 41-

year-old Christina Long died. Her body was found in a home yesterday. The sheriff says the autopsy didn't 

show anything conclusive. Investigators say there were no signs of trauma to her body. 

 

10/15/09 

6am 

A would-be robber in Arkansas makes it really easy for police to catch him. Officers say the he tried to rob 

a man at his house at gunpoint. But he got nervous and ran off leaving his own wallet behind. Then, he 

called his victim and asked him to please return his wallet at a gas station. Police showed up at the gas 

station instead. 
 
10/16/09 

5pm 

We have updated numbers on a story we brought you last night at five. That's when several law 

enforcement agencies conducted a family violence warrant sweep. At the end of the day, the sweep resulted 

in 28 arrests clearing 57 warrants.  

 

10/17/09 

10pm 

Police in Lawrence hunt for a hit and run driver. Investigators say someone hit a woman on a bicycle 

around two-20 this morning. Twenty-year old Rachel Leek died at the hospital. Police say they have few 

leads. They're asking anyone who may have seen anything to call 9-1-1. 

 

10/18/09 

10pm 

A man is shot in the cheek during a fight. We open the crime watch in northwest Wichita. Police say 

someone shot the man outside a bar in the 7-hundred block of North West street. The shooter left before 

police arrived so did the victim. He showed up later at a Wichita hospital. Doctors treated and released him. 

 

10/19/09 

6am 

Police in San Antonio, Texas are investigating an usual shooting case. They say an 83-year-old man opened 

fire on his son. The reason is because his son, who's in his 50's, wouldn't stop drumming. Officers’ say the 

son was shot in the head, but that the bullet just grazed him and he's expected to be okay. His dad was 

arrested for assault. 

 

10/20/09 

6am 

A fraternity at Kansas state university is suspended for a hazing incident that sent a student to the hospital. 

The phi delta theta fraternity will be on probation until September 20-11. If the frat violates probation, the 

school can withdraw its recognition of the house. An 18-year-old freshman was hospitalized in late 

September after he was found unconscious at the fraternity house. He recovered and is still a member of the 

house. 

 

10/21/09 

12pm 

New now: federal prosecutors arrest a Massachusetts man for plotting to blow up malls across the u-s. 

The suspect is 27-year-old Tarek Mehanna. Investigators say he wanted to train with al-Qaeda. They say he 

worked with others in a conspiracy to kidnap, maim and injure Americans including high level officials. "It 



 

 

is alleged that Mehanna was involved in discussions about exploring other options such as shooting and 

killing one or two specific members of the executive branch of the United States government.‖ 

Investigators say those members of the bush administration were never in any danger. Authorities say 

Mehann also planned to attack military bases overseas.  

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

10/22/09 

10pm 

A relative of the man arrested in the death of this 15-month-old boy says he never saw any signs of abuse. 

police call Evan Coen's death child abuse. ―The people at this house Monday night say Evan seemed 

sluggish and they thought he had the flu. Then he stopped breathing.‖ The boy was rushed to the hospital 

police say he had skull fractures, a broken leg and ribs. They arrested the live-in boyfriend of Evan’s 

mother but tonight the suspect's nephew tells us he can't believe it. ―He's the most kind-hearted person I've 

ever met.  He wouldn't hurt anybody.  I've known him my entire life. Police are still conducting 

interviews...and the district attorney will determine whether to file charges. 

 

10/23/09 

6am 

A missing teen is safe with her family this morning. 17 year old Tara Simhiser was found early Thursday 

afternoon. 

The man she was with, 21 year old Rogelio Hernandez is now behind bars. Police found Simhiser with the 

help of some alert bank employees.  Investigators say a teller at a bank in the northeast Kansas town of 

Hiawatha recognized Simhiser and Hernandez from their pictures. The two were going through the drive-

through...trying to cash a check. Bank officials were able to stall them until police got there, she was 

waiting in the foyer out here and 19 when the sheriff's car pulled up she immediately came into the bank 

and i saw her go back to the back to the restroom.‖ Later yesterday afternoon Marion county authorities 

brought Simhiser home.  At this point, it's unclear if she was forced to go with Hernandez, or left willingly. 

 

10/24/09 

10pm 

Prosecutors charge a Missouri teen with first-degree murder in the death of a nine year old girl. As we open 

the fox file on America, search teams found Elizabeth Olten's body yesterday afternoon. Volunteers spent 

most of the week looking for her. Olten disappeared Wednesday night while walking home from a friend's 

house. Investigators say she knew the suspect, but will not say how. "Because of the age of the suspect in 

this, we are not able to reveal much at all and again one of the reasons, a lot of things we won't say simply 

because we have to have a prosecutable case." Sheriff says the suspect helped lead authorities to the body. 

Investigators have not said anything about a possible motive. 

 

10/25/09 

10pm 

Police officers in San Jose are being investigated in the alleged beating and tasing of an unarmed university 

student.  A cell phone video shows one officer hitting the 20-year-old with a metal baton more than 10 

times.  Another officer is seen using his Taser gun on the student.  Several police experts told a local paper 

the video shows the officers using excessive and possibly illegal force. 

 

10/26/09 

6am 

Charges could also be filed today in connect to an arson fire that took place in Wichita on Friday.  No one 

was hurt during an apartment fire in the 500 block of north old manor.  One person was arrested, but 

investigators would not say if the person lives in the building. The fire destroyed one apartment, and 

damaged 3 others. 

 

10/27/09 



 

 

6pm 

A shallow grave found in rural riley county.  New at six, investigators try to identify the remains inside. 

Authorities say a hunter discovered the grave Sunday evening southwest of Manhattan. Investigators say 

the grave held the remains of an adult woman. And a small boy, possibly three years old or younger.   

Autopsies are being performed to determine how the two died. Investigators are asking for any information 

on missing persons cases involving a woman and small child.   If you have any information call riley 

county police at 785-537-2112. 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

10/28/09 

6pm 

A Wichita man will spend at least 50 years in prison for killing his 18-month-old daughter.  Jonell Lloyd 

was sentenced today for the murder of Chavira brown.  The girl's body was found stuffed in garbage bags 

in Lloyd’s attic.  He told the girl's mother and police that Chavira wandered away from him while they 

were at Grove Park in north Wichita. The girl's grandmother says she's glad this is finally all over. "And 

we, i know they weren't going to give him the death penalty, so that's why i asked for life in prison so he 

can live each day behind bars and see what he had did to her."   Lloyd was sentenced to the "hard 50.‖ This 

means 50 years in jail without the possibility of parole plus another 11 years in prison. 

 

10/29/09 

6pm 

  A former Saline mayor and congressional candidate faces a federal lawsuit.   Alan Jilka is accused of 

sexual harassment by a former co-worker.  Jilka has worked as both a Salina city commissioner and mayor. 

Today he talked about the allegations for the first time. Eyewitness news reporter Melody Pettit has the 

story.   The allegations come just weeks after Alan Jilka announced he was running for the first district 

congressional seat.   A federal lawsuit was filed earlier this month by the former director of the Salina 

housing authority, Ann Rollins Johnson.   She was fired in January of 2008.  In the lawsuit, Johnson claims 

the reason she was fired was her refusal of sexual advances by Jilka.  Documents also say there was no 

basis for her termination.   Jilka addressed the lawsuit Thursday saying it's politically motivated retaliation. 

"Is it a coincidence that she waited to file the suit until more than two years later, a couple weeks after I 

announced my candidacy for congress, and several years after the alleged incidents?" "I was shocked by the 

malicious nature of the allegations in the case, which i deny,"   I contacted Johnson but was referred to her 

attorney.   We left several messages for him... But our calls were not returned.   The lawsuit also includes 

the city of Salina, the Salina housing authority and its five board members at the time of her firing.    We 

contacted the housing authority to ask why Johnson was let go.  They would not comment.    We also 

contacted the Salina city manager who referred us to the city's attorney who also had no comment. In 

Salina, I’m Melody Pettit KWCH 12 Eyewitness News.  

 

10/30/09 

5am 

Lawyers for Scott Roeder are fighting over potential jurors in his upcoming trial.  Roeder is charged with 

first degree murder --   in the shooting death of Wichita abortion provider Dr. George tiller.  Roeder's trial's 

set for January -   now his attorney is trying to prevent prosecutors from eliminating potential jurors based 

solely on their anti-abortion views.   The attorney says that's a form of discrimination.  A hearing on the 

issue is set for December. 

 

11/1/09 

10pm 

Investigators say someone intentionally set this fire.  Flames damaged the home in the 8-hundred block of 

north Saint Paul yesterday afternoon.   Cell phone video shows flames coming out the windows. 

Firefighters saved several dogs from the burning house. Authorities took one person into custody after the 

fire. Charges could come as early as tomorrow. 



 

 

 

11/2/09 

6pm 

Wichita police look for the man who robbed this bank.  Employees at the Intrust Bank near Harry and 

Webb say a man walked in about 3-25 this afternoon.  He pulled a gun and demanded money. They took 

cash and fled.  Police say the man was wearing a camel colored suit jacked, jeans and was wearing 

sunglasses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

11/3/09 

5am 

A man's charged with killing his ex-girlfriend.  Texas police arrested Armando Mosqueda Sunday night 

near Houston.  Its been less than a week since his ex-girlfriend filed a restraining order against him. 

Days later, Jeannie Jacobsen was found stabbed to death.   She was last seen at a Halloween party saturday 

night.  Family members say the door to Jacobsen’s Lyons home was busted in.   Court documents show 

Jacobsen wrote in the restraining order against Mosqueda that he choked her, leaving bruises on her 

shoulders.   Neighbors say they've known there was trouble at the house for months.  ―The other neighbors 

were asked to watch the house in case he came by and let her know but no one thought it would go this 

far.‖  Police say Jacobsen had called several times to report that Mosqueda was bothering her.  Mosqueda is 

now in custody in Texas. He is charged with first degree murder.  

 

11/4/09 

5am 
A teenager from Fresno, California is charge with murder in the death of his four year old neighbor.   The 

body of Alex Mercado was found in a clothes dryer in the teen's home on Saturday.  Authorities say the boy 

was drowned before he his body was stuffed in the dryer.   The Fresno county DA says the 14 year old is 

charged as an adult with sex crimes, kidnapping, and murder.  The teenager could be sentenced to life in 

prison, if convicted. 

 

11/5/09 

12pm 

Police arrest a man for trying to steal bleachers from Schweitzer Park.  That’s in the 900 block of south 

Chautauqua.  Police say the man was caught in the act.  Investigators think he was going to melt down the 

bleachers and sell them to a junkyard as scrap. 

 

11/6/09 

12pm 

That breaking news out of Orlando Florida where there are reports of an office shooting: police have the 

building surrounded, but despite some reports, it's not confirmed if anyone is hurt.  No one is in custody.  

Again this is at an Orlando office building.  We'll continue to follow the story and bring you more when we 

have it. 

     
11/7/09 

10pm 

A woman is found dead in rural Kiowa County.   Police say they have a suspect in custody.   Officers were 

called out around 9:30pm last night after someone reported hearing gunshots.    They arrived to a home in 

western Kiowa County and found the body of a 35-year-old woman.   Hours later, deputies arrived at a 

home in Reno County to investigate a burglary.  They questioned a 38-year-old man, and found he was a 



 

 

homicide suspect in Kiowa County.   The man was booked in jail for second degree murder.  The victim's 

name hasn't been released.   An autopsy will be performed to determine her cause of death.  

 

11/8/09 

10pm 

The shooting at fort hood is on the minds of those living on and around the post today.  Several 

congregations held services honoring those killed and wounded in the rampage. Thirteen people died and 

29 were hurt when Major Nidal Hassan opened fire at the Texas army post on Thursday.  Those at the fort 

are trying to move forward. But military leaders want to make sure those who need help...get help.  ―We 

encourage all of our soldiers, civilians and family members impacted by this tragic event to seek assistance, 

even those who may have not been directly involved." An army spokesman says Hassan is in critical, but 

stable condition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

11/09/09 

6am 

A murder suspect could return to Kiowa County today after he was caught in Reno County this weekend.    

The victim was found dead in a western Kansas home. Officers found the woman's body in a home near 

Mullinville.  They made the discovery while responding to a shot fired call.  Hours later... Deputies in Reno 

County arrested the 38-year-old suspect.  They found him trying to break into a home.   He was booked 

into jail for second degree murder.  The victim's name still has not been released.  An autopsy will 

determine how she died. 

 

11/10/09 

5pm 

A former astronaut pleads guilty in a love triangle case.  Lisa Nowak is sentenced to one year probation.  

She drove from Houston to Orlando to confront a woman who was dating a man she was interested in.  

Investigators say they found a folding knife, a bb gun, a mallet and diapers in her car. Nowak admitted to 

using the diapers so she did not have to stop during the drive to Florida. 

 

11/11/09 

12pm 

Former astronaut Lisa Nowak has avoided prison time for attacking her romantic rival.  You may 

remember in February of 2007, Nowak -- disguised in a wig and carrying pepper spray -- confronted 

colleen shipman in an airport parking lot.  Shipman was able to get away. The two were interested in the 

same man.   She was sentenced to time served and one year's probation. 

 

11/12/09 

12pm 

Police say he was trying to rob a cigarette store, but he wound up getting stuck in a vent and had to call his 

daughter for help!   Police say the man was stuck in a ventilation pipe for about three hours early today. He 

eventually managed to call his daughter, who called 911.  Firefighters found the man head down in a 

ventilation pipe and pulled him out. He will be charged after he is released from the hospital. 

 

11/13/09 

12pm 

The investigation into a child sex abuse case in western Missouri has expanded beyond the father and four 

sons who were arrested earlier this week. Authorities say a sixth suspect in the case who was not a member 

of the family has been arrested. And they say they have identified other victims in case. 

 



 

 

11/14/09 

6am 

Wichita police continue their investigation...into a possible abduction case.  Someone called 9-1-1 after 

seeing a man arguing with a young girl near Wichita and Clark streets Friday afternoon.  Police say, when 

the girl started to run off - the man grabbed her and put her in his truck.  So far, no one has reported any 

missing children...leaving police with more questions than answers. "We have contacted the exploited 

missing children's unit, trying to sort out what happened and if you do have abduction or whether it was a 

defiant child actually not wanting to go home." Police want to verify that no one is in danger.  The girl is 

described as Hispanic - likely between nine and eleven years old.  She had a long pony tail and was 

wearing a school uniform.   The man was possibly Hispanic.  Eyewitnesses say he has a muscular build.  

He was wearing a white tank top and jeans.   The man was driving a white 4-door crew cab pickup.   

Anyone with information is asked to call 9-1-1. 

 

11/15/09 

10pm 

 A woman fights back after a man tries to rob her. We begin the crime watch near Lincoln and Washington. 

The woman tells police the man pointed a gun at her last night. She refused to give him money and then hit 

him in the chest. The woman kept fighting and the man eventually ran off.  She went to the hospital to be 

checked out.  Police have not made an arrest. 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

11/16/09 

5pm 

New now:  Ark City police want to get a name out to parents of teenage girls.  A man named Thomas 

Pennycuff has been arrested.   He’s accused of soliciting a 13 year old online.  That 13 year old was 

actually a law enforcement officer posing as a teen.  Since his arrest, Authorities checked his home 

computer.  On it, they say they found that Pennycuff has talked to at least 80 young girls in Cowley County 

and has met up with 13 of them.   Pennycuff has not been charged.   He’s in jail right now on a 25-thousand 

dollar bond.   If you believe your child has had contact with Pennycuff, you should call the Ark City police 

department. 

 

11/17/09 

12pm 

This man will go to prison for 22 years.  31 year old Dan Riendeau murdered a Pratt woman last year.      

Prosecutors say Riendeau and an 18 year old man stabbed the woman 90 to 100 times when she wouldn't 

sell them prescription drugs. They both plead guilty; the 18 year old was sentenced to life in prison. 

 

11/18/09 

6pm 

And new at six, Salina police arrest a high school student -- accused of taking a gun to school.     Police say 

the 16-year-old boy carried a loaded revolver onto Salina south high property yesterday, but never took it 

inside the school.     Investigators tell us, the boy hid the gun in a bush at a nearby park.    Another student 

told a school resource officer about the weapon. 

 

11/19/09 

5am 

Employees of a local health supplement store say they had just shown up to work when federal agents 

surrounded them.  DEA agents searched the north Wichita location of "affordable supplements" 

Wednesday as part of an investigation that started in Boston.  The feds left the building carrying several 

boxes.    Employees tell us agents were carrying lists of illegal products that may have been sold at the 

store.   Federal prosecutors on the east coast say they can't comment on the case because the investigation is 

sealed. 

 

11/20/09 

5am 



 

 

Arkansas city police present part of their case this Thursday against a 25-year-old man.   He's accused of 

soliciting teenage girls online.   Thomas Pennycuff was arrested earlier this month in Sedgwick County.   

Police say he tried to meet a detective who he thought was a 13-year-old girl.   Ark city police also 

investigated and say they found evidence he'd talked to and solicited several local teens.   The Cowley 

county attorney will decide whether charges are filed there. 

 

11/21/09 

6am 

With so many people hitting the roads in the next week... local law enforcement is stepping up patrols.     

Both Wichita police and the Sedgwick county sheriff's department say they'll be focusing on DUI and seat 

belt violations next week.   Its part of a statewide traffic enforcement effort over the thanksgiving holiday. 

 

11/22/09 

10pm 

Linda Kaufman will be re-sentenced tomorrow.  We open the crime watch in district court. 

Kaufman and her husband were convicted of abusing mentally ill patients at a group home in Newton.  

Linda Kaufman was originally sentenced to seven years behind bars.  However, an appeals court ruled a 

judge needed to re-consider other factors in the case.  Kaufman now faces even more time in prison.   

Count on us to let you know what happens in court tomorrow.  

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

11/23/09 

6pm 

Six people are arrested are accused of trying to steal money from lottery winners.  These three suspects are 

from the Wichita and Hutchinson areas.   Undercover officers went into stores across the state with a 

winning lottery ticket.   Investigators say the clerks claimed the tickets were not winners, and then tried to 

collect the prize money themselves.   New tonight at 10, hear what convenience store clerks think about the 

undercover sting.  And steps you can take to make sure you get the prize you win.  That’s new tonight at 

10. 

 

11/24/09 

5am 

A bullet comes out of nowhere -- shattering the rear window of a pick up. Our news partners at the Salina 

journal report a Colorado family was driving on i-70 in Saline County early Saturday morning.  When a 

bullet came through the cab of their truck and went out the back window.  Three small girls in the back seat 

were hit by broken glass...but weren't seriously hurt.  The sheriff office is investigating. 

 

11/25/09 

5am 

In the crime watch -- some folks in Salina say good riddance to their neighbors. ―Anytime you can get rid 

of drugs...anywhere.that's great.‖  This is just one of 10 houses raided by Salina police during a drug 

operation named "full throttle."  Officers say they found meth, marijuana, weapons and about 12-thousand 

dollars in drug money. 16 people were arrested during the raid.  Police say the ring brought drugs from 

Mexico to Wichita...then to Salina. 

 

11/26/09 

5am 

He says he'd never be stupid enough to bring a real weapon into a courtroom. But a Hutchinson attorney 

caught everyone's attention when he brought in...A grenade.  Sam Kepfield showed us what he did - he 

asked jurors during a trial Monday...if they felt threatened when he pulled the pin from then grenade...and 

*then* told them it was a fake.  Kepfield says he was just trying to show jurors how a threat feels... To give 

his client the best defense possible.   He insists, his stunt was harmless. ―It was marked as a dud, and you 

can see it's had the end sawed off and all of the powder has been taken out, and the fuse has been taken 



 

 

out."   Reno county sheriff's investigators say even using a *fake* weapon to cause alarm is a felony.   

Officials tell us they're now reviewing security at the courthouse and plan to visit with an architect next 

month. 

 

11/27/09 

5am 

When family members don't show up for a holiday dinner... Relatives go looking for them.   They found 

them -- shot to death in their home.   Now police say the double homicide started with an attempted 

robbery. Police won't say what was taken from the home. But we know two children were inside the house 

on the corner of elm and Chautauqua. The children were unharmed.   Neighbors say they're shocked this 

could happen on the holiday -- they say the people who lived here kept to themselves. Of all days to have 

that happen, and to have two babies still inside the house, that was sad.  Sad it had to happen in this 

neighborhood, or any neighborhood.   The children are in protective custody tonight.  So far, police have 

made no arrests. 

 

11/28/09 

10pm 

Opening the crime watch tonight,   many used the nice weather to hang Christmas lights this weekend.  But 

one Sedgwick county woman found all of her hard work had disappeared. Linda Broyles spent six hours 

yesterday hanging lights at her home.  This morning...she awoke to find everything stolen.   Someone took 

ten feet of Christmas lights along with 57 custom p-v-c pipes used to hold them.  Broyles says she doesn't 

understand why someone would steal something used to brighten up the holidays. I can't imagine what kind 

of heart these people have, actually I don't think they have any heart at all.   Broyles says there's not enough 

time to replace the pipes and rehang the lights this Christmas.  She's debating whether to put up the rest of 

her decorations. 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

11/29/09 

10pm 

Wichita police investigate a stabbing at a southeast Wichita bar.  We begin the crime watch tonight... In the 

24-hundred block of south hillside.  Police say a man was critically hurt during an argument... When he 

was stabbed in the stomach.  He was taken to the hospital in critical condition.   The suspect fled after the 

fight...but was taken into custody a short-time later.  

 

11/30/09 

5am 

With only two days until rifle season begins -- Kansas game wardens are on the lookout --- for any hunters 

getting a head start.  Game wardens like Chris Stout are responsible for covering at least two counties.   

Stout says most poachers waste deer by only keeping antlers.   They're also a danger to landowners and 

others nearby.   Stout says he has to be careful when approaching hunters. "you're walking into groups of 

15-20 pheasant hunters with shotguns.  Luckily, most of them are good-natured and know why you're there 

and want to do the right thing, but it just takes one."   The wildlife and parks department tells us with so 

much land to cover and so few game wardens.   Wardens catch one out of every two hundred poachers. 

 

12/1/09 

5am 

Two teenagers arrested -- accused of killing a Wichita couple. Family members found Adrian Jackson and 

his girlfriend Jesse Foust...dead in their home...Thanksgiving Day. Police say Jackson and Foust were shot 

-- they spent days at this scene...and tell us...family and friends helped them find the suspects. Investigators 

tell us a gun transaction a few weeks ago between the victims and the suspects lead them to the teens...but 

the motive was a robbery.  The teens -- an 18 year old from Mulvane... And a 17 year old from Wichita -- 

could be formally charged as early as today (Tuesday). 

 

 



 

 

12/2/09 

6pm 

A 17-year-old is charged with two counts of murder. He's the second suspect accused in the killing of this 

Wichita couple.     Adrian Jackson and Jesse Foust were found dead in their home thanksgiving day. Their 

children were found nearby unhurt.  Yesterday 18-year-old Scott Holton was also charged with their 

murders.  He's expected back in court later this month.   As for the 17-year-old... Today he was charged as 

a juvenile.   He's also expected back in court next week. To determine whether he'll be tried as an adult. 

 

12/3/09 

6pm 

A Wichita father will go to trial on charges he killed his infant son. Today James Thomas waived his right 

to a preliminary hearing. He's charged with first degree murder in the death of his son, 5-month-old Zereon 

Thomas back in July.   Police say Thomas told them he dropped his son... But investigators say evidence 

showed the boy was abused.   Thomas' trial is scheduled for late February. 

 

12/4/09 

6pm 

Charges are filed in Marion County against a man who led to an amber alert. Rojelio Hernandez 

disappeared with 17-year-old Tara Simhiser in October.   Hernandez has now been charged with 

aggravated battery in the case.  The two were eventually found in Brown County in northeast Kansas.     

Hernandez already pleaded guilty to charges there. We asked the Marion county attorney why kidnapping 

charges were not filed.  She tells us they were not warranted, but would not elaborate.  

 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

12/5/09 

10pm 

Officers arrest a woman for stabbing her boyfriend.  Police say she attacked him with a butcher knife last 

night in the 7-hundred block of west Macarthur. The victim says the two had a fight and as he came out of 

the bathroom -- she pulled out the knife.  Paramedics took the man to a Wichita hospital with multiple stab 

wounds.   He was treated and released. 

 

12/6/09 

10pm 

We open the crime watch near 10th and Broadway. That's where someone shot a man around four this 

morning.  Wichita police say the 23-year old was hit in the forearm.   Eyewitnesses say the person was a in 

a dark-colored Subaru.    Police have not made any arrests. 

 

12/7/09 

6am 

A Hutchinson prison inmate is back behind bars after more than two weeks of unexpected freedom.   

Authorities found Chauncey Howard Sunday.  He was mistakenly set free after a court appearance in 

Sedgwick County on November 20th. 

 

 12/8/09 

6am 

Federal officials in California have gotten their hands on a very uncommon ride!  Agents say they seized 

this rare Italian sports car from a showroom because it was illegally imported into the country.  They say an 

engineer brought the vehicle into the country eight years ago, but was only supposed to keep it here for a 

year to do maintenance on it.  Police also say the man claimed the 600-thousand dollar car was only worth 

125-thousand dollars when he brought it overseas.   Officials say the vehicle does not meet u-s 

environmental and safety standards. 



 

 

 

12/9/09 

7am 

 the couple who crashed the state dinner a few weeks ago will refuse to answer questions, if they're 

subpoenaed by congress. That's according to the attorney for Tariq and Mik-el Salahi.   The house 

homeland security committee is scheduled to vote today on whether to force the couple to appear.  The 

committee wants to know how the Salahis’ got into the state dinner without an invitation.  The couple's 

attorney says if they're called, the Salahis will invoke their 5th amendment rights and refuse to answer 

questions.  The Salahis also say many members of congress have already made up their minds about them. 

 

12/10/09 

6pm 

A Wichita man will spend 13-and-a-half years in prison for killing a family friend.  Albert Thomas 

admitted to second degree murder in the 2008 shooting death of Deshonda Walker.  The two grew up on 

the same street.   Police originally said the two were arguing over a parking spot, but during a court hearing 

the victim's uncle said Thomas was angry because he wanted to date Walker.  We talked with Walker's 

family today.  They say they are upset with the sentence and believe it should have been longer. 

 

12/11/09 

5am 

Toys for tots calls it unthinkable. Organizers believe someone's is dipping into donation bins.  Sgt. James 

Watts says full bins are going empty overnight.  A Wall-mart employee had to stop one person from 

emptying a bin without proper id.  So, toys for tots are making changes.     Instead of picking up toys up at 

a scheduled time, toys for tots is now picking up toys randomly throughout the day. We were actually 

watching the boxes to see if someone was coming through and emptying the boxes out prior to us getting 

there.    The only people allowed to remove toys from the bins are marine's in uniform with a military id or 

people in a toys-for-tots shirt, which are limited to volunteers.   Toys for tots is down 2,000 toys this year. 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

12/12/09 

6pm 

An Arkansas City man faces nine new charges of soliciting and trying to touch teenage girls.   Police in 

Wichita arrested Thomas Pennycuff last month.  Investigators say he tried to meet a detective posing as a 

13-year-old girl.   Ark city police then learned the 25-year-old had contacted around fifty teenage girls 

online and met with as many as thirteen.   Pennycuff was arrested on Wednesday.   He’s currently in the 

Cowley county jail on 101,000 dollars bond. 

 

12/13/09 

10pm 

One look around his home, it's easy to see Chaplain Mike Stockwell likes anything Christmas.  Lights and 

Santa are merry, but giving is Stockwell's favorite part of the holiday.  Which is why he works with Toys 

for Tots. 

I'm very disappointed.   Sunday, Stockwell is anything but festive. Out of 22 years of doing this, this is the 

first time I have ever had a break in.   Police say thieves broke in through a back door at Toys for Tots 

distribution center and dug into toy bins. I immediately went and started looking in the boxes and i could 

tell right then and there what they had taken.  1000 toys--mostly for teenagers and infants. They had gone 

through the boxes and picked out what they wanted to take and I figure they were probably in there a good 

hour.  Stockwell says the thieves took specific things, like electronics. Items Toys for Tots rarely receives.   

But he says the loss could have been worse if much of their inventory hadn't already been given away. If 

we had not of had them out, the toys and gifts that we had for the older kids, it could have made a lot of 

people very sad this year and the dollar amount would have been a lot higher.  Sunday's break in isn't the 

first tots has been hit. The organization believes some one has been taking toys right out of donation bins at 

area stores.  For those people, Stockwell has only this to say.  Every time they leave or they're out in the 

community and see these kids that don't have Christmas, I’d like them to really think about it and think 

about what they've done.   In Wichita Kara Sewell, KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 



 

 

 

 

12/14/09 

6pm 

An investigation is underway into a deadly accident involving a Wichita police officer.  The accident 

happened around nine last night on south hydraulic near I-135.Two officers were headed to a call...but they 

weren't running lights and sirens.  Police say 30 year old Christopher Perkins attempted to turn left and hit 

one police car.   Deputy Chief Tom Stolz says officers were following policy by not running lights and 

sirens.  But the patrol car's black box will show whether the officer was speeding. We have to drive 

reasonably and safely.  We tell them all the time it's not going to do us any good if you can't make it to the 

call.   Per police protocol, the Kansas highway patrol is handling the investigation.   The officer involved in 

the accident will be put on an administrative job during the investigation. 

 

12/15/09 

5am 

Do you email ...text...tweet?  Then you should follow the latest Supreme Court case. Justices will decide 

whether your boss can read those emails, text or tweets...if you post them using a work phone or computer.   

The case comes out of California where a police chief read a sergeant's texts...some sexually explicit notes 

to his girlfriend.   Lower courts split on whether that violated the sergeant's privacy -- the Supreme Court 

will have the final say. 

 

12/16/09 

5am 

A butler county judge is considering a motion in the case of Israel Mireles.  Mireles is charged with the 

rape and murder of Emily Sander two years ago.  On Tuesday, the defense asked the judge to drop the 

capital murder charge in exchange for a first-degree murder charge.   Mireles' attorney says Mireles faces a 

capital murder charge and a sodomy charge which amounts to double jeopardy. Meaning Mireles would be 

charged twice for the same crime.  A ruling on the motion could come next month. 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

12/17/09 

The state shuts down a hays business accused of consumer fraud.   It comes after the better business bureau 

received complaints from across the country about global resort condos plus.  The better business bureau 

says people reported getting calls from GRCP. Saying a buyer was interested in their time share. They 

asked for money to complete the transaction.  The money only went toward advertising the time share for 

sale or rent.  If you had a problem with the company call the better business bureau at 2-6-3 31-46.  You 

can also find tips about buying time shares at our website kwch.com.    

 

12/18/09 

5am 

New this morning.  Three people are injured after a fight breaks out at a club in east Wichita overnight.  

The fight started when club rodeo was letting out this morning around 1:30 at a club on east Kellogg.  

Police say someone threw a bottle and hit another man -- giving him injuries to the face.  The victim was 

trying to get away in his car when he hit two people in the parking lot. Those people were treated and 

released at the scene.  About 20 officers were called to the club because several other unrelated fights broke 

out. "Anytime you have a large number of individuals who come out and starts drinking you’re going to 

have some kind of disturbance"    those people were arrested on several minor charges. 

 

12/19/09 

6am 

A wellington man is now charged with criminal threat; he's accused of calling in a bomb threat to a hospital 

in wellington this week. Investigators say Levi Shobe made a threatening call to Sumner regional medical 

center Wednesday.  The hospital was evacuated for five hours while investigators searched for anything 



 

 

suspicious... They didn't find anything, 24 patients were transferred to different facilities because of the 

threat.  The charge is a felony. 

 

12/20/09 

5:30pm 

Authorities release the name of a man killed near Beloit. Sixty-one year-old Gary Nelson was shot at his 

home early friday morning.  The Mitchell county attorney says nelson was well-liked in the community.    

Police are treating his death as a homicide.  Three other people were in the home at the time of the 

shooting.  Police say they are not suspects.     So far no one has been arrested. 

 

12/21/09 

5am 

A stolen trailer doesn't stop a derby church from performing Sunday services. Aviator church leaders say 

the community response after a weekend theft has been overwhelming.  The church holds services at derby 

high school, and keeps all of its equipment in trailers.   When pastors realized someone stole one with 40-

thousand dollars of equipment inside.   Local churches, businesses, and even individuals stepped up to help.   

They loaned the church sound boards, instruments, and everything needed for a normal church service. 

"God’s good despite the fact that somebody stole our church stuff." "Just the outpouring of support was 

very emotional because when we first found out it was gone, i mean this is stuff we'd saved up for and 

really were just so grateful to even have."   Aviator’s lead pastor says everything stolen was covered by 

insurance...but replacing equipment will likely take months. 

 

12/22/09 

6pm 

 In the crime watch, a 30 year old woman is in critical condition after someone stabbed her while trying to 

rob her Wichita home. Police say it happened at this apartment complex on south Oliver around 10-30 this 

morning.  Officers say the suspect stabbed her in the stomach and stole money from her.  The attacker took 

off, no word if police have made any arrests. 

 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

12/23/09 

5am 

The parents of the balloon boy hoax are scheduled to appear in court today.   Richard and Mayumi Heene 

will be sentenced in a Colorado courtroom.  The Colorado couple could face jail time for lying about their 

son flying away in a balloon to gain publicity.  The judge will also decide today if the Heene’s will have to 

pay the government back for the rescue of their son.  So, far the total is 43-thousand dollars.  Richard 

Heene could face 90 days in jail, while his wife could be in jail for 50 days. 

 

12/24/09 

6pm 

A Kansas woman says a thief made off with more than just her camera over the weekend. Delene Schoof of 

Salina says the camera's memory card had her last pictures of her son...who died in a motorcycle crash in 

2007.  She was planning to have the photos printed on Sunday when someone stole her purse with the 

camera inside.  Schoof says the camera also had the last pictures of her mother and grandmother who've 

also passed away.  Her purse was found Monday in a dumpster, but the camera and some credit cards were 

gone. She's asking whoever stole the camera to at least return the memory card. 

 

12/25/09 

5pm 

No-one expected fireworks inside a delta airlines flight this afternoon, but that's exactly what caused all this 

commotion.   A passenger set off firecrackers aboard the plane -an intelligence official says the man was 



 

 

attempting to blow up the plane.  The flight was coming into Detroit from Amsterdam and landed safely - 

the passenger was subdued quickly. 

 

12/26/09 

10pm 

In the crime scene tonight, a shooting sends one person to the hospital.  It happened around 1:45 this 

morning at 21st and Woodlawn.  Wichita police say someone fired shots into a vehicle after a collision. A 

man inside the car was hit.  There's no word on his condition tonight. Police have arrested a suspect. 

 

12/27/09 

10pm 

Denise, we expect to learn more tomorrow at an official police briefing, but sources tell me this overnight 

shooting has turned into a homicide investigation. Around one this morning, police were called to the 

Da’nang restaurant parking lot.  Neighbors say they heard more than 10 shots and called 9-1-1.  Police say 

a fight had started inside the restaurant, moved outside to the parking lot, and someone pulled a gun.  One 

neighbor says he looked out his window when he first heard the shots.  He couldn't see who was 

involved...but he saw several more rounds fired. I can look out my window.  I know somebody's getting 

killed because it was like a point blank shooting.  It was like boom, boom, and boom.  I know somebody 

was getting killed. Police say two shooting victims went to Wesley medical center...one with life-

threatening injuries and the other with serious injuries.  Investigators have not released any information 

about the victims and won't say whether any arrests have been made.  Again, we expect to learn more at a 

police briefing tomorrow morning. 

 

12/28/09 

6pm 

It's not the 'necessity defense,’ but a judge set a hearing on a "use of force" defense in the trial of Scott 

Roeder.  Roeder is charged with killing abortion provider George Tiller in May.   Roeder has told reporters 

he killed tiller to protect unborn children.  During a hearing last week, the judge barred Roeder's lawyers 

from using that "necessity defense" during the trial.  But the judge also said he would later consider 

whether to allow arguments on the "use-of-force for defense of another.     A hearing for that has been set 

for January 8th, that’s just days before jury selection is set to start on January 11th. 

 

 

 

 

CRIME Q-4 

 

12/29/09 

5am 

A family is caught on camera stealing from a store on Christmas day.   It happened near Los Angeles.  

Police say the parents use their own children to take clothing and cash.  You can see two young boys 

reaching into the cash register and stealing money -- grabbing just the large bills.  Police say you can hear 

the mother telling the boys what to do.  They say it looks like this family either has done this before or 

practiced quite a bit.  The parents are facing several charges. 

 

12/30/09 

5am 

The trial is delayed for the man accused of killing a Benton woman five years ago.  Carol mould was 

strangled inside her home in 2004.  Investigators say her body was set on fire.  Earlier this year, police 

arrested Bill Moore and charged him with first-degree murder.  Moore pleaded not guilty in October.  His 

trial was originally set for next month, now it's been postponed until March. 

 

12/31/09 

5am 



 

 

A shootout out between two men in south Wichita sends both to the hospital. It happened around three 

yesterday afternoon in the six-thousand block of south walnut.  One man was shot the leg -- and the other in 

the foot.   Both were taken to the hospital and police say they'll go to jail after doctors finish treating them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

10/01/09 

6pm 

An update tonight on the Kansas Coliseum. We told you last week that three groups turned in ideas on what 

to do with the building. Tonight we have more details on those ideas. Hartman arena, across the street, 

would like to run it similar to the way it’s operated now. The second idea comes from Heritage 

Development Group. It wants to turn it into a western themed entertainment venue named Saddle Rock 

Rodeo Resort. The final proposal comes from a partnership between Law Kingdom and the Law Company. 

It proposes changes to Britt Brown arena, but the county won't release what those changes are. The county 

will schedule interviews with each developer to learn more about their plans. It hopes to make a 

recommendation to the county commission for approval by the end of September or beginning of October. 

 

10/02/09 

5pm 

The man many want named a saint is honored by the Army. The Secretary of the Army says father Emil 

Kapaun deserves the Medal of Honor. The priest from McPherson County served in the Korean War as a 

chaplain. He was taken as a prisoner of war while administering last rites to a dying soldier. Father Kapaun 

himself died months later in a POW hospital after suffering from dysentery, pneumonia and infection.  

 



 

 

10/03/09 

10pm 

A tough week comes to an end for law enforcement in Sedgwick County. On Monday, Deputy Brian 

Etherege was killed in the line of duty. He was laid to rest Friday afternoon. As colleagues come to grips 

with what happened, they know the job must go on. Today, people had a chance to learn exactly what that 

job involves. Dozens attended the third annual law enforcement expo in west Wichita. The event had a 

healing effect for those involved. It allows them the opportunity to grieve with the agencies and pass on 

their condolences and their heartfelt thoughts to the officers also. Displays included emergency vehicles 

and a police helicopter. Personnel from several departments including Wichita, Sedgwick county and Bel 

Aire took part. 

 

10/04/09 

10pm 

Our own Merril teller emceed an event at Newman University tonight. The event marked the start of mental 

illness awareness week. This year's ceremony included a presentation by Wichita police. Officer Dan 

Oblinger explained how police work on conflict resolution with people who may be mentally ill. ―Some 

people when they commit crimes, they have to go to jail but there's a lot of in between where decisions can 

be made the community for better outcomes." Congress established mental illness awareness week in 19-

90. Tonight's event ended with a candlelight vigil. 

 

10/05/09 

6am 

"Today we're here to honor one-hundred and 22 fallen heroes- who have made the ultimate sacrifice while 

serving their communities." Thousands honor firefighters killed in the line of duty. The national fallen 

firefighter’s foundation added 1-hundred-22 names to its memorial in Maryland yesterday. Among the 

names Christopher brown. He died in 2-thousand-6 while on his way to a fire in southeast Kansas.    

Thousands of names have been added to the memorial since 19-81. 

 

10/06/09 

10pm 

Designed for fantasy play or reality check? The American girl company is out with its newest doll and like 

all others in the line, it comes with a biography. But parents may think twice about Gwen, her father 

skipped out on the family. Gwen and her mother at one time were homeless-and forced to live a car. ―It's 

something we always, I think, push under the carpet, but it is a reality, so on one hand you think it might be 

something good to bring out, but on the other hand it might make people feel uncomfortable.‖ While some 

parents like the idea of educating kids about homelessness, others are upset none of the doll's 95 dollar cost 

goes to helping homeless kids. American girl says it's given a half million dollars since 2006 to a group that 

helps the homeless find housing. 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

10/07/09 

6am 

We'll look at who is making news in the entertainment world. Conservative talk show host Glenn Beck is 

known for stirring up controversy. But now, he's making waves all the way to the UK. Upscale British 

supermarket chain Waitrose is yanking their advertisements from Fox news after receiving customer 

complaints about Beck's show.    Waitrose, known for its organic produce, said in a statement the move 

isn't politically motivated and that they're only responding to clientele concerns. 

 

10/08/09 

6pm 

For the second time this week, two Kansans die in an accident in Kay County Oklahoma. The latest 

accident happened yesterday afternoon on US 77. The Oklahoma Highway Patrol says Wichitans Ameis 

Collins and Ondrea Lewis died when they pulled out of a private drive and collided with a semi. The first 

deadly accident happened Monday at the intersection of I-35 and US 60 near Tonkawa. A couple from 

Osborne County was killed in that accident. 

 



 

 

10/09/09 

6am 

The calendar of events at Wichita’s Intrust bank arena is filling up. Taylor Swift will perform April first. 

The announcement comes one day after we learned Brad Paisley will be the arena's first act. He takes the 

stage January 9th.  Tickets to see Taylor swift are expected to go on sale in December. There's no word on 

how much they'll cost. 

For more on the arena and the events coming to town head to K-W-C-H dot-com slash web. 

 

10/10/09 

10pm 

It was a blast from the past at the Annual Firefighters Museum Parade.  Antique vehicles and fire engines 

rolled down Broadway and Pawnee to Lincoln this afternoon. Tomorrow at 1-30 there will be a memorial 

ceremony for fallen firefighters. 

 

10/11/09 

10pm 

Dozens of people gather at Wichita’s Broadview hotel to remember Deputy Etheridge. For Whom the Bell 

Tolls was public prayer service and while Etheredge was the focus he wasn't the only one remembered.  

―Anybody who's willing through their duty to go into harm’s way on behalf of the community, so we're 

remembering them and their families." They also prayed for Etheredge’s family, friends and his colleagues 

in law enforcement. 

 

10/12/09 

6am 

Pope Benedict canonized five new saints over the weekend. Among them, a 19th century priest named 

father Damien, who worked with leprosy patients on the Hawaiian island of Molokai. Among those who 

attended the ceremony at saint peter's basilica was a Hawaiian resident who has recovered from lung cancer 

after praying to father Damien. The Vatican called his healing miraculous. The new saints include two 

Spaniards, a French woman, and a polish bishop.  Pope Benedict says all of them gave without thought of 

personal gain. 

 
 
10/13/09 

6am 

The Wichita city council should vote today on lease agreements with parking lot owners for the new Intrust 

bank arena. Lot owners who sign with the city will let those attending events use their spaces. The city 

needs a minimum of 24-hundred spaces.  

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

10/14/09 

10pm 

The lineup for performers at the Intrust bank arena gets longer. Tonight we know comedian Jeff Dunham 

will be at the arena march 12. It's posted on the comedian's website. Dunham is a ventriloquist his new 

show debuts on comedy central next week. Tickets for his show go on sale next month. 

 

10/15/09 

6am 

Westbound Pawnee between Broadway and emporia will be closed for another couple of days. Water crews 

are trying to fix a water main break. A private contractor was working in the area at the time of the break. 

There's no word on how long it will take for water to come back on. 

 

10/16/09 



 

 

5pm 

Their first mistake was falling asleep on the job. The second was the place they decided to take their nap. 

Right in front of a TV station a place with lots of cameras. This is from Milwaukee. You can see two men 

sleeping in a city owned truck. Their nap lasted around 45 minutes. The video was showed to their boss. He 

didn't like what he saw the union the workers belong to didn't like it either. ―The public has an expectation 

that people will perform their jobs and will do so in an appropriate way. Milwaukee does have a rule about 

sleeping on the job - you can't do it even if you're on lunch. Both the city and the union say they will 

investigate the incident -- and the  

Mayor says he'll be watching for the results. 

 

 

10/17/09 

10pm 

Mice cockroaches and mold. People living in one southeast Wichita apartment complex are upset. They 

took their complaints directly to their landlord this evening. Eyewitness news reporter Megan Strader looks 

at what they hope to accomplish. Things aren't so peaceful in the peaceful village. To be getting three to 

four hundreds in rent I think you can do a lot better for your tenants. Just ask Lindsey Bass. She spent a 

year battling the mice, the feces the roaches. ―In the cabinets there are masses of them you've got masses of 

them behind...if we moved that fridge they would probably scatter.‖ She has had enough. ―Things got so 

bad for Lindsay that she went to the city and her apartment ended up being condemned so Saturday night, 

she was looking for some answers.‖ She wasn't just among a group of tenants wanting to hear from their 

landlord, she was among a panel who spoke directly to him.‖My first question for you is have you ever 

spent even one night in one of those apartments?‖ Rob Snyder listened to each person speak before getting 

a short time to speak himself. He apologized for what people experienced but defended himself and his 

staff saying the small turnout proves it's only a handful of people who are unhappy. ―Of all the people that 

could be here today, I don't know if I'm necessarily the right one but we address it we fix it and see what 

else we need to do.‖ Bass decided to move out of the peaceful village but hopes Saturday night's meeting 

will force some changes for her friends and family still making it their home. ―If it doesn't we're not going 

to let up, we're going to keep pushing and we're going to keep trying to get peaceful village and eventually 

Plainview cleaned up.‖ In Wichita, I’m Megan Strader for KWCH 12 Eyewitness News. 

 

10/18/09 

10pm 

It's the first day for the Kansas lottery's new raffle. The holiday millionaire raffle is the first of its kind in 

the state. 

Tickets are 20-dollars each. The lottery plans to sell 150-thousand tickets by December 31st. People who 

buy the tickets will be eligible for a one-million dollar prize. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

10/19/09 

10pm 

It's just a phone call but it could cost you a lot of money if you don't know when to hang up. On the other 

end of the line: con-artists. Their work is nothing new but a new wave of calls is now targeting people all 

over Kansas. Eyewitness news reporter Rebecca Gannon explains how to avoid it. ―I got a phone call at 10 

o'clock this morning and my card has been restricted, and press one if I wanted to get more information.‖  

Your cell phone is your connection to everyone including to scammers.  You hear about scams all the time, 

Kara Quinn heard from scammers Monday. ―It was automated it was a gentleman's voice.‖ That voice told 

her and dozens of others to enter her account code. Otherwise she couldn't access her money.‖ But Quinn 

knew better than to continue the call. ―I just hung up, I didn't think much of it.  I was on my way into the 



 

 

bank anyway.‖ Four local banks including Chisholm Trail State Bank, say they've had clients who have 

been hit by this phone scam.  And they all suggest the same thing to make sure you don't become a victim. 

―Look up the number yourself, call your institution, and let them know what's going on. Your financial 

institution will never, ever call you asking for this information.  We have all that information.‖ If your 

financial institution does contact you it will be with in a paper letter not by phone only scammers try that.  

As long as there are people out there who will supply this information, there are going to be people out 

there attempting to get it.‖ So if you get a call do what Quinn did. ―I'm glad I had the instinct to hang up.‖ 

In Sedgwick County, I’m Rebecca Gannon.  If you've already received a call like this, call your local police 

department to file a report. You can also go to KWCH-dot-com for more information. 

 

10/20/09 

6am 

A woman in Louisiana says she got the bargain of a lifetime at a garage sale! Tiesha McNeal found a 

brightly colored painting at a neighbor’s garage sale and she bought it for two dollars. While looking at the 

picture, she noticed a signature at the bottom that said Pablo Picasso. McNeal says she's turned the painting 

over to the f-b-i to see if it's the real deal. If it is, she says she plans to sell it...for a lot more than two 

dollars. 

 

10/21/09 

6am 

It's opening day in Wichita of the Broadway hit "Wicked". The cast and crew of Wicked prepared for the 

show last night. The Broadway production will be in Wichita for the next three weeks. Tickets are still 

available, go to kwch.com 

 

10/22/09 

10pm 

Friends and family hold a candlelight vigil for an Augusta teenager shot and killed at a party. A 25-year-old 

man's been arrested and charged with second degree murder in the death of 14-year-old Andrea  (an-

DREA) Young. The man's accused of showing off a gun when it went off, Andrea (an-DREA) Young was 

killed immediately she was 14 years old. 

 

10/23/09 

6am 

A couple from Topeka will be featured on "48 hours mystery." Karen Harkness and Mike Sisco were shot 

and killed in their home back in 2002. So far no arrests have been made. "48 hours" talked with Sisco's 

children who say they know who did it. You can see that this Saturday at 9 p-m on our sister station 

KWCH. 

 

10/24/09 

6am 

Construction on the Intrust Bank Arena is ahead of schedule. The contractor says it will finish two months 

early. They plan to turn the building over next Friday, allowing the manager, SMG, to start hiring and 

training. Meanwhile, we learn of another act coming to the arena. Country singer Tim McGraw will come 

to Wichita June 11th.  He joins a growing list of acts including Brad Paisley, Taylor Swift and Bon Jovi. 

No word on when tickets will go on sale. 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

10/25/09 

10pm 

Investigators say it's too early to know what caused a house fire in south Wichita. The fire started around 

three this afternoon in the 22-hundred block of south Kansas. Smoke and flames were coming out of the 

windows when firefighters arrived.  No one was home at the time.  A few small pets died in the fire. The 

fire caused about 15-thousand dollars in damage. 

 



 

 

 

10/26/09 

6am 

Felony charges could be filed against this man today.  Rojelio Hernandez was with missing teen Tara 

Simhiser. The two were found in the northeast town of Hiawatha last week. The sheriff says there are 

questions about whether Simhiser left voluntarily with Hernandez, or by force. 

 
      
10/27/09 

 12pm 

The future of the Kansas coliseum: It could be linked to a big expansion of business along i-135. That’s 

what some developers say they can do by taking over the building. One developer--NorAm ---presented its 

plan for the coliseum today to the Sedgwick county commission.   Plans include retail, hotel and 

entertainment sites.  The other developer heritage development group will present its plan at 2:30.  It wants 

to create a western themed entertainment project.  After the presentations, the county will post a public 

comment section on its website to hear people's opinions on the plans. 

 

10/28/09 

6am 

 We continue coverage this morning.  Of a Wichita day care center that was temporarily shut down by the 

state Monday.   Eyewitness news has learned the owner of the daycare center filed an appeal to keep from 

shutting down. The troubles for creative connections learning center began months before its owner was 

arrested on charges of driving drunk with kids in the car.  Over the summer, the state issued a "notice of 

intent" to suspend the day care center's license.  Owner Margaret Walker has appealed.  According to the 

notice, the center was missing documentation and didn't meet the student to staff ratio. ―That doesn't 

surprise me, be/c there's been plenty of times we walked in there, and there have been more children than 

teachers.‖ Meantime, Walker has been charged with DUI and other crimes.  She will be in court next 

month. 

 

10/29/09 

5am 

Construction crews will hand over the keys to the Intrust bank arena today. Then the management company 

s-m-g will take over. And it's already been busy.    S-m-g learned Thursday the arena will host first and 

second round games for the 20-11 women's NCAA basketball tournament.  This will be the first time 

Women's team will play in Wichita- and the first time the city's hosted NCAA games since 1994.  The 

arena opens in January. 

 

10/30/09 

5pm 

The arena management accepted the keys to this building today meaning the construction is done,  but there 

is still a lot to do inside before we can start enjoying the venue.  Keep in mind we can't go inside until the 

end of the year, so we can't show you what it will look like inside until then. Here's a look at the 

architectural drawings of what the inside of the arena is going to look like. Today, management received 

the keys to the area meaning: ―any time you can get the keys to a 206 million dollar baby it's always a good 

thing, but it's a fairly daunting task.  To realize, it can of brings home the responsibility that you actually 

have.‖  The arena is still set to open in January and it will hold about 15 thousand people.   Now if you're 

wondering how you can get a job here.  The arena will hold a job fair next month.  You can find more 

information about that on our website, kwch.com.  

 
 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

10/31/09 

10pm 

Halloween in Wichita’s college hill usually draws thousands.  With Halloween on Saturday and nice 

weather, residents say the crowds are as large as ever. And that's first on fox tonight.  The closed off streets 



 

 

and heavily decorated houses have been a Wichita tradition for decades.  Homeowners along Broadview 

say they're expecting four thousand trick or treat-ers tonight.   For parents, the appeal isn't just from the 

decorations or the candy. "biggest draw for us is it's a safe environment for the kids.  You don't have to 

worry about any crazy things happening, people getting into fights, or anything like that." Halloween in 

college hill hasn't been a sure thing the last couple of years.  The city requires the neighborhood to have 

off-duty police officers in the area for security.   Donations raised enough money to pay for the officers 

each of the last two years. 

 

11/01/09 

10pm 

The Sedgwick county zoo reopens a day after a broken water line forced it to close.  Zoo employees handed 

out bottled water and brought in portable toilets while repair crews fixed the problem.  The zoo closed 

several exhibits and the tram to allow workers access to the water line.  A spokeswoman says the animals 

have plenty of water. 

 
11/02/09 

5am 

Wichita's first winter over-flow shelter opened Sunday night.  Despite the mild weather, many of local 

homeless people came in.  Carlos Terronez is one of the first to arrive at the shelter.  He knew about it from 

last winter, Terronez has been homeless for 15 years.   Terronez calls himself chronically homeless. 

The type of people volunteers here will serve most this season.  Each person who stays gets a hot meal, a 

cot and conversation. ―We want to do more than just give them a bed and a meal for overnight and help 

them to survive; we want to changes their lives.‖   Advocates to end chronic homelessness sponsors the 

shelter.  They hope to get over a quarter of the people who stay off the street for good by the end of the 

season.  The shelter expects over 400 people will sleep here.   It’s open every night until March 31st from 6 

p-m until 7 a-m. 

 

11/03/09 

10pm 

We’re following a developing story. About one hundred Wichita homes will be without water service later 

tonight-     water crews are working to fix a water main break on Topeka between Mt. Vernon and Harry.  

The break, which happened late this afternoon, also shut down one traffic lane on south Topeka. Repairs 

should be done around midnight. 

 

11/04/09 

 5am 

Many of you are probably eating breakfast right now... But take a moment to think about what you'll do for 

lunch.  You can help a local people by eating at some area places.   Ten percent of sales from taco bell and 

pizza hut will go the lord's diner.  Today, you can also rent movies from blockbuster, and its proceeds will 

go to help the diner as well.   The lord's diner feeds food to Wichita’s homeless. 

 
11/05/09 

5am 

80-thousand drivers will have an easier path through east Wichita. Police were on hand Wednesday 

morning when crews opened the eastbound lanes of Kellogg at rock.  Construction supervisors say the 

change-over didn't cause any crashes.   And while city officials admit heavy construction at one of the 

busiest intersections in Wichita has been frustrating...they say it's been necessary. "Right here, we had 

80,000 cars per day coming through this intersection and an at-grade signalized intersection just cannot 

handle that volume of traffic."   Crews will open westbound lanes of Kellogg Friday -- and will open turns 

lanes and rock road next week. 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 



 

 

11/06/09 

6pm 

New at six... We now know the name of a man who died after an accident in Harvey County.   Investigators 

say 53-year-old Bradley Wendt of redwood falls Minnesota was walking in the 93-hundred block of Kansas 

last night when he was hit by a car.   They haven't said what led to the accident, but say the driver will not 

face charges. 

 

11/07/09 

10pm 

Every branch, every war.  Communities around the state mark veteran's day a little early. In El Dorado, 

hundreds attended a parade and battlefield re-enactment.  Veterans say while they appreciate the 

recognition events like these provide... it's not why they come out. "We like to keep the history alive. It was 

times when America was united and we'd like to see that today people drawing together closer." Wichita 

and valley center held veteran's parades today.   Veterans Day is Wednesday. 

 

11/08/09 

10pm 

A Hutchinson family is grateful for a local girl for raising thousands of dollars to help two sick boys.   11-

year-old Julia creed didn't know Carlos or Marcos Tharp until she saw an article in a local newspaper.   She 

decided she wanted to help them with a fundraiser.  Carlos and Marcos have a disease which causes severe 

pain and makes their skin and organs extremely fragile.   The boys' mother lost her job recently and had 

trouble making ends meet.  So Julia arranged a lunch at her church that drew 550 people.  "We need to 

help, but we shouldn't just give money because that's what they've been doing and it's not really helping." 

"it's amazing to me that people that don't even know us, that doesn't even know my sons will actually take 

time out of their day, especially a Sunday, to come here."  In all, Julia’s fundraiser for the Tharps raised 

more than 58-hundred dollars. 

 
11/09/09 

5am 

In honor of veteran's day - join us for an encore presentation of "tour of honor."   Join Megan Strader and 

Photojournalist Brian Gordon - as they bring you the stories of four world war two veterans.   We followed 

them on a recent trip to the world war two memorials in Washington, DC. Watch "Tour of Honor" this 

week on eyewitness news at six.   You can also share stories from WWII at KWCH.com. 

 
11/10/09 

5pm 

The next show making its way to Wichita is Avenue Q.   The musical uses puppets to tell the story of a 

college grad trying to make it in New York City.  It will be here for two nights.   December 2nd and 

December 3rd. Tickets start at forty dollars.   The show may be inappropriate for children under the age of 

13.  

 

11/11/09 

5am 

There are a lot of signs around Wichita advertising something...but some are popping up -- selling a 

message of healing. These signs appear in central Wichita yards.    They're for the "healing the 

brotherhood" campaign.  The woman behind the signs says the message is meant to stop the violence in 

Wichita’s African-American community.   Juanita Blackmon says people focus too much on the crime, and 

not enough on what should come after it.  You know, we become all up in arms about the killing -- but we 

need to be all up in arms about the healing as well.   If you want to get one of these signs, go to our website 

--- KWCH.com --- to get Blackmon’s contact information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

11/12/09 

6pm 

In about an hour, people can speak out about a proposed second lord's diner location...the soup kitchen 

wants to open at the old boy's and girl's club near 21st and grove.  Supporters say it's needed to feed hungry 

families in the area... But opponents say it doesn't fit revitalization efforts.     The ministerial league is 

hosting the meeting,  it begins at seven at north heights Christian church, that’s at 30-30 north hillside.  

Officials from the lord's diner say they will also be there.   Eyewitness news will have a crew at tonight's 

meeting... Expect us to let you know what happens tonight at 10 and on-line at KWCH.com. 

 

11/13/09 

6pm 

Police in Salina, investigate an accident that leaves two people hurt.   It happened this afternoon at 2nd & 

Crawford streets.    Salina police say three vehicles were involved.   Two drivers were taken to the hospital, 

but investigators say their injuries are not life-threatening. 

 

11/14/09 

6am 

I play every time.  Don Damon is used to playing Powerball...but he's not used to winning. $250, most of 

the time it's nothing. That is until now. When I heard it was 96 I almost fell on the floor.  That's right, he 

won 96 million dollars.  His daughter was the first to realize he had the winning ticket.  I immediately 

called my mother who didn't believe me for two hours. Not until she saw the numbers and realized her life 

was about to change. We were in somewhat of a financial difficulty.  That's gone.   Kathleen Damon quit 

her three jobs. I can't believe it. I keep thinking Monday morning I don't have to wake up at 4am and go to 

work. Knowing they're now set for life...we asked if they've already splurged at all. They haven't paid me 

yet!  Laughing.  It will be two or three weeks, then we'll do that. Damon won't need to buy a sense of 

humor...but he does plan to pay bills...buy a new home...and take some vacations. Then I’ll have to buy a 

race car for my grandson. He also intends on taking care of their churches. She's catholic, I’m protestant. 

And whatever other causes they feel compelled to support. Talk to the man upstairs, he took care of us. So 

they can now relax and enjoy things they'd never been able to afford before. Financially we were, this 

helped a lot. In Topeka...my parents very much deserve it. In Topeka, KWCH eyewitness news. 

 

11/15/09 

10pm 

A piece of the Kansas turnpike comes crashing down.    Demolition crews destroyed half of a bridge over 

the Kansas River today.  The rest of the bridge will come down Thursday.  It's part of a 130-million dollar 

turnpike improvement project in Lawrence.   The project should be complete in twenty-11. 

 

 

11/16/09 

6pm 

Today was the final day of "can-struction" at Wichita’s Towne East mall.  Several local architecture firms 

built these sculptures almost entirely out of canned food.   It's part of an effort by the Kansas food bank to 

help feed local families in need. "Unfortunately we have a lot of folks that are hungry, that don't have any 

way to take care of them and there are those of us that can help them."     All the cans will go to help 

hungry families.    One structure used as many as 86-hundred cans.   If you would like to help the Kansas 

food bank...click on the "harvest of hope" banner at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

11/17/09 

6pm 

The Wichita city council votes to develop a new signage plan: to make it easier to find parking downtown.   

This would be in addition to what's already planned for parking lots surrounding the Intrust Bank Arena.  

The plan would include a sign system that provides information on parking options and transit information.  



 

 

The project is expected to cost 400-thousand dollars,  but the city will apply for a federal grant to cover 

300-thousand of that. 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

11/18/09 

6pm 

Sedgwick county officials will re-visit whether or not to allow fireworks in un-incorporated parts of the 

county.  They're asking for public input on three options, including regulations similar to Wichita... A 

regulation similar to the state... or leaving the law as it is. A public meeting is scheduled for December first 

at the Sedgwick County Zoo's learning center auditorium.  The County will also set-up an on-line survey. 

Go to k-w-c-h dot com for more details on the options. 

 

11/19/09 

5am 

continuing coverage:  from Newton -- where parents told this school board meeting this week... school 

officials didn't do enough to alert parents to a man trying to lure kids.   The school district is considering 

changes.    And now Newton police have extra patrols.   Police say the man lured one child into his vehicle 

by promising money -- the suspect then exposed himself -- but the child was able to get out of the car.  In 

all, three children told investigators the man exposed himself. 

 

11/20/09 

6am 

When Maroon 5 performs Sunday at Charles Koch Arena, the pop-rock band will preview a few cuts from 

its forthcoming but as yet untitled album, which will drop in early 2010. The band will also render the hits. 

 

11/21/09 

6am 

And - check out these gingerbread houses.  Kids started building them Friday as part of the annual 

Gingerbread village event.   It benefits the Assistance League of Wichita. Visitors can build their own 

houses... and view professionally designed houses which are auctioned off.   Gingerbread village runs 

through Sunday at the Church of the Magdalene in Wichita. 

 

11/22/09 

10pm 

―We've always done way too many lights.   Walk onto the Marshall’s front lawn and you better watch your 

step. ‖it is a lot of work, there is absolutely no denying that this is a big deal.‖ If you didn't think Christmas 

lights were complicated enough...meet Joey Marshall. I like things that light up...I’m just impressed with 

anything technical.   The decorations aren't high tech; it's what his computer does with these strands of 

lights. Eventually I got my dad convinced and once dad gets convinced, everybody gets convinced.  This is 

why Sunday, his whole family hangs and hammers to create an animated Christmas display.  While much 

of the work is done outside, inside is where the lights come to life. Joey learned about dancing lights on the 

web.   But buying the kits to create his own was too expensive.  I'm the father and I write the checks. So 

Joey and his family hard wired these electrical boards from scratch. It's kind of complicated.   The display 

and songs are built with a computer program. I'm doing o holy night by Kelsey Komin.  Designing five 

songs can take months.  But after three years of decorating the home with the program, Joey’s got it down 

to a science.  Just don't ask him how many lights are on display.  If we multiplied that, that is about 600 

strands of lights so, almost times 100. Man, I can't do math on TV.   Lights may be tough to count but cable 

and cord is not...all of *these* run nearly four miles long. It doesn't always work; we do a lot of debug, 

once the lights are on. We've had neighbors tell us that they drive by every night and they stop every single 

night and watch the show.  All the work is worth it, in Wichita Kara Sewell KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 

 

11/23/09 

5pm 



 

 

A 14 month old baby dies after someone falls on him.  Wichita police say it happened at this home over the 

weekend.  Police say it was an accident. A family member stepped on a potato in the kitchen, slipped and 

fell on the boy.   He went to the hospital with multiple skull fractures.   The hospital says the boy died of 

his injuries overnight. 

 
 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

11/24/09 

5am 

Workers in Mulvane hope a planned casino will be a big opportunity for them.  Developers of the Chisholm 

creek casino resort held a public meeting last night in downtown Wellington.  They say the project will 

create 800 jobs.  And the developers will spend 11 million dollars a year on products and services from 

local businesses.   Local business owners say they're encouraged and hope to land contracts when the 

casino moves forward. "Absolutely.  I think this kind of opportunity, everyone in America’s looking for 

right now.  We certainly want to be on board any avenue we can."   The Chisholm creek casino resort still 

needs approval from Sumner County commissioners and a gaming license from the state.  The project has a 

brand new website up and running.  You can find a link at our website KWCH.com. 

 

11/25/09 

5am 

A Goddard man is lucky to be alive after his drag racing boat crashed this weekend at the world 

championships in Arizona.  Take a look; this is video of Joel Weber’s boat crashing on Saturday.  

Amazingly, he's okay, but his boat isn't.  Weber is alive because he was protected in a safety capsule.   He 

says he was spinning out of control at 200 miles an hour. "I was alert through the whole crash, and it only 

lasted about two seconds on film, but it seemed like about 10 minutes.  It didn't seem like it was going to 

stop."   Weber thinks a floating piece of wood or debris ripped off the boat's rudder and caused the 

accident.  Up until the accident, Weber was ranked first at the world championships.  He says seeing his 

sons Tuesday made him question racing in the future. 

 

 

11/26/09 

5am 

And this shopping season...you'll have plenty of warnings to stay safe.   Wichita police are putting up 

portable signs...with messages to be careful and to protect yourself from thieves by hiding your items and 

locking your cars.   Police will put the signs near major shopping areas all over Wichita. 

 

11/27/09 

5am 

Back here in Wichita, Christmas lights are going up too. You can now stop and see the Lights on Saint Paul 

display.  The three block stretch from Douglas to Second Street....has the largest neighborhood lights drive-

through in the state.   More than 1 million lights were turned on last night.   This display is put on by the 

ARC- which offers programs for people with developmental disabilities. 

 

11/28/09 

10pm 

For year’s illuminations has been one of the most colorful holiday events in Wichita. Preparation began 

about five weeks ago.   With the perfect weather, Botanica expected 25-hundred to three thousand people 

when it opened yesterday evening.  Illuminations run the next three weekends.   Tickets can be picked up at 

local Quik Trips. 

 

11/29/09 

10pm 



 

 

An organization in Kansas uses donated meat from hunters to feed those less fortunate.   Kansas hunters 

feeding the hungry says just one deer can feed nearly 200 people.  The organization supplies meat to food 

banks across the state. 

Last year almost one-thousand deer were donated.   That made about 200-thousand meals. 

 

11/30/09 

6pm 

Their job is to help during an emergency, but a paramedic is the one to go to the hospital after this accident.  

It happened this afternoon outside a home in south Wichita. A medic captain says the ambulance crew had 

just loaded a patient into the back... when the parked ambulance was rear-ended.  A paramedic was taken to 

the hospital to be checked out... but is expected to be okay.  The patient was taken to the hospital by 

another ambulance.   No one else was hurt. 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

12/1/09 

5am 

Folks in derby will get recycle bins today.   The city partnered with waste connections to begin a new trash 

and recycling program.   More than 10-thousand bins will be delivered to home and business owners.  The 

city says the partnership will save customers up to 180 dollars each year. 

 

12/2/09 

6pm 

Construction crews continue to finish work at Kellogg and Rock... And it means you could soon be driving 

faster.  Some West bound traffic is now being allowed to drive 50 miles an hour instead of 35. City 

officials also say the 35 mile per hour speed limit for east bound traffic could be raised sometime next 

week. They also say they are continuing to fine-tune traffic signals, but that process won't be complete until 

the New Year. 

 

12/3/09 

6pm 

  It’s all about Taylor swift. Tickets for her Wichita concert go on sale to everyone tomorrow morning.  

Because her act is so popular the arena will hold a lottery.  Eyewitness news reporter Michael Schwanke 

explains how it will work, and why there may be few tickets left.      Until I started working on this story 

this morning, I had no idea just how popular Taylor swift is.  And what lengths people will go to get a 

ticket.  We were at KFDI this morning where DJ's there are taking hundreds of calls from listeners wanting 

tickets.   Presale tickets went on sale Tuesday to American express card holders.  Radio stations like KFDI 

were able to offer some presale tickets.  This morning those tickets sold out in a matter of minutes.   The 

question remains...how many tickets will be left when they go on sale to the general public tomorrow?  

Promoters aren't saying...but chances are it won't be easy to get one. The good news is there will more 

ticket tomorrow at ten the bad news it's' going to be the same thing. It's huge I know everyone wants to go I 

want the little girls to get in.   Box office tickets go on sale tomorrow at the arena. The line begins forming 

at 7 o'clock.  No need to get there any earlier.  Everyone in line will get a raffle ticket beginning at nine.  

Then at 9:30 officials will hold a drawing.   Promoters won't tell us how many are left... So we can't tell you 

what your chances are... You can expect a lot of people to turn out tomorrow morning. 
      

 12/4/09 

6pm 

A big announcement expected Monday.    In a press release a promoter calls it the "premiere" concert event 

at the arena next year.  The speculation is that it's the Elton John - Billy Joel 'face to face' tour.  A line in 

the release talks about "two of the world's most renowned performers on the same stage.‖    The two are in 

Denver, Oklahoma and Kansas City the week of February 22nd.  And another concert announcement, 

Brooks and Dunn's website lists a concert date in Wichita, May 27th.   It does not say what venue they will 

be playing. 

      
12/5/09 

6am 



 

 

Local charities are making their last minute pushes for donations this holiday season.    Many local charities 

start distributing food, clothing, and toys next week.  But the Salvation Army and catholic charities say 

more items are needed.  This year...there were more than 18-thousand angels on the Salvation Army angel 

tree.    With 9 days to the deadline...there are still plenty of angels available. We really need people to go 

down and take angels, its been a little slow this year.8:03 we hope that people will step up to the plate.   

The Salvation Army says donations in the red kettles have been steady.   But Toys for Tots says it could 

use a boost.  

 
12/6/09 

10pm 

The Sedgwick county health department begins offering its last round of flu shots tomorrow.  The vaccines 

are for the seasonal flu only.  You can get one at 27-16 west central from eight until six.  The clinic runs 

through Friday.  Seasonal flu shots are 30 bucks for people 9 and older and 15 dollars for children 8 or 

younger.   For more information head to kwch.com slash health 

      

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

12/7/09 

7am 

Wichita beats out two other cities to become the host of the 20-11 junior Olympics.  The announcement 

was made Sunday.   Houston and Des Moines were also in the running.   City leaders say Wichita’s central 

location and ability to meet hotel and restaurant requirements were keys to landing the event.     The junior 

Olympics are expected to bring in about 17-million dollars for the local economy. ―For us hotels, getting 

individuals to spend those dollars, eating in our restaurants and individuals helping in retail area, we want 

this to be one of those events where people can just come here and have a good time.‖   The games will be 

held at WSU's Cessna stadium in July of 2011. 

 

12/8/09 

5am 

The winter weather has forced some Kansas schools to close, but here in the Wichita-metro area, used 259 

is open.  So students make sure to allow extra time this morning on your way into school.   And parents 

make sure to allow yourself time to get to work.   Because more clear-looking roads could prove to be 

deceiving.  Storm team 12 reporter, Kara Sewell, joins us live.   Brian, Felicia, we took our time getting 

here to 29th and rock because of slick road conditions.   You probably can even see this thin layer of ice 

covering the roadways, but don't let that fool you.  We've heard of many accidents this morning that started 

hours ago.  There have been a few with minor injuries, but for the most part people are okay...but it is 

causing traffic delays.   It's mostly along overpasses and entry and exit ramps.   Make sure to take your time 

into work this morning.  The Kansas chapter of the American Red Cross is also reminding people to make 

sure they have an emergency kit in their cars.  That means you'll need items like as a shovel, blanket, food, 

road flares and a flashlight with extra batteries.   You can get more tips by going to KWCH dot com. The 

emergency accident reporting plan is in effect. That's for both the city of Wichita. If you're involved in an 

accident, no one is hurt, both cars and drivable and no alcohol is involved, don't call 911.  Instead fill out an 

accident report. You can download one at kwch.com or pick one up at area Quik trips and kwch.com.  

 

12/9/09 

6am 

He couldn't bear the thought of kids without a gift to open on Christmas.  So a Wichita boy had to do 

something about it.   For three years now, Adam has held a toy drive for Catholic Charities.   The first year 

he collected 150 toys.   This year he's up to 955.   He does it...to make sure all kids get what they want for 

Christmas.   He says it's also a great gift for him. I love waking up on Christmas morning and being able to 

say to myself, I remember helping them.  It's cool to feel that way.    Catholic charities will continue taking 

toy and food donations through today (Wednesday).  For more information, go to our website KWCH dot 

com. 

 

12/10/09 



 

 

5am 

A careless smoker causes a garage fire in Wichita.  It's an update to breaking news we brought you 

yesterday morning.  The fire happened in the 100 block of north Belmont.  Firefighters say smoke and 

flames were coming from the garage when they got there.   Investigators say it was started by a cigarette 

that was left in a plastic pot filled with potting soil.  The soil caught fire and the flames spread.   Damage is 

about 40-thousand dollars.   No one was hurt. 

 

12/11/09 

6am 

The new Salvation Army kettles with a credit card machine aren't bringing in the amount of donations the 

charity was hoping for.  The Salvation Army believes people aren't comfortable with them.  All you do is 

slide your card, and punch in the amount you want to donate.     The machines are safe to use, it doesn't 

store personal information.  The charity says it did bring in one fairly large donation.   Someone donated 

one thousand dollars through the machine. 

      
 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

12/12/09 

9am 

Everything appears in order for the first state-owned casino to open on time. The boot hill casino and resort 

has been a busy place this past week.  From surveillance to slot machines -- state officials examine every 

last detail at the boot hill casino in dodge city- to make sure you get a fair shot when you gamble.  

Eyewitness news reporter Kim Hynes has the story. Bright lights...dodge city.  Kansas is rolling towards 

opening its first state owned casino. People all over Kansas are going to be excited when they come, it's 

fantastic. Before boot hill opens to the public. We have to sign off on how they perform. From making sure 

dealers were trained properly...to how much slot machines pay off...the state must ensure all gambling here 

is legal. When they come to play the machine, that they're not being manipulated, that all the plays are 

random and in accordance with the statute. The state's signed off on each of the 575 slot machines. We've 

tested and verified each machine several times.  Now...computers inside each slot will constantly 

communicate with officials in Topeka. All of the plays are registered; all of the wins are registered.  Let's 

close that one up so we clear the alarms. If you play the slots, state law requires these machines have an 87 

percent pay out rate. Which means over the life of the machine...it will pay out at least 87 percent of the 

money that's put in it. I would highlight, people are going to lose money when they come in. People are 

also going to be constantly video taped. There are cameras on everything in this building except the private 

offices and the rest rooms. State agents will watch out for anyone trying to cheat. It's our job to be here to 

ensure the integrity of this facility. A lot of behind the scenes work...to make sure gambling can happen at 

boot hill.  In dodge city, KWCH eyewitness news.  

 

12/13/09 

10pm 

Continuing coverage tonight of KU football.  Buffalo’s turner gill will become the school's new football 

coach.   Athletic director Lew Perkins calls gill "a winner."   You can watch tomorrow's news conference 

tomorrow at eleven on K-W-C-H DOT-COM.   Gill replaces Mark Mangino who resigned after eight years 

with the team.   We’ll have more on K-U's decision later on sports Sunday. 

 

12/14/09 

5am 

Dodge City is getting ready for the opening of the first state run casino.  Boot hill casino employees will do 

a final run through today.   If everything checks out -- the slots will start jingling at one o'clock Tuesday 

afternoon.   An official ribbon cutting is planned for Wednesday.     Boot hill features nearly 6-hundred 

gaming machines and 12 table games.   It also has a restaurant, saloon, snack bar, and gift shop. 

 



 

 

12/15/09 

5am 

Some Haysville youngsters were reminded that it's better to give than receive.    These freeman elementary 

students are picking out gifts for others, not themselves, and paying for them, too. Darlene Fussell's class 

solicited donations based on how many math problems they could solve. The goal was 500 dollars, but the 

class actually raised 800.  Monday, it was time to buy presents for other kids in their age group. "I think 

even them talking about the things that have changed in their lives, not going out to eat as much as they 

used to.  Some kids are new in our school this year because they had to move houses."    After wrapping the 

presents, they were taken to Haysville community outreach for distribution 

 

12/16/09 

6am 
Continuing coverage this morning on fireworks in unincorporated areas of Sedgwick County.    The 

county's discussing changing the law in those areas -- where right now fireworks are illegal.  County 

commissioners saw the results of an online survey Tuesday--it shows 83 percent of residents in those areas 

want to change the law to match that of the state of Kansas -- 79 percent of those who answered a postcard 

survey said the same thing.  Commissioners won't vote on the issue until next year. 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

12/17/09 

6pm  

I thought I was going to get arrested for something, I didn't know what I did.   These Wichita police officers 

weren't out to make an arrest today... Instead they were playing the part of Santa.   They handed out gifts to 

area families as part of the Christmas Crusade.  Officers choose families who may not get much of a 

Christmas otherwise.  Gifts were delivered to more than 50 local families through the Christmas crusade. 

 

12/18/09 

6am 

Fifty-families will have a merrier Christmas thanks to Wichita police. Officers involved with the Christmas 

crusade delivered gifts today to families they meet through calls or the school system.   Most are struggling 

to put presents under the tree and this visit from police is a welcome one. ―I think anybody who is willing 

to help is a lifesaver to families in need."   Police get help for Christmas crusade from people who sponsor 

a child and donate gifts.    They hope families help others out when they're back on their feet.    You can 

still help.   Go to KWCH.com and click help for the holidays.   There you'll find ways to help out in your 

community.  

 

12/19/09 

6am 

Want to know what the weather will be like where you’re headed for Christmas?  Storm team 12 can help.     

Call our travel hotline on Monday; Storm team 12 and our news partners at KFDI will have your personal 

travel forecast.  That's Monday between four and seven. 

 

12/20/09 

10pm 

It was last weekend that someone stole a thousand gifts from toys for tots.   Thieves broke into this storage 

facility on east Kellogg.   They made off with electronics and other toys worth thousands of dollars.   

Ordinary people, companies, even the governor donated to cover the losses.  Wichita police have yet to 

arrest anyone for that break-in. 

 

12/21/09 

5am 



 

 

It's a moment most children look forward to, but one that others would rather avoid.   Whether you like 

sitting on Santa’s lap, whispering a Christmas wish to old Saint Nick. It’s a tradition.   But this year, fewer 

kids are asking for themselves a gift. I had one little boy that came up here and had a special request he 

wanted to get a gift for his mother in heaven. This Santa at Towne east mall has been listening to children 

for years.   Over 500 kids sit here everyday, he says requests are changing. This is their time to say this is 

what I want, I want a skateboard and yet they're saying I want my mother to have a job; I want my dad to 

be safe overseas.    Aaron Blair says has seen kid’s concerns first hand.   He just returned home from Iraq. 

It just lets us know what times are with the recession and everything.  Christmas isn't going to be as big as 

it has been in the past and they're still excited about Christmas and everything.  Chuck Kaufmann says his 

kids understand, this year, Christmas comes with a budget.   But he tries hard not to let reality get in the 

way of their holiday fantasies. I really hope that they do back to being kids.  In Wichita Kara Sewell 

eyewitness news. 

 

12/22/09 

6pm 

For soldiers serving overseas, the holidays can be a emotional time, but for one Leavenworth family it has 

been especially stressful. Cpl. John Thompson was 3,000 miles away serving in Iraq when his wife gave 

birth to their son, Daniel. "I called her on the phone and she said, 'It's over. He's here,'"   Kyla Thompson 

gave birth to Daniel on Sept. 9.   After months of wondering what his child looked like. John was granted a 

holiday and was able to see his baby for the first time on Monday.   The Thompsons said they will have a 

special Christmas season thanks to John's granted holiday.  He does not have to return until January. 

 
 

 

COMMUNITY Q-4 

 

12/23/09 

6am 

The winter weather causes accidents on i-70 overnight. The Kansas department of transportation tells us 

troopers worked a few injury accidents.   Bad road conditions caused a deadly accident near Colby. We'll 

have more on that in our next half hour.  Ice on eye-70 caused one woman to roll her car once near Russell.  

It happened around 11-30 last night.  She was taken to a nearby hospital with minor injuries.   An accident 

near Colby on eye-70 sent some to the hospital, too.   Two cars collided after one lost control on icy roads. 

The weather service urges Goodland drivers to stay off the road.  Take a look at this map from k-dot's 

website. You can see that Eye-70 is covered in snow from Russell to the Kansas Colorado border.   So are 

other highways are snow packed -- including u-s 83 from the Kansas Nebraska border to garden city. 

 

12/24/09 

6pm 

A number of churches have called off service tonight because of the Christmas storm.  If your church is 

among them - you can tune in for Christmas Eve services tonight on kwch-12. We will offer three church 

services tonight. at 10-35 following eyewitness news...celebrate Christmas in a unique way with Asbury 

church.  at 11-05, we'll bring you the catholic Christmas eve mass from the  cathedral of the immaculate 

conception - this service will also stream live at our website, kwch.com.  And at 12:05, west heights united 

Methodist church shares Christmas in story and song. 

 

12/25/09 

6am 

It's hard to miss this Christmas display on Wichita’s north park place. It's is phenomenal.  It's breath taking.   

Santa spins, the music plays, the lights shine.  We're taking him Christmas light looking and every night, 

generations of people watch. Brother and I come every year.  The Wey mansion lights are a Christmas 

tradition in Wichita.  And a Christmas memory for many. This is one of our favorite places to see, forever.  

Since our kids were little.  We've been coming since we were little.  Mom used to bundle us up and put us 

in the car, and we'd drive, make our annual trip over here, and we'd come.  But this may be the last year for 

those trips. There is a new display at 17-51 north park place - a for sale sign. It'll be easier for us.  Mary 



 

 

Ann and harry gust are downsizing.  The 5 bedroom, 3 bath, 100 year old home has been home to these 

great-grandparents for the last 28 years. A lot of great memories here.  

And it's been a Wichita attraction for most of that time.  We didn't think this would build up this much 

either -- you know, when we first started it.  Most of these decorations face an uncertain future with the 

exception of Santa’s chair.  We got from, uh Macy’s, or Ennis’s.   The person who buys the home could 

also buy these displays.  If the person who buys it isn't interested, then we'll take it with us, what we want.  

Or sell what we can't use over there.       

     So this may be the last December people will see that sleigh, or the spinning Santa.  Or anything like the 

Wey mansion they remember from their childhood. We keep having our last moment, and then we always 

come back. 

 

12/26/09 

6am 

A group of Kansas soldiers learn this time next year, they'll be in Afghanistan.     The Kansas army national 

guard announced the deployment of about 170 soldiers. They come from an engineering company based in 

Augusta and a battalion in Iola.  The group will head overseas for construction - related duties.   Next week, 

they leave for Wisconsin for three months of training.   They'll stay in Afghanistan for nine months -- 

building a base camp and helping repair and maintain buildings. 

 
12/27/09 

10pm 

Kansas ends the year with fewer daily newspapers than it started with.   The number of dailies dropped 

from 47 to 35 in the past decade.   But the number of weekly newspapers increased.   Experts say it's 

because weekly papers have less debt, more loyal advertisers and readers who rely less on the internet for 

news. 

 
 
 
 
 
COMMUNITY Q-4 

 
12/28/09 

Noon 

The Kansas lottery will pick the winner of the first ever million dollar raffle.    The raffle drawing will 

happen New Year’s eve.  The winning ticket will get a million dollars.   Each raffle ticket costs 20 dollars. 

The lottery sold out of the tickets November 20th.      

 

12/29/09 

5am 

There's a new way to get tickets at Intrust bank arena on your cell phone.    The arena's ticket agency has 

partnered with another company to allow people to buy tickets on their mobile phone.   The service begins 

next week. 

 

12/30/09 

5am 

It will soon cost you more to get into the Sedgwick county zoo. Starting January first the zoo is raising 

admission prices.  Regular adult admission will go up 50 cents, from 11 dollars to 11-50.  The cost for 

children three to 11 will also go up 50 cents, to seven dollars.   And the cost for a zoo membership is also 

going up, by five dollars. 

 

12/31/09 

6am 

The city of Andover tries to figure out what to do with an unexpected tax bill.  Officials received notice in 

November that the town owes more than 80-thousand dollars for its new library.  That's because the state 

denied the city's application for tax exempt status.  Andover mayor Ben Lawrence is still waiting to find out 



 

 

why.    He thinks it's because the city leases a portion of the building to a private coffee shop. "The county 

appraiser's office had already signed off on our application. I'm not sure where it went from there. The state 

of Kansas just disagreed."  Since receiving the bill, the city has evicted the coffee shop.   It has also 

appealed the state's ruling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ECONOMY Q-4 

 

10/01/09 

6pm 

Finney County gets a 3.4 million dollar grant to better coordinate programs for families and children who 

need assistance. The grant is from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. It's 

part of a national effort to coordinate health-related programs. 

 

10/02/09 

6am 

Car owners and employees say it came as a shock. General Motors plans to end all Saturn operations by 

next year. It means Saturn assembly lines will shut down...and 350 dealerships nationwide will soon close, 

including 2 in Wichita. Saturn owners are now left with questions. One man who bought a new Saturn Vue 

just months ago is worried about servicing his vehicle. It's tough to, one, not only find someone who's 

going to service it when it comes that time to do it. In fact, my check engine oil light just came on. Saturn 

of Wichita tells us its customers can have their cars serviced at some other dealers. Find the list at our 

website, kwch,com. Experts we talk to say the loss of Saturn will hurt the cars' value. 

 

10/03/09 

10pm 

A contract vote at bombardier Learjet tops the Aviation Watch. Machinists approved the 3-year deal today. 

Ninety-five percent of those casting ballots voted yes. The contract includes a 2 percent wage increase the 



 

 

first year and a 3 percent raise each year after that. Union leaders say the deal also means better job 

security. The union represents some 9-hundred Bombardier machinists in Wichita. 

 

10/04/09 

Forbes dot-com ranks Kansas the 15th best state to do business.  Last year the state was 21st. Forbes ranks 

states in six categories for business. Costs, labor supply, government regulations, economic climate, 

prospects for growth and quality of life. Top on the list this year: Virginia, Washington and Utah.  For the 

complete list head to K-W-C-H DOT-COM. 

 

10/05/09 

6am 

Benefit changes go into effect today for hawker Beechcraft employees. Starting today, non-union 

employees will pay higher health care premiums. Bombardier machinists approved the 3-year deal this 

weekend. Ninety-five percent of those casting ballots voted yes. Union leaders say the deal also means 

better job security. the union represents some 9-hundred bombardier machinists in Wichita. 

 

10/06/09 

10pm 

Turning on the heat...shouldn't cost you as much this winter. Kansas gas service says you'll save 30 to 40 

percent on your gas bill. That's because the price of natural gas is down...because of mild weather and low 

fuel prices. For those on the equal payment plan...the savings have already started -- this bill dropped by 31 

dollars a month. 

 

10/07/09 

7am 

Kansas wants 10 million in stimulus money to upgrade railroads in south-central Kansas the dept. of 

transportation says improvements would be to crossings and signals. It says those are critical if a passenger 

rail service is built here. The money would be used on the Burlington-northern-Santa-Fe tracks between 

Newton and the state line. 

 

10/08/09 

5pm 

New now, engineers at Wichita’s spirit Aerosystems vote on a contract offer again today. This is the third 

time SPEEA members are voting on a contract. Union leaders and the company agreed on an offer last 

month. We expect results on this latest vote later this evening. Watch for the latest on the air and at 

kwch.com. 

 
ECONOMY Q-4 

 

10/09/09 

6am 

Plans to build a second lord's diner in Wichita are on hold. Councilwoman Lavonta Williams says the city 

and the diner are hammering out a deal that will make both sides happy. The diner wants to open a second 

location at the old boys and girls club at 21st and grove. But some folks in that neighborhood say its 

presence would hurt the revitalization efforts in the area. Williams says she confident a deal can be reached 

so the new location can open by the end of the year. 

 

10/10/09 

10pm 

Around the country in thirty days, a pair of college buddies squeezed all they could out of an airline's all-

you-can-fly pass. The jet blue promotion allowed customers to take as many flights as they wanted in a 

month. Clark Dever and Joe DiNardo visited 30 cities in 31 days."It was just an amazing experience. You 

can't even put into words all of the people we met, the things we accomplished and saw." The two 

documented their coast-to-coast travels online. You can find it at k-w-c-h dot-com slash web. 

 

10/11/09 



 

 

10pm 

This is clearly a good sign. Compared to what many of the toys for tots drop boxes looked like last year. 

―We had a rough time last year. Our average toy per child was 2.96 toys per child. This year we're counting 

on a 40% increase, that's the numbers being given to us across the nation so this year's toy drive is going to 

be a lot more intensive.‖ And it all starts with this the Cruzin’ for kids toy drive the kick-off for the area 

toys for tots campaign. For every classic car your eye can spot imagine at least one toy for a child who 

wouldn't get one otherwise. They all brought at least one or two toys, if not more. Some had carloads full of 

toys that they donated for toys for tots. Everybody's disposable income is down right now and so we we're 

going to be grateful for anything we could get but to have bicycles that go beyond anything we could have 

asked for. But as big as these piles are it's only a start. With all the layoffs in past year, the charity expects 

the need to jump from 15 thousand kids to more than 20 thousand kids this Christmas.  ―We're hoping we 

can get a little more support from the community, even though it's going to be a little hard if anybody can 

help out we greatly appreciate it's for the kids.‖ Organizers here say while the numbers haven't been 

tallied...it looks like they collected more toys than last year not a bad way to kick things off. ―That's the 

name of the game we have to take care of our own and give back to this community.‖ They hope sticks 

around through the entire giving season. In Wichita, Megan Strader for Eyewitness News. 

 

10/12/09 

6am 

Mask makers added a special treat to trick news-savvy adults this Halloween. More than 15-thousand 

Bernie Madoff masks have spread to stores across the country.  Madoff, of course, was a New York 

financier who pled guilty to scamming millions of investors out of more than 18-billion dollars. While the 

Madoff masks are wildly popular, they are expected to be outsold by Michael Jackson masks this year. 

 

10/13/09 

6am 

Lawmakers say reducing the number of school districts is the best way to help the state's budget. More than 

half of the state's general revenues go to public education. That's about 3-billion dollars a year. The house 

appropriations committee wants to cut those costs and school consolidation may be one option. There are 

293 districts in Kansas down from 303 a few years ago.  Teachers unions and many communities have 

opposed consolidation in the past. 
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10/14/09 

10pm 

Call it a psychological boost what a difference a number can make. The Dow Jones closed above 10-

thousand today for the first time in a year. Good earnings reports from J.P. Morgan chase gave it that push. 

Investors on Wall Street hope this is the best sign that the economy is recovering from the recession. So 

should you start putting money into the market again? Fact finder 12 looks into that tonight. Financial 

planners say start by re-evaluating your situation. Take a risk assessment test to answer questions like if 

you're on a game show would you choose to take one-thousand dollars cash or gamble on smaller chances 

for more money? You can find that test at KWCH-dot-com under on-air links. If you're about to retire and 

you lost money in the market today's news won't make much difference your choices are to spend less or 

keep working longer. If you want to put money in the stock market again don't jump right in because the 

Dow could go down again. 

 

10/15/09 

6am 



 

 

In this economy, many Americans are developing a plan b- an alternative career...just in case. Allan 

Chernoff has found a doctor who accidentally discovered her plan b when she became a mother for the 

third and fourth times! 

Dr. Jennifer Lickteig was a busy mom of two. Then, twins arrived, forcing a career pause for the family 

practitioner. 

Between feeding and changing her genetically identical daughters Dr. Lickteig was on Ebay selling apparel 

and discovering she had the genes of a businesswoman, a trait that had been hiding behind her medical 

degree. "It is it's just this kind of thrill. For me I just thought that was the most amazing thing." Natalie and 

Melanie are now three-years old, allowing Dr. Lickteig to practice medicine again part-time. But she hasn't 

given up on eBay.  In fact, she says she made 120 thousand dollars selling items on Ebay last year, more 

than she makes practicing medicine and for her, it hardly seems like work. "I think it's the thrill of having 

built up this business and having done it. I don't have to get an MBA.  I don't have to have a store front. 

This is like mine." the doctor orders merchandise from wholesalers and uses much of her home and garage 

as a warehouse.  "Isn't this crazy a doctor buying all this warehouse stuff?" "Yeah it sort of is. But it's a 

business, a successful business." so successful, she's the postman's best customer. Jennifer's husband Larry 

has a good job- as an actuary. So, it's not as if Dr.Lickteig needs a second career, but you just never know 

when it could come in handy. "How important do you think it is it for a person to have a plan-b, or an 

alternative?" "I think it's really important.  You look at the recession and people losing their job if you have 

something to fall back on it's your insurance."  Medicine still has its rewards for Jennifer. But like many 

doctors she's frustrated that insurance companies and malpractice lawyers have so much influence on 

medical practices. "If you had looked into a crystal ball and someone told you that you were gonna have 

four children some day and given all the hassles of medicine, would you have done it. Then I would have 

said, heck no."This super-mom is trying to doing it all juggling two sons, twin girls and twin careers, the 

ultimate balancing act for a doctor who believes in having a little money-making fun on the side. Allan 

Chernoff, CNN, Hiawatha, Iowa. 

 

10/16/09 

5pm 

Travel experts warn don't expect to find bargains for your holiday travel. The economy has airlines putting 

fewer flights in the air and that means they can charge more for each open seat. 15-month old Natalie 

Miller is off to Chicago for a visit to Grandma.  It's a trip her parents are thinking about taking again at 

Christmas -- a decision they'll have to make soon to land a decent airfare."We see that the airfares are 

starting to go up." The prices for popular holiday travel dates have shot up 6 to 10 percent in the last month 

alone.  The cost for the seats that are still left will only climb as the holidays get closer.  Sometimes, the 

fare itself isn't the only problem -- it's also the extra fees tacked on to each ticket."It's kind of a tradeoff 

between our need to travel -- and the airlines' need to make a profit." ―Most of the real deals have already 

flown by.  If you find a good fare online..."grab it.  If you come back 10 minutes, 20 minutes later - the 

next day - i guarantee you, it won't be available." The travel experts say -- if you haven't booked your 

flights yet, start looking now.  And, think about leaving a day earlier, or coming back a day later." Check 

out the difference a day makes on this flight from Chicago to Orlando. "For the Wednesday, coming back 

Sunday - you're at 307 dollars. (edit / cover with typing) if you leave on Tuesday night, and come back on 

Monday - you're down 100-dollars a person." James Miller admits -- there's really one big thing that will 

get him on a flight over the holidays. "In the end, it's how often grandma calls." At this point, it may be too 

late for Miller to get the best deal...but he'll probably get on board anyway Tara Mergener for CBS News, 

Washington. 
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10/17/09 

10pm 

There were more shoes than your typical shoe store. Wichita students spent the week collecting thousands 

of sneakers, boots and dress shoes. Today they sorted and counted the shoes at five different locations 

around town.      

The shoes now go to the central Kansas podiatry association. Then to people in need "We're so blessed as 

Wichitans to have things, and to be able to help out the less fortunate is just a great thing to do." The event 



 

 

collected 35-hundred pairs of shoes last year. They hope to get 5-thousand this year. There's no word yet if 

they met their goal. 

 

10/18/09 

10pm 

It’s the first day for the Kansas lottery's new raffle. The holiday millionaire raffle is the first of its kind in 

the state. 

Tickets are 20-dollars each. The lottery plans to sell 150-thousand tickets by December 31st. People who 

buy the tickets will be eligible for a one-million dollar prize. 

 

10/19/09 

10pm 

After extending the deadline several times the Kansas lottery finally has a casino proposal for southeast 

kansas. Ozark trail gaming has applied to build a casino in Cherokee county at U.S. highway 166-400 one 

mile north of I-44. The group's based in Wichita and it includes former Wichita mayor Bob Knight. It 

would call its facility the Ozark trail casino. The lottery has 90 days to review the application. 

 

10/20/09 

7am 

The New York Times is making job cuts. The newspaper says it will reduce staff by 8 percent by the end of 

the year. The times sent a memo to employees offering voluntary buyouts. Officials say the paper will lay-

off employees if it can't get rid of 100 jobs. Despite the cutbacks, the New York times company will remain 

one of the largest news operations in the country. 

 

10/21/09 

7am 

Airbus may expand in Wichita. Yesterday, the city council sold the former Kansas Sports Hall of Fame 

building to marketplace properties for one point four million dollars. Marketplace properties bought the 

building because airbus wants to use it for expansion.  It says Airbus is considering Wichita and mobile, 

Alabama for 100 new engineering jobs. 

 

10/22/09 

10pm 

Wichita's featured in a national aviation magazine but it may not be in the best light. This article in aviation 

week is titled "downturn raises questions about Wichita's future -- Could Wichita become the next detroit?‖ 

it talks about a crash in the aviation industry how the three business jet manufacturers have cut more than 

12-thousand jobs  and how "The carnage is almost certain to continue into 2010, but at a slower pace." It 

tries to compare Wichita to Detroit but says there are not a lot of similarities." Wichita is not full of 

abandoned factories, crumbling houses or other signs of urban blight." But then it also makes some 

parallels read the whole article through a link on our website kwch-dot-com under on air links. 

 

10/23/09 

6am 

For the second year in a row, the Phillies are headed to the World Series. Every player, coach and manager 

gets a special souvenir 2009 World Series bat. The bat factory got into full swing Thursday to personalize 

the Sluggers with names and logos of the National League champions. They are also preparing for whoever 

wins the American League. 
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10/24/09 

6am 

Signs of recovery or a temporary bump? Realtors say either way... A spike in home sales is good news. 

Sales of existing homes jumped nearly ten-percent from august to September. That's the largest increase in 



 

 

two years.  The median price of the average home fell to 175-thousand dollars.  Industry analysts say the 

sales spike is due in part to a tax credit for first-time home buyers.  The 8-thousand dollar incentive expires 

next month. 

 

10/25/09 

10pm 

The governor's office says Kansas has spent 5-hundred-5 million dollars in stimulus funds. Officials say the 

money saved or created 65-hundred jobs. A quarter of those are in highway construction. Money also went 

to Kansas' Medicaid program and benefits for unemployed workers. To track stimulus funds, head to 

www.kwch.com and click on FactFinder 12.  

 

10/26/09 

12pm 

A consultant says the planned Sumner county casino will generate 44-million dollars in revenue every year. 

That's just one finding consultants plan to present to the lottery review board today. The board has until 

December 28th to okay the casino's construction. The Chisholm creek casino would be built at the Mulvane 

turnpike exit. 

 

10/27/09 

5am 

Developers of the casino in Sumner county promise to build a hotel, soon after the casino opens. During a 

meeting with the lottery review board, the Chisholm creek casino partners said they have a firm plan to 

build a 100-room hotel that would open six months after the casino. Consultants say the Sumner county 

casino would generate 44 million dollars a year 

 

10/28/09 

6am 

The future of the Kansas Coliseum may be rodeo. Two developers propose turning the facility into a 

western-themed event center. Both developers presented their plans to the Sedgwick county commission 

Tuesday.  No-ram wants to spent 25 million dollars to renovate Britt Brown Arena for rodeo events.  

Heritage development says it isn't equipped to handle competition rodeo...so it wants to spend nine million 

on a new rodeo arena.   Neither wants to change the way the pavilions are used.   That’s a relief to those in 

dog and horse shows. ―I thought they made a good presentation, they have broad plan for the facility which 

would benefit Equifest.‖ If you want to comment on the proposals, the county has an online forum. You 

can find a link on our website kwch.com. 

 

10/29/09 

5pm 

The economy is getting healthier.  Wall Street did well today after reports the gross domestic product rose 

at an annual rate of 3.5 percent in the third quarter. The Dow jumped almost 200 points.  That’s better than 

economists predicted, and it's the strongest growth in two years.  The news came on the 80th anniversary of 

the stock market crash that triggered the great depression. 
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10/30/09 



 

 

5am 

The white house's newest stimulus report card is expected to show the 787 billion dollar financial package 

"saved or "created" hundreds of thousands of jobs. The update due out later today is the Obama 

administrations second attempt at crunching the numbers. Its first report overstated the positive effects on 

employment. "We have a rough estimate at best, and at worst, these numbers are next to useless."  The 

associated press found the administration's initial progress report was filled with hundreds of errors.  For 

instance -- a child care center in Florida reported 129-jobs were created by a stimulus grant. But no jobs 

were created. The money was really used to "increase compensation and benefits for 129 - existing 

employees. The Obama administration has been working for *weeks* to correct its earlier mistakes. 

Officials say today's job report has been double and even triple checked.  But republicans argue it's 

virtually impossible to come up with an accurate number. "There is no factual way of determining how 

many jobs were saved or created."  New unemployment numbers come out next week and are expected to 

climb to 10 percent. While it may not feel like things are getting better... Experts say  

Give it time. "The recession ended this summer and the recovery has begun. It does not tell us that we are 

"recovered". And it could take years before the nation fully bounces back. So far seven million jobs have 

vanished due to the recession. 

 

10/31/09 

6am 

New this morning, Kansas tax collections continue to fall short of expectations.  The department of revenue 

reports the state collected almost 15-million dollars less in taxes than anticipated in October. The agency 

also says, for the current fiscal year, taxes are about 80-million dollars short of expectations.   Governor 

Mark Parkinson has already said he's ready to make additional spending cuts this year to keep the budget 

balanced. 

 

11/1/09 

10pm 

The Sedgwick county zoo reopens... a day after a broken water line forced it to close.  Zoo employees 

handed out bottled water and brought in portable toilets while repair crews fixed the problem.  The zoo 

closed several exhibits and the tram to allow workers access to the water line. A spokeswoman says the 

animals have plenty of water. 

 

11/2/09 

6pm 

Even with the bad economy, Wichita companies are hiring. That was the message at this job fair at the east 

Wichita Marriott today. Job-seekers got a chance to talk to potential employers and company recruiters 

about what jobs are available.  Ian Sayre is trying to find a job after moving back to Wichita from 

California. It's a lot more competitive than I’m used to; it's probably a lot of just getting, keeping looking. 

Can't get discourages, got to keep looking everyday."  More than four-hundred jobs seekers came through 

today's job fair... There were 16 employer booths. 

 

11/3/09 

6pm 

Wichita's Intrust bank arena is looking for employees.  The arena's website lists a job fair later this 

month...Arena officials looking to fill positions like ticket sellers, ushers, custodial workers, food servers 

and security. The job fair is scheduled for Saturday, November 21st in Century Two's Expo Hall. 

 

11/4/09 

6pm 

Also new at six: A California-based dog treat company could be headed to great bend.   City officials say 

Redbarn pet products is negotiating to buy the former john Morrell meat packing plant. Redbarn officials 

say they would employ as many as 175 people.  To receive incentives from the city and county, Redbarn 

would have to meet several requirements, including staying in great bend at least three years. 
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11/5/09 

10pm 

The consumer watch learns tonight.   The IRS may be looking for you.  The agency has tax refund checks 

for more than 7-hundred Kansans.  The checks were never picked up because of wrong addresses.   Phyllis 

pray's parents moved into a care home - that's why the IRS didn't have the right address.   Phyllis was 

shocked when we let her know the IRS owed them money.  She says her parents will be surprised.‖I think 

they will be.  Usually its pay to the IRS, it’s not getting anything back.‖  To find out if you're on the 

list...go to KWCH dot com.  You'll also find instructions on how to claim your money. 

 

11/6/09 

6am 

Home buyers could have more money coming their way.  One tax credit is being extended and another is 

being created.   President Obama will sign a bill today that extends the 8 thousand dollar first time home 

buyer credit through April of next year.  It also creates a new credit for current homeowners.    If you've 

owned a house for five years, and meet income guidelines, the government will give you up to 65 hundred 

dollars to buy a new or existing house. I've been looking to upgrade into something almost new and this is a 

little incentive because it helps pay for your closing costs helps pay for your down payment and reimburses 

you for a lot of things so it's almost like free money.‖    Go to our website at KWCH dot com for more 

information.  That same bill will also provide up to 20 additional weeks of unemployment benefits for 

people out of a job. 

 

11/7/09 

6am 

A Wichita business is no longer open for business.  Highlands gastro pub is closed until further notice. 

Last month a judge ruled its card game kandu... illegal.  While similar to "Texas hold 'em,‖ The club argued 

it was a game of skill not chance.  Highlands plans to appeal the ruling.  The owners still hope to re-open in 

the future. 

 

11/8/09 

10pm 

 New at ten. Downtown McPherson kicks off the holiday season earlier than most.  But this weekend... 

business owners say the economy and temps in the 70's put damper on some people's holiday spirit.    

Macpherson’s annual holiday open house allows people to preview what businesses will offer this season. 

"It's kind of funny to have the air conditioning on while you're looking at Christmas ornaments."    Allycen 

Stafford used discounts to get her in the holiday mood.   We're told the majority of shoppers were from 

communities around McPherson. 

 

 

11/9/09 

5pm 

All hawker employees received were this note telling them the saline plant was shutting down.  It doesn't 

say when leaving them to wonder how much longer they'll have a job. The letter says the shut down is due 

to the company's continued effort to improve productivity and reduce cost. It's a blow for saline...because 

for months community leaders say they've tried to work with hawker to give the company what it needed to 

stay open. But they say hawker never showed interest in those meetings. Hawker has been in Salina since 

1966...at its peak it employed more than 800 people...now there are just over 200 people working there. 

Those people are now wondering what's going to happen to them. ‖they're not telling us anything, I feel 

like they're treating us like kids. 

It's kind of unsettling; of course we knew it was coming.  We're going to have to deal with it as it comes I 

guess.‖  Hawker has leases on 10 buildings here in Salina through 2012.  It's expected to keep paying the 

425 thousand dollars a year until then.   

 

11/10/09 



 

 

5am 

And the news is not good at Bombardier either. The company's c-e-o is warning employees to expect more 

layoffs.   The plane maker says demand is still dropping for its business & regional jets.  Bombardier has 

already announced more than four thousand layoffs this year.  More details about future cuts will be 

announced before the end of January. 
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11/11/09 

5am 

Wichita is working to change the way your trash is collected...and local hauler's say they like the new 

concept. The city manager is working with haulers to create a co-op system.   Trash companies would join 

together and divide up the city so everyone keeps the same number of customers.  Then each hauler would 

charge the same price and provide the same service including recycling. ‖this maybe the best option for us.  

Take this while the city is offering it, willing to work with us and take a guarantee instead of continuing to 

fight it and going out of business some day.‖ 

The city manager still needs to meet with national haulers about the proposal.  He hopes to have a 

recommendation for the city council early next year. 

 

11/12/09 

6pm 

Another charity kicks off its effort for the holiday season.  This is a live picture from downtown Wichita, as 

the Salvation Army lights its giant kettle.  It's all to begin the annual red kettle campaign.  From now 

through Christmas, bell ringers and Red kettles will be outside stores and businesses to collect donations.   

The money goes to the poor, homeless and those in need. 

 

11/13/09 

5am 

The united way of the plains comes up short of its goal for the fall fundraising drive...the united way 

received more than 15 million dollars in pledges this year -- that's about a million and half dollars less than 

the charity had hoped for.   But united way officials say they're excited by how much was raised during the 

economic recession.   A recent reports shows increased...but falling donations for local charities. Go to 

kwch.com to see a list of the top gifts this year or to find out how you can help. 

 

11/14/09 

10pm 

"I got front row, in the center section, where his stage comes out in the middle."   A dozen fans wait outside 

the Intrust Bank Arena for a chance at history.  Tickets for the arena's opening act went on sale at ten this 

morning.   By mid-afternoon, fans snatched up 64-hundred tickets for the brad paisley concert. The arena 

says it's pleased with the sales so far.   Paisley opens the arena January ninth. 

 

 

11/15/09 

10pm 

A week into collections and Wichita’s toys for tots already lags behind last years low numbers.  Just fewer 

than 600 toys were collected from drop boxes last week.  Organizers say that's well below what they were 

hoping for.  But they’re not losing hope.  The charity says it will need thousands more toys but expects 

donations to pick up as the holidays get closer.  "People don't even think about Christmas until after 

thanksgiving so i expect it to pickup in this next week coming up and as it gets closer to thanksgiving."  go 

to kwch.com/web.  There you'll find a list of drop sites in the Wichita area. 

 

11/16/09 

6pm 

Sedgwick county commissioners change the way employees get raises.  To save money next year...the 

commission froze pay increases on those making more than 75-thousand dollars a year.   Wednesday they'll 

vote to give everyone else a two percent raise... Regardless of performance.  The county usually uses a 



 

 

merit system...and if you don't meet expectations...you don't get a raise.  The raises will cost about 54 

thousand dollars for almost 18 hundred people. 
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11/17/09 

12pm 

Kansas farmers got more federal loans this year than ever before.  The federal government handed out a 

record 1-hundred and 48 million dollars to growers in Kansas.  The USGA in Kansas says the money went 

to about 13-hundred family farmers.   The agency says the loans were used for planting and harvesting 

crops and purchasing livestock and equipment. 

 

11/18/09 

12pm 

Sedgwick County will continue giving raises based on employee performance.  Today the commission 

discussed suspending its pay for performance policy.  Chairman Kelly parks and commissioner Gwen 

Welshimer wanted to give all employees making less than 75 thousand a 2 percent raise regardless of 

performance.  They say it’s needed because of these economic times.  But the other three commissioners 

say its bad policy to reward employees who do not meet expectations...and voted the idea down.  Those 

making more than 75 thousand a year will not get a raise regardless.   

 

11/19/09 

5am 

The united way is taking appointments for the December session at the laid-off workers center... The center 

provides emergency financial help, budget counseling, food assistance and more to people who've been laid 

off.  To set up an appointment call 2-1-1 -- between the hours of eight and five any day this week.  Click on 

this story at kwch.com for more details on what the center provides and to see if you qualify.  

 

11/20/09 

5am 

Starting today new flights will be offered out of Wichita.  Allegiant air is offering non-stop service to 

phoenix.   The airline says the new route will cover a gap that was left when u-s airways pulled out of 

Wichita earlier this year. Allegiant will also offer a new evening flight to Las Vegas.  It replaces one 

scheduled for Monday and friday afternoons.  Go to KWCH.com to find the best hot fares deals in Wichita. 

 

11/21/09 

6pm 

Another job fair in Wichita today was much more selective. Piper aviation continued their job fair for the 

second day at the Broadview hotel.  The Florida-based company is looking to hire Wichita aviation 

employees.   Piper is hiring for various jobs. Including engineering jobs and stress analysis. 

 

 

11/22/09 

10pm 

Health care reform and bailouts have been non-stop topics in Washington the last year or so.  Analysts now 

say as major corporations see regulation on the way. You may have to pay more for that pill.  "I’ve still got 

my own household expenses, and I don't want to have to choose between my medications and my food or 

my rent or something." "I see that every time I pick up prescriptions on a monthly basis.  I have been for a 

long time." ―It’s just normal.  If you can do it, they will.‖   While drug makers pledge to save the nation 

eight billion dollars a year as part of health care reform.  Analysts say the price of brand-name prescriptions 

went up nine percent in the past year.   Wichita state's Dean Headley says when companies see regulation 

or lower prices on the horizon...this isn't uncommon. "It’s kind of the way business works."   ―You think 



 

 

that the retailers haven't been raising their prices for the last few days or weeks in anticipation of having big 

sales on black Friday?  I suspect some of them have." "The government is doing something to regulate, and 

on the other hand, the prescription companies aren't going to take a hit."   While the government tries to 

limit bank overdraft fees or reduce credit card interest rates.  Financial companies are increasing service 

fees and tightening credit.   "Yeah, it can be hard when you hear one thing that says oh yeah, we're going to 

reduce the cost and yet there's still quite a hefty cost."  "Be a good consumer, know what you're buying, and 

know the price history as best you can."  So if you hoped for savings, but ended up spending: you're not the 

only one.   Cliff Judy, KWCH 12 eyewitness news 
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11/23/09 

10pm 

 Big changes could be on the way...because of proposed cuts to the state budget.   Today governor mark 

Parkinson announces how he plans to make up 260 million dollars.... And balance the state budget.  

Schools, roads, and the disabled would be the hardest hit...but there will be cuts in almost every agency.  A 

proposed 50 million dollars will be cut from highway maintenance. 5 million from the bioscience authority. 

K12 and higher education will lose 38 million.   And Medicaid reimbursements will be cut by 10 percent--

or 22 million.  As far as education goes...the governor says class sizes will increase, teachers will be laid 

off, and some schools may be forced to close.   And that will impact the quality of education. The 

difference between teaching a class with 22 or 30 is dramatic it's the difference between teaching and 

babysitting.  Yes if we continue to fund at these levels the quality of education will decline.‖  The governor 

also said some state employees may face furloughs. 

 

11/24/09 

5am 

Larger classes, fewer teachers.  Wichita schools were forced to make 20 million dollars worth of budget 

cuts this year and need to find more places to trim next year.  The district's superintendent says class size is 

already larger than before.  The next cuts he has to make could affect his staff. ‖we're a people oriented 

business. 73% of budget is in salaries.  If we have to take another 20 plus million or more next year -- that's 

going to be where we have to look.‖  Yesterday, Kansas governor mark Parkinson outlined a plan to reduce 

spending next year by nearly 260 million dollars.  The plan includes deep cuts for road construction and 

education.  USD 259, says the proposal would take it back to 2006 funding levels. 

 

11/25/09 

5am 

Casino gambling could bring the state more money -- but the plan to build a casino in southeastern Kansas 

needs more work.  The Kansas lottery commission rejected a plan from Ozark trail gaming -- the group that 

wanted to build a 225-million-dollar casino in Cherokee county.   Lottery officials say the group couldn't 

prove it had the financial resources or the experience to manage a casino.   This means other developers 

now have until the middle of January to turn in their proposals...for the southeast zone...which includes 

Cherokee or Crawford counties. 

 

 

11/26/09 

5am 

You heard about education and roads losing money --now we know...budget cuts force the Kansas national 

guard to shut down 18 of its 56 armories in Kansas -- it hasn't decided which ones yet.  The governor's 

budget plan is just the latest hit in years of lack of funding. We've been looking at the potential of needing 

to cut in the past and because of that and now with these cuts it's essential we take action.‖   Closing 

armories will mean national guardsmen will have to travel farther to get to training -- but the National 

Guard insists it will not affect how it operates during a disaster. 

 

11/27/09 

5am 

It's just the last few seconds before the doors open. People are anxiously waiting.  A long line of people 

rushed through the doors.  Photojournalist Dennis Decker is there on the scene.  Dennis can you tell us how 



 

 

long the line is this morning?  Rodney, these people have been in the cold all night long,  What did they see 

overnight and what can shoppers expect this morning? 
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11/28/09 

10pm 

A 100 year old building is not cheap to maintain. $50,000 was just repairing the porch and windows. Tasha 

Brackeen's business top mortgage can't afford that...so she started looking around for help. I was just 

excited that there could be some funds allotted to revitalize and improve this area. Brackeen applied for 

stimulus money dedicated to helping neighborhood businesses improve their facades. We want to do 

anything to make us more attractive to potential clients and making the building look as attractive and 

professional as possible is an advantage for us. The city has $200,000 to help businesses improve their 

façade.  It could be anything from a new paint job to a new sign. It's a grant they don't have to pay it back.  

This kind of opportunity I’d think businesses would really jump at. But so far...brackeen is the only 

qualified business owner that's applied.  Her business is in what's considered a low income area. We really 

want to put the money out there.  So we're hoping for a better response.  Brackeen is just hoping...she gets 

some help...improving the look of her business. I think it will improve the area as a whole. KWCH 

eyewitness news. 

 

11/29/09 

10pm 

We're going to flip the switch, sing some Christmas carols and drink some hot chocolate.   Sunday night, 

the city of Colwich kicked off the holidays.   Rudolph and about 100 people gathered at the city's park for 

their first-ever Christmas tree lighting. Man, they did a really good job.   But the city's new tradition goes 

beyond the decorations. Colwich has always been progressive with recycling and with this energy 

efficiency project, it just kind of fit with how we're trying to go green.   This holiday season, the city is 

going green by saving some. We were going to buy lights regardless; this is something we didn't have.  The 

lights are l-e-d. Westar energy donated the money to buy each strand.  Colwich councilwoman Stephanie 

guy made the request. ―I was shocked!" It wasn't the cost of lights, but energy   guy says the city’s 

proactive approach to "go green" is what convinced Westar. According to the box, it’s about 94 dollars to 

run the standard traditional lights for 6 hours for 45 days and it’s just under a dollar and a half to run led's. 

A 98 percent energy savings.  At a time when city budgets are being cut, people who attended Sunday’s 

festivities say each dollar counts. Everybody is environmentally friendly today and we just want to keep 

that going.   That's why the city plans to gradually replace their traditional lights with l-e-d.  To help the 

city save even more for the next holiday.  In Colwich Kara Sewell KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 

 

11/30/09 

10pm 

 Extra email in your inbox is one clue something's up- the offers in those emails another-- 

It's cyber Monday --and analysts predict by midnight- 97 million shoppers will take advantage of deals 

offered online today.  From computers to clothing-retailers have jumped on board with discounts and free 

shipping.   And shoppers who take a few extra clicks can rack up cyber deals- using coupon codes and 

rebates to cut their prices even more. 

       

12/01/09 

6am 

And as you shop this season -- fact finder 12 has a warning for you....before you use your credit card -- 

make sure you know the rules.   Your credit card company may be changing them.  Half of the credit 



 

 

companies plan to raise interest rates and reduce credit limits in the next few weeks.  Citibank for example 

sent letters warning of interest rates as high as 29-point-9 percent. It's a crime. It's crazy. Total; crime. So I 

said I really hope you sleep at night.   Credit card companies are rushing to raise rates and fees before a 

new stricter federal law goes into effect in February.   So what can you do? First of all -- read every letter 

and notice you get from your credit card company so you're not surprised -- then limit your credit pending -

- the national retail federation expects credit card use to fall 10 percent this holiday season.  you can also 

opt out -- pay off your balance at the old interest rate...and close the credit card account -- just 

beware...canceling a card could affect your credit rating. 
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12/2/09 

6pm 

Workers at national beef in Dodge City could soon vote on whether to unionize the facility. An official 

with the national labor relations board says an election could be set up for late this month.  If approved the 

union would represent about 22-hundred workers. 

 

12/3/09 

6pm 

41,000 Kansans may soon be paying more for their electricity.  A proposed regulatory settlement involving 

hays-based mid-Kansas electric would raise rates seven-point-five percent.  A hearing on the increase is 

scheduled for tomorrow.  

 

12/4/09 

5am 

Two big names coming to the Intrust bank arena.    the promoter calls it the "premiere" concert event at the 

arena next year.   But won't announce until Monday afternoon who will perform.  A line in the press release 

fuels speculation it's the Elton john-Billy Joel face to face tour.   "Two of the world's most renowned 

performers, on the same stage, the same night, one incredible evening."  The two are in Denver, Oklahoma 

city and Kansas City the week of February 22nd.   The act will be announced Monday at two in the 

afternoon.   Count on us to let you know who is coming to town. 

 

 

12/5/09 

10pm 

It's a holiday tradition to visit Santa.  But today kids had breakfast with the guy who stole Christmas.  This 

morning's breakfast with the Grinch benefited the envision foundation.  Children worked on Christmas 

cards and ornaments for soldiers serving overseas.   They also listened to a reading of "how the Grinch 

stole Christmas."   The envision foundation provides jobs, training and vision services to the blind and 

nearly blind. 

 

12/6/09 

10pm 

Continuing coverage of the Intrust bank arena. Tomorrow we find out which of music's two biggest names 

will perform in Wichita.   Billy Joel and Elton John are on their face-to-face tour.  There's speculation the 

pair will come to town the week of February 22nd.   There are shows in Kansas City, Denver and 

Oklahoma City around the same time.  An official announcement is set for two o-clock.  

 

12/8/09 

12noon 

President Barack Obama says the country must continue to "spend our way out of this recession" with new 

incentives for hiring. In a speech at the Brookings Institution, Obama proposed a package intended to 



 

 

stimulate job creation and bring down the country's 10 percent unemployment rate.  The White House is 

considering using money left over from the government's bank bailout to help create jobs. 

 

12/9/09 

6am 

Cessna shuts down a plant in Columbus Georgia as the plane maker consolidates its plants.   Cessna also 

plans to move sub-assembly jobs from Wichita to Mexico -- 175 people work in that area.   The changes 

should be completed within two years. 
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12/10/09 

5am 

We'll know by Friday which of Kansas’s 56 National Guard armories will be closing.  The state announced 

that 18 armories will close because of budget cuts.  The move would save the Kansas National Guard more 

than 400-thousand dollars over two years.   Operations will be consolidated at the remaining 38 armories.  

Expect us to bring you the announcement when it happens. 

 

12/11/09 

5am 

Remember - if you buy tickets anywhere other than the box office, you will pay an extra fee.  Ticket sellers 

call it "a convenience fee".   It will increase the price of each ticket by an average of eight dollars.   Arena 

officials say the money pays for box office overhead - things like credit card machines and fees credit card 

companies charge.  Officials aren't surprised that the fee is catching some ticket-holders off-guard. ―We’re 

potentially bringing in people to the facility that haven't been here in a long time, haven't bought tickets in a 

long time so it's a new thing to them.  If you want to eliminate those service fees...buy your tickets at the 

arena box office.   

 

12/12/09 

9am 

There's new hope heading into the holidays that the job market may soon begin to turn around.  

Unemployment numbers are starting to come down and the workforce alliance center has 8-hundred job 

openings right now.   Nichole Alston was laid off from hawker in April; she says she's applied for dozens 

of jobs.  It makes me wonder is there something wrong with me I know I’m a hard worker and a good 

employee if I could just get in the door.  Alston's unemployment benefits have run out -- she worked a 

temporary job and now doesn't qualify.  She's back in school while she continues to look for work.   In the 

Wichita metro area-more than 17-thousand people have been laid off-- almost 30 percent of aviation 

workers have lost their jobs. 

 

12/13/09 

10pm 

Boeing’s long awaited 7-8-7 is ready for its first flight.  The plane completed its runway tests yesterday.  

The test was the last one needed before Tuesday’s first flight.  The 7-8-7 is two years behind schedule.   

The Dreamliner will take off at noon central time on Tuesday -- weather permitting. 

 

12/14/09 

6am 

12pm 

Workers at the National Beef packing plant in Dodge City will vote next month on whether to unionize. 

The National Labor Relations Board has set Jan. 21 and 22 as the dates for the union vote. Results are 

expected to be known sometime on Jan. 23.  National Beef says about 2,600 workers are in the voting unit, 



 

 

which includes employees in production and maintenance, shipping and receiving, grounds keeping and 

warehouse.  

 

12/15/09 

5am 

Some Guantanamo bay detainees could be moved to Illinois.  An announcement is expected from white 

house officials later today.  They're headed for a high-security prison in Thomson, Illinois about 1-hundred 

and 50 miles from Chicago.    Fort Leavenworth, in Kansas, was one of the sites originally considered as an 

alternative to Gitmo.    It was dropped after Kansas lawmakers objected. 
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12/16/09 

6am 

State budget cuts could cause problems in an upcoming murder trial. To save money court employees like 

the bailiff and court reporter must take furlough days next year.  For longer trials like the Israel Mireles 

case it could be a problem.    Mireles is charged with capital murder and the death of Emily Sander.   

Furloughs could shut down the courthouse - right in the middle of the trial. That presents a real challenge.  

The judge pointed out if you start a capital murder case, it can raise some questions if you take a week off, 

and what do the jurors do.  What do they remember about the evidence?  Attorney general Steve Six's 

office has offered to pay the employees - so they won't have to stop the trial.   He's calling on lawmakers to 

fix the situation so it doesn't happen in other cases. 

 

 

12/17/09 

6am 

A Wichita man says he's heard enough-- he's taking action to stop ticket scalping. I said obviously 

somebody needs to do something and everybody said who's going to do I said I will.   Todd Allen says it 

started with calls from friends and family complaining about ticket sales to the Taylor swift concert.  So 

Allen formed "taxpayers for tickets dot org" -- he says taxpayers built the Intrust bank arena and they 

should have a fair shot at tickets.  His priority is stopping scalpers.   He’s talking with arena officials and 

the county commission. The arena also wants to stop scalping but says in the internet age it's almost 

impossible.    You can find a link to taxpayers for tickets at our web site KWCH dot com.  

 

12/18/09 

6pm 

The state unemployment rate drops slightly in November.  New numbers released today show 

unemployment in Kansas was 6-point-2 percent in November.  Down from 6-point-3 percent in October.     

Here in Sedgwick County it remained steady at eight percent. State labor officials say, while the state has 

added 700 jobs in November. The economy has still shed more than 60-thousand jobs since last year.   For 

the complete report or to see the unemployment rate by county.  Click on this story at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

12/19/09 

10pm 

The Wichita area will see fewer job losses next year than previously thought. Researchers at Wichita state 

say more than 15-hundred jobs will disappear in twenty-10.  They originally predicted more than 3-

thousand losses. Researchers still say the local economy will take longer than most cities to recover.  That's 

because plane sales normally lag at least 12 months behind other industries. 

 



 

 

12/21/09 

10pm 

The approaching snow storm means even less time to finish, or start, your Christmas shopping.   This was 

the scene at Towne east mall today.  People barely had time to talk as they raced between stores, trying to 

find that perfect gift, ―it was insane; we had shoes on the floor. We had kids playing in the windows and a 

lot of presents going out the door."  It was the same story up rock road at Bradley fair.    Shoppers there had 

a tough time finding a parking spot.   National chains are trying to make up sales after this weekend's east 

coast storm.   Up to three feet of snow in some places kept many shoppers home. 
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12/22/09 

6pm 

The Kansas sports museum is just weeks from opening at its new home in Newton.   The museum is a 

division of the Kansas Sports Hall of Fame, an organization that nearly defaulted on its rent last year at its 

old town building.   The museum, at the Chisholm Trail shopping center, will hold memorabilia that's been 

in storage and what won't fit when the hall of fame moves to the Wichita boathouse next year.   With 

January fourth set as its opening day, the final touches are being done before the first piece of the hall of 

fame re-opens.  There's two ways we can prosper, one is to cut our expenses and the other is to increase our 

income and we feel like we have an opportunity now to do both of those things.  The Chisholm Trail 

shopping center has recently upped its capacity from 38 percent to 98 percent, which the museum hopes 

will help it bring new people through the doors. 

 

12/23/09 

6pm 

Governor Mark Parkinson may turn to smokers for more revenue for the state.  A spokeswoman says the 

governor will propose an increase in tobacco taxes next year. The state's cigarette tax is 79 cents a pack 

which is less than the national average of 1.34 per pack.  No word on how much of an increase he'll 

propose or what the money will be used for.  You’ll remember, the tax was last raised in 2002. 

 

12/24/09 

6am 

Just a couple of days before Christmas, hundreds of people find themselves out of a job -- and some of 

them are stranded away from home. That's because the arrow trucking company -- out of Tulsa -- 

unexpectedly went out of business this week.  Truckers say their last checks bounced and their fuel cards 

don't work.   Those truckers who were on the road were told to turn in their vehicles at the nearest 

freightliner shop and get a bus ticket home.   Arrow says it's negotiating with lenders...but that's not a good 

enough explanation for drivers. These people are hiding in their million dollar house, with their maids and 

butler and we're here, wondering where are we going to get our next meal at? Its 3 days before Christmas 

and we got the door slammed in our face, nothing I can do, try to find anther job.  Arrow truck drivers 

across the country are trying to find a way home -- supporters are organizing on facebook offering money, 

rides, even opening their homes for a place to stay. If you know of an arrow trucking driver in the Wichita 

area, send us an email at news at KWCH-dot-com. 

 

12/26/09 

6am 



 

 

There's been a lot of good will to go around at Wichita’s goodwill industries. The charity says it's been a 

very busy season, fueled partly by the economy and many layoffs in the Wichita area.  The number of 

donations has been down, but that may be changing in the next week. Between Christmas and new year is 

one of our largest donation times, so we're looking forward to helping people as they drop off donations in 

our stores for their end of the year, we give a tax receipt for them so they can make it tax deductible.   

Emily says this is a great time to clean out your closet and donate items for those less fortunate. 

 

12/27/09 

10pm 

Like most stores in Wichita, sports time fan shop is busy.  But staff says sales stem from more than after 

Christmas excitement. We've sold a lot of WSU stuff and KU since they've been doing really well in 

basketball.   Kyle Eno has worked at the sports store for over a year.  He says he's seen the rush before.  

The better shockers play, the more shirts, hats and stickers he sells. I know that when we went to the sweet 

sixteen that we sold a lot of WSU stuff.   Shockers aren't their yet but head Coach Gregg Marshall is happy 

with the team's eleven and one record as they head into conference play. Shockers looking pretty good too.  

Good stats are why Brian Sykes is shopping Sunday.  He's WSU alum. I represent down in Texas like I said 

and a lot of people frown on me but it's a lot of fun. We're supporting our hometown and it’s just good to 

see that they're doing well this year.  Eno says game days are busiest.  To keep the buzz going, sports time 

offers discounts the day after games, which like everything else, depends on how well the shockers play.  

Kara Sewell KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 
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12/28/09 

6pm 

The convenience of paying with a credit card will cost Hutchinson residents a little extra. New at six, the 

city adds a new "convenience fee" Passing along credit processing surcharges to customers.  The fees will 

apply to any city payments Including utility bills, golf fees and animal shelter fees. They'll run between a 

dollar 49 and 3-95.  Hutchinson's finance director says the move could save the city as much as 50-

thousand dollars next year.   The fee does not apply to anyone who pays by cash or check.  Many other 

cities, counties and companies already charge convenience fees Including Reno and Sedgwick County. 

 

12/29/09 

6pm 

At the current 79-cents a pack, fact-finder 12 found Kansas ranks 35th in the nation for state cigarette taxes. 

The national average is a dollar 34 a pack, the highest state tax is in Rhode Island, 3-46 a pack.  The lowest 

is in Missouri, at only 17 cents.  Find the complete list of state taxes on cigarettes by clicking this story at 

KWCH.com. 

 

12/31/09 

6am 

Someone from will start 2010 as a millionaire.  The state lottery will announce the winner of its first 

holiday millionaire raffle.  Each ticket costs twenty bucks -- and 150-thousand of them were quickly 

snatched up back in October.   there's a good chance the winner will come from Wichita -- almost 40-

percent of the tickets were sold here.  The winner will be announced just before noon today. 
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10/02/09 

Noon 

Kansas state university has launched a new program to improve the well-being of soldiers and their 

families. The Institute for the Health and Security of Military Families opens today in manhattans. The 

institute's main focus will 

Be helping Fort Riley soldiers and their families who endure repeated deployments to combat. 

 

10/03/09 

6am 

Wichita state university runs out of season flu shots. The university health director says they received only 

some of their doses and have already run out. She says the university won't be receiving any more for at 

least a month. It's partly due to pharmaceutical companies focusing on manufacturing the h-1-n-1 vaccine. 

W-S-U recommends students who still want the seasonal flu shot get it from other locations in town.  

So we checked with the Sedgwick county health department. A spokesperson tells us they do have all the 

doses they ordered and do not expect to run out. 

 

10/05/09 

6am 

Teacher Ron Clark initially set out to get his students attention and now, everyone is watching his 

unconventional teaching methods could end up changing education as we know it. T.J. Holmes reports. His 

isn't a music class or choir it's language arts class. Yet these middle school students are singing about 

possessive nouns. I know what possessive means, it's so easy can't you see, when everybody knows,  it's 

not too hard to learn singing a grammar lesson is just one of the non-traditional teaching methods  You'll 

find in classrooms at Ron Clark academy. It's a lot different from the first classroom Ron Clark walked into 

15 years Ago in North Carolina: This little kid walked up and said "you going to be our new teacher?" And 

I said "I guess so." He was only there because his mom convinced him to fill-in as a substitute. He had a 

college degree, but no teaching license and no desire to become a teacher. But that day changed a life and 

taught *him* a lesson that has shaped his teaching philosophy. You can't teach the way we used to teach 

kids, these kids have iPods and video games and movies and all this stuff that's going on, and they're text 

messaging, you can't just bring kids in and expect them to stare for an hour.  Clark academy is different. 



 

 

You notice that immediately upon walking in the front door and are greeted by a two-story, electric blue 

slide.   

It's not just for the kids, every visitor to the school is required to get "slide certified." Clark and Kim 

Bearden co-founded the private middle school in a rough Atlanta Neighborhood in 2007. They kept it 

private so they'd be free to experiment.  Tuition to the school is about 18-grand a year.  Just about all of the 

100-or-so students are on scholarships. And, though there are only about a hundred students enrolled, Clark 

says his real mission is teaching teachers.  When teachers come to our school they see color, light, energy 

and they see students that are on fire, students that want to learn, every kid sitting up, paying attention, the 

kids raising their hands and the students are just electric, we're using music and energy and its hands on and 

it's art and color and extremely high expectations. 

After a visit to his school, Clark hopes teachers will take what they learned and implement it in their own 

classrooms across the country, leading to what Clark calls a revolution in education. And even though 

education reform can seem like a big, expensive, and complex problem, Clark doesn't think the solution is 

big, expensive, or complex at all. People just need to listen to me, I wish the government would just listen 

and people would say he knows what he's talking about.  It's that simple? It's that simple. It all involves 

with the teacher, you can talk about state  

Government you can talk about the principals, superintendents, it all comes down to finding passionate 

people who want to teach. We have to give teachers more freedom, trust them more and allow them to use 

their own creativity to  

Fire up their students the way they know they need to do. 

 

10/06/09 

10pm 

A long time Wichita school principal dies and thousands may remember her. Sister Kathleen Gilbert was 

the principal at Kapaun Mount Carmel catholic high school from 1974 to 1986 before that she was the 

principal of Mount Carmel academy. In those years she met thousands of students and their parents, some 

remember her as a huge sports fan. Sister Kathleen was 91. Check kwch.com for the latest on funeral 

arrangements when we get them. 
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10/07/09 

7am 

In Wichita h1-n1 has spread so much schools will no longer notify parents about individual cases. 

Instead...each school will send a reminder to parents this week...about the precautions they have to take. 

District officials say...for every confirmed h1-n1 infection...there are dozens of unconfirmed cases. 

 

10/08/09 

5am 

Need more proof that schools are being hurt by the recession? Listen to what's happening in Ireland. Money 

is so tight schools in Ireland are asking students to bring their own toilet paper to class. Each child will be 

asked to supply a roll of "TP" for the class, and teachers will be responsible for handing it out. School 

officials say they're trying to maximize the amount money that goes toward students. It’s tough for parents 

in Ireland too, most of them are struggling to pay for books and uniforms. 

 

10/09/09 

6am 

Classes in Ness City are scheduled to be back in session school this morning. Classes were canceled this 

week because more than a third of high school students were out sick and many were sick at the grade 

school too. 

 

10/11/09 

10pm 



 

 

Shepard's story takes center stage at Wichita Heights High school tomorrow. Students will perform "the 

Laramie Project: ten years later." The play focuses on Shepard's murder and its aftermath. The play starts at 

seven in the heights high auditorium.  Admission is free. 

 

10/12/09 

6am 

Counselors will be at Augusta High School to help students deal with the death of one of their friends.14 

year old Andrea Young was killed at a party Friday night. Police say a 25-year-old was showing off his 

guns when one of them went off. He is facing possible involuntary manslaughter charges. 

 

10/13/09 

6am 

It's official Wichita schools are a step closer to two new buildings in Bel Aire. The board voted last night to 

purchase land from Bel Aire. As part of the bond issue, there will be a k through 8 built at 53rd and 

Woodlawn and a 5a high school at 53rd and rock. The idea is to alleviate overcrowding problems at 

Chisholm elementary, Stucky middle school and Heights High School. Overcrowding at Chisholm Trail 

has pushed students to the hallways and even the floors. ―Part of excitement is getting more room because 

we need that.‖ Boundaries have not been decided. 

Total costs for the land is about one-point seven million dollars. 

 

10/14/09 

7am 

A two-and-a-half year old boy from England is now the youngest member of the high i-q society Mensa. 

―What sort of bird lives in the Antarctic? Penguin. What sorts of penguin? Emperor penguin. Emperor 

penguin! Oscar Wrigley was tested on his vocabulary and math skills. Testers said his IQ was like that of 

Einstein and Stephen Hawking. His parents say they've known Oscar was especially bright since he was 

about 18 months old. 
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10/15/09 

6pm 

With education in mind, good news for Kansas students and teachers for the ninth straight year, Kansas 

school 

children improved on state math and reading tests,82.8 percent of students scored at the proficient level or 

above in math, up from 81 percent the year before. For reading, 85.7 percent of students were proficient in 

reading, up from 84.1 percent.  But those results come with a warning from the state if education funding is 

cut, the scores will go down.  

 

10/16/09 

6pm 

The Goddard school district gains students... but still loses enrollment numbers. The district has 88 more 

students than last year in years past they've had close to 300 more students with only a handful of additional 

students. District officials say it can't cushion additional cuts in state funding. "It seems like it’s pretty hard 

to keep a positive vibe around when it seems like every single meeting we have we are finding out about 

budget cuts." Assistant superintendent Rod Dietz estimates half-a-million in cuts for Goddard this year. He 

says the district says they will do everything they can to keep cuts out of the classroom. 

 

10/17/09 



 

 

6am 

School districts across Kansas continue to deal with state budget cuts but the Goddard district faces an 

unusual problem. As it gains students and still loses enrollment numbers while the district did have 88 more 

students than last year. In years past it's had nearly 300 more students with only a handful of additional 

students district officials say it can't cushion additional cuts in state funding. Teachers say both students and 

staff are taking notice."It seems like it’s pretty hard to keep a positive vibe around when it seems like every 

single meeting we have we are finding out about budget cuts." Assistant superintendent Rod Dietz 

estimates half-a-million in cuts for Goddard this year.  He says the district says they will do everything they 

can to keep cuts out of the classroom. 

 

10/18/09 

10pm 

Large numbers of Kansas students call in sick because of the flu. Tonight we have the first weekly report 

on student absences around the state. The K-D-H-E found nearly 20 percent of elementary schools saw at 

least ten percent of their students stay home the first week of October. A quarter of middle and high schools 

report high levels of absences. The state began collecting the information through county health 

departments. 

 

10/19/09 

6am 

"Hearing the news that he's a father breaks my heart. The idea (choking up) the idea that he will grow up 

without his father tears me apart (getting emotional). It was an emotional news conference for the 

university of Connecticut football team. Starting cornerback Jasper Howard was stabbed to death early 

Sunday morning, just hours after helping his team to a win. Police say Howard was at an on-campus dance 

when it happened.  Someone pulled a fire alarm, then a fight broke out and Howard was stabbed. U-Conn's 

coach says the team is heartbroken but plans to dedicate the rest of its season to Howard. Police say they 

have leads, but haven't made an arrests. 

 

10/20/09 

7am 

A student's yearbook picture could end up in the middle of a legal battle.  A high school in Mississippi is 

refusing to include the photo of 17-year-old girl dressed in a tuxedo in its yearbook.  Ceara Sturgis says she 

didn't want to wear a dress for the picture -- and since it's her picture it should be her decision. Now, the 

American civil liberties union has sent a letter to the school accusing it of discrimination. Ceara's mother 

says she fully supports her daughter. ―They don't feed and clothe my daughter, they don't put food on my 

table and they don't keep me warm at night. I don't care. What I care about is my daughter and how she 

feels about herself.  I support her 100 percent.‖ The a-c-l-u says the school has until the end of the week to 

respond to its letter. 
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10/21/09 

5am 

Schools are taking extra precautions in riley county to stop the spread of the flu. They are shutting off their 

water fountains and propping doors open. With the doors always open kids won't have to touch the handles, 

a common place for germs to spread. With 16-percent of students already out sick. The superintendent of 

riley county schools says the district is just trying to make everyone responsible for their own health. "So 

everything we're trying to do is help everyone take personal responsibility for their own involvement in 

this, so we're asking people to bring their own water bottles, not infected to spread to others." The fountains 

will be turned off on Monday and will stay off until school officials think students aren't at risk anymore, 

which may be rest of the school year. 

 

10/22/09 

10pm 



 

 

School officials in Greensburg hope one more day will do the trick. They canceled classes again for 

tomorrow... at two schools because too many students are sick. On Monday 50-percent of the district's k-

through-8 students were out sick. The superintendent had originally called off class through today. Now he 

says students will not go back until Monday. The changes do NOT affect Greensburg high school. 

 

10/23/09 

6am 

Parents of students at a school in Oregon have extra motivation for picking up their kids on time. The 

school is going to start charging parents 5 dollars for every ten minutes their late picking up their child. 

School officials are calling it a childcare fee. They say the move is really aimed at a handful of parents who 

are chronically late picking up their kids. 

 

10/24/09 

6am 

They served their country. Now they want their benefits. New at ten... The department of Veteran’s Affairs 

says it's catching up on payments for the new g-i bill.  The latest version of the g-i bill started in august. It 

covers college tuition and other expenses. The VA has hired extra personnel to keep up with a 25-percent 

spike in demand. Those using the program say delays are frustrating, but they understand. 

―The VA is just getting swamped with veterans seeking benefits." The VA expects a half-million veterans 

to use the program in its first year. After issuing emergency checks earlier this month, the VA says students 

should expect regular payments from here on out. For more on the new g-i bill, look under the on air links 

on kwch.com 

 

10/26/09 

10pm 

We have continuing coverage of a Wichita Day care in trouble.  Officials say the owner of creative 

connection learning center not only came to work drunk. She was also driving drunk on a field trip with 

children in the car.   The business is licensed to take care of more than 100 children.   Employees at the 

center called police after they smelled alcohol on the owner, Margaret Walker.   She was already gone 

when they arrived, but they found a bottle of vodka in her purse at the day care.   Officers later stopped her 

for drunk driving.  The state has issued an emergency order of suspension.  We'll have more on this later 

tonight on Eyewitness news at 10pm. 

 

10/27/09 

6pm 

Music sensation Madonna marks the start of her school for girls in Malawi.   A groundbreaking ceremony 

was held yesterday where the superstar cut a ribbon and planted a tree.  She took her four children with her 

-- two are recently adopted from Malawi. 
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10/28/09 

10pm 

For the last Wednesday of the month, we feature a story of students choosing success through the 

communities in schools program. Usually, we introduce you to students in the classroom.  But this time, 

we're turning the tables. Every person you see in this group works with communities in schools. These 

people are the site coordinators in schools across the state and Wednesday they sit on the other side of the 

desks.  It’s always important for communities in schools continue to get training for their site coordinator, 

so their site coordinator can be better for their students.  They came to Wichita to learn how to be better, 

and therefore better help students. They've got to do the work, but they have to do the work well. We want 

them to be sharp and ready to go.   The training goes beyond Kansas -- The key people are definitely these 



 

 

folks behind us.   Gary Chapman works with communities in schools on the national level I think its imp. 

Because CIS is really one of the best kept secrets in this country and brings things all the way down to a 

grass roots level --- all the way to the classroom.  We are the leading drop out prevention organization, 05 

and we are the folks on the ground providing the most to the kids in need.  Folks like Dana Lloyd. Our 

students need us.  In order for them to be successful in life, they need that adult role model, and the 

teachers are the re to teach.  We're there to do all the extra stuff.   And this training is all about that extra 

stuff.      

 

10/29/09      

5pm 

Rain forces a Hutchinson elementary school to close. This morning Hutchinson magnet school had a foot of 

water in their basement.  Repairs required the power be shut off to most of the building. ―We have a bond 

project and we have some ditches that weren't quite filled in and that are where the water came in.‖  The 

school used its emergency system to get the word out to parents.   Ploutze says the school will be open 

tomorrow.  

 

11/02/09 

12pm 

Here she comes...you know the next line. Miss America is in Wichita today, and she's already had a busy 

morning.  Katie stem was named Miss America earlier this year. This morning, she and Miss Kansas Becki 

Ronen colored with students at Washington elementary.  The Wichita state sorority delta gamma brought 

her to town to talk about her platform of community service. Stam says having the chance to speak to so 

many people about helping others is the best part of her job. "It’s a great day.  We get to reach out to a lot 

of different people, and that's why having a busy schedule is important.  We might be exhausted by the end 

of the day, but we can say we did some good work."   Stam also visited children via Christi saint Francis 

hospital this morning.   She'll be speaking about her platform of community service tonight at Wichita 

State's Metroplex. That starts at 7:00 and is free to the public. 

 

11/03/09 

5am 

 High school juniors listen up.  You and your parents are invited to a futures fair today. 

It will be at century two exhibition hall at 9 o'clock this morning.  You'll learn more about your options 

after graduating high school.   More than one hundred colleges, universities, and military branches will be 

there.  Again, it's this morning at 9 at century two. 

 

11/4/09 

12pm 

New information today about an accident involving a school bus and a student we first told you about last 

night at 5.  We now know the student was actually run over by the bus.    The teenage is doing better this 

noon.     The 17 year old has upgraded to fair condition at a hospital.  The bus driver is on administrative 

leave.  Durham bus services and the school district have an on-going investigation into the accident.   

Police say the 17-year-old student was crossing the driveway at southeast high school...when he was struck 

by the bus.  The student was taken to the hospital in critical condition -- but has improved to fair condition.   

No students on the bus were hurt.       
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11/5/09 

12pm 

A student at emporia state university dies in a motorcycle crash.   Authorities say 24-year-old Samuel 

Williams lost control and was thrown from his motorcycle in Lyons County.   Williams had been missing 

since Sunday...his body was found Wednesday night about a tenth of a mile off the road at k-99 and road 



 

 

190.   Williams was a junior from Senegal -- in western Africa.  He was majoring in business management 

...and was an all-American track athlete.   There will be a candlelight vigil for Williams at ESU tonight. 

 

11/6/09 

6am 

Hundreds gather to remember three softball players from Dickinson state university last night. The 

university retired the jerseys of the three girls.  Their bodies were found Tuesday in a pond outside of 

Dickinson, North Dakota.   They were last seen Sunday night.  According to one of the girl's father, the 

three were known to go stargazing together. 

 

11/9/09 

5pm 

Tonight the Wichita school district will decide if it will spend more than 89 thousand dollars to join an 

organization ---the Wichita school district would spend two dollars a student to join the 'schools for fair 

funding' coalition.   Almost 40 other school districts in the state are a member of it. The group filed 

lawsuits against the state for inadequate funding as late as 2005, and it may decide to sue the state again 

this week.      

 

11/10/09 

5pm 

Students are safe and no one is injured after a gunman holds a high school principal hostage.  Swat teams 

surround a school in upstate New York with guns drawn this morning. Officials say a man with a rifle 

walked into the building and took an assistant principal hostage.  The school went into lockdown.  Police 

were able to get most of the 500 students to safety, and then confine the gunman to one room.  The suspect 

eventually surrendered.   But parents wonder what could have been done differently. It's not just my kids 

it's all kids, it's crazy, they shouldn't have to come to school and go through this.  Something has to be done 

to have it prevented, because I think it could've been prevented.  Officials say the gunman is a former 

student of the school.   He's now in police custody.  

 

11/11/09 

12pm 

  Paleontologists announce today they've discovered a new species of dinosaur.   Its call aardonyx or "earth 

claw."   it lived in the early Jurassic period around 195 million years ago.    The discovery was made by a 

student at South African university. 

 
11/12/09 

5am 

 Dozens of Kansas school districts including Wichita joined a group that could sue the state for more 

money.    But in the meantime, things have gotten so bad for Topeka schools that board members say they 

may have to consider laying off workers and closing schools.    The district is worried about losing nearly 3 

million dollars this school year.   It has already saved money by cutting energy costs and limiting out of 

state travel. 

 
11/13/09 

12pm 

School districts from across the state are in Newton today meeting with the fair funding group. The bottom 

line:  whether the organization is going to sue the state of Kansas to get more money for classrooms across 

the state. 

  Just this week both Wichita and Hutchinson school boards decided to join the effort.   The group 

discussed the state's financial records this morning and then went into executive session. Eyewitness news 

is there. Expect more:  count on us to continue to follow the story...and bring you the latest when any 

decision is made.  
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11/14/09 

10pm 

Some Wichita schools will soon have more books and fewer empty shelves.  People crowded into this 

Barnes and Noble today for a book fair.   The idea was simple: have people buy a book and instead of 

taking it home. Donate it to catholic schools around Wichita.  Parent Deann White spent three months 

organizing the event.   She says the need was obvious.  "In one school I was able to go through and do an 

inventory in 45 minutes. Some of the books dated back to the 1930's... 1940's. I saw the condition of the 

books and said they needed new books."  Librarians at each school made a wish list of books they wanted.  

White hoped to collect more than 400 titles in all.   We should find out tomorrow if they met their goal. 

 
11/16/09 

Noon 

No charges against anyone on the KU basketball or football teams after two fights earlier this fall.  

Lawrence city prosecutor Jerry Little says there was not enough evidence to press charges, citing 

insufficient witness accounts.   Little said the university is still handling its own investigation but that 

legally the matter was now finished. 

 
11/17/09 

5am 

Valley center high school students are out of class today -- and not because of the weather.   A water main 

break shut the school down.   Activities have also been canceled for today.   The school district says it 

hopes to have the problem fixed in time for class Wednesday. 

 
11/18/09 

10pm 

Salina police arrest a day care operator after a five month old suffers critical injuries.  Police say the 29 

year old center operator at Hugs and Kisses called them Tuesday to report the young boy was unresponsive. 

Emergency crews flew the boy to a Wichita hospital -- he's in critical condition with head trauma. The day 

care operator was arrested on aggravated battery and child abuse charges. The day care center's license was 

surrendered today. 

 
11/19/09 

10pm 

South Wichita will soon get a new school -new at 10 -- the school district announced today where it will 

build the new elementary --it decided the best location is where Lewis open magnet is right now -- in the 3-

thousand block of south Osage.  The neighborhood k-through-5 will share common spaces with the magnet 

school...such as the cafeteria, library and a multi-purpose room.  Monday from the 370-million dollar bond 

issue will pay for the new school.   Go to KWCH-dot-com to learn more about what bond issue projects. 

 

 
11/20/09 

Noon 

A student panel at k-u rejects a proposal allowing housing staff to enter students' rooms un-announced if 

they suspect a housing violation.  The proposal was brought forward after the deaths of two students who 

died last semester because of drinking.  Under the proposal, a housing supervisor could enter a student's 

room if they had probable cause.   Currently staff must get a search warrant.   A member of the panel says 

the policy would not curb drinking, and the school's code of conduct gives students the right to privacy. 

 
11/21/09 

10pm 

Continuing coverage of the state's budget problems. College students in Kansas could soon pay more 

tuition.  The state faces a 2-hundred- million dollar budget shortfall.  Governor Parkinson will announce 

next week how he plans to fill in the gap.   if those cuts include higher education.  The board of regents 

would have few choices but to raise tuition.  Any increase would likely be much less than California’s.  The 

state board of regents raised tuition there by 32-percent this week.  The decision led to widespread protests 

at schools around the state.   The regents say California can't meet the funding needs of its universities. 
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11/22/09 

10pm 

Tragedy comes in many forms.  Last march during a heavy rainstorm it struck 15 year-old Bayleigh 

Stovall’s car as she was driving home from play tryouts.  Her Honda accord hydroplaned - the water swept 

her vehicle into an open culvert.  To just hear her walk through that door again and say oh my gosh mom 

you wouldn't believe this.  Or mom, I want to tell you all about my day.  Just to hear her sassy teenage 

voice one more time would be wonderful - I would do anything in the world for that. As Bayleigh's family 

dealt with her death...another family - her school - had to do the same.  El Dorado school district has a 

crisis plan in place.  Lori Jensen teaches school districts why it's important. When a crisis occurs in a 

district, the personnel in that district are in crisis as well. Standup:  crisis plans cover everything from 

bringing in counselors for students and staff to what to what say to the media after a student's death.  It also 

recommends - what not to do in the days after.  This is never an easy conversation to have.  Ever.  For 

example, districts are urged not to allow the sale of t-shirts or other memorial memorabilia during school 

hours - it may pressure students to buy the items or force them to grieve for a student they weren't 

necessarily close to.  Cheerleading ribbons and special patches on sports uniforms to remember a student 

are also discouraged.  Why?  Crisis experts ask what you do for a student who was not involved in many 

extra-curricular activities.  In other words, what you do for one student you must do for all.   I've seen high 

schools where they have those plaques dedicating an award or maybe just honoring a student.  Maybe it's 

just a picture in memory of.  Those are lovely tributes.  However the wall has room for more plaques to be 

hung.  So what is the message that we're sending to students. School crisis experts worry it may glorify 

death and could actually encourage suicide.  They say what's viewed as loving gesture at the time...has been 

proven to have negative lasting effects. What we know if that long term effects of these activities are not 

eliminating the grief.  They're actually causing more grief.  That's why El Dorado school district has a 

written policy - anything considered a gift to the school must "have prior approval of the board." Bayleigh’s 

mother says district officials did an excellent job handling her daughter’s death.  She says memorialization 

was never an issue.   I don't expect the school to do a memorial for her.  But I want them to allow the kids 

to keep her memory alive.  During the summer, Rayleigh’s family created fundraising items for a memorial 

scholarship.  Ashley jack - an educator herself - says it's a private way for friends to remember her daughter 

- without disrupting the learning process.  I think that school and staff have to understand that you don't 

have to memorialize to grieve.  But you have to be there to support because that grief never goes away. One 

way Bayleigh’s friends share their grief is through a memorial set up at the culvert.  It's off school property 

- and a comfort to those who knew her. You can go to the accident site and somebody has always left 

something in memory of Bayleigh. Crisis, like tragedy- comes in many forms.  Crisis experts say all the 

more reason for schools to have a plan when it happens.  For FactFinder investigators, I’m Kim Wilhelm.  

 
11/24/09 

5pm 

 Kids at Faris elementary school in Hutchinson turn the dirt on a new project at their school.  The addition 

will make more space for classrooms, a new library and music room.   The funding will come from a bond 

issue, passed three years ago.  But school officials couldn't ignore the financial situation they face now that 

the governor announced millions of dollars in cuts. We will tighten our belts for lots of things; we won’t be 

purchasing things at the end of the year next year. We are not at the point of laying anyone off, but next 

year is the year I am worried about.   and that wasn't the only celebrations going on in Kansas schools.  

Halstead teachers and staff were recognized for winning the state's standard of excellence awards.   And 

new tonight at six, hear how large districts like hutch and small ones like Hallstead differ in how they'll 

handle the budget cuts ahead.  

 
11/25/09 

10pm 

New at 10 -- investigators say a grad student at k-u was poisoned earlier this month because he didn't 

follow procedures. The student accidentally ingested sodium azide -- an odorless and colorless preservative 

- he was hospitalized for three days.   University officials say the student admits he made a mistake and 

apologized to his lab partners. 
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11/27/09 

6am 

a Thanksgiving weekend tradition, will be presented by WSU Opera and Musical Theatre and Opera 

Kansas Saturday and Sunday at Wichita' State University’s Miller Concert Hall. 

 

12/1/09 

10pm 

More than fifty high schools cut loose... As they audition for the u-s-d 259 production of footloose.  Admit 

it, you know the music.  You're probably singing it right now.  I'd seen the movie several times, and it's 

great, it's a classic.     While most of these kids weren't around when Kevin bacon pioneered the role,   they 

have every intention of filling Ren's sneakers or Ariel’s cowboy boots.  If I got Ariel, that would be the 

best.   It's lots of pressure because there's a bunch of kids in the district who are really, really good, and I 

want to be up there with them and be the best.  This is a district tradition. It's my only opportunity.   Once 

every three years, all eight high schools combine their talent and staff to produce a play.  It is so beneficial 

to the students to -- get involved with other students from other schools, see the talent.  These auditions will 

last through Thursday.    The students will perform the musical in March.   So that means they'll have this 

music stuck in their head for more than three months.    It'll probably be stuck in yours until the end of the 

show. 

 
12/3/09 

6pm 

We checked with the Wichita school district where 70-percent of students are receiving free or reduced 

price lunches this year.  That's up from 69 percent last year.  While the overall numbers aren't up much, 

there was a shift this year in the number of students getting free lunches.   Last year there were about 27-

thousand students... This year it's almost 30-thousand. 

   
12/4/09 

6pm 

Two Kansas schools team up for a new four-year degree program.   Students at butler community college 

can now get a four-year business degree from emporia state university. And they won't ever have to set foot 

on the emporia campus.    Students take classes at the butler campus, but graduate from emporia.    School 

officials say the program should open up opportunities students may not otherwise get. "So this just gives 

them an opportunity to complete their degree without leaving home, without leaving their family, without 

quitting their jobs, those kinds of things."   Students can begin enrolling in spring of 20-10. Butler also has 

degree partnerships with Kansas State and southwestern universities as well as another program with 

emporia state for a teaching degree. 

 

12/5/09 

10pm 

New now.  A Reno county teacher gets probation.   A judge sentenced Amanda Caley to one-year of 

probation for dragging a student across the floor.  The incident happened between October 2008 and 

January of this year.   Caley was a special education teacher at partridge grade school.    Prosecutors say 

she got angry when a student refused to move.  Caley took a plea deal.   She still faces the possibility of 

six-months in jail if she violates the terms of her sentence. 
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12/6/09 

10pm 

No one ever says they're against improving schools.   From the primary school in Mulvane that would be 

replaced to the high school that would be renovated.    No one ever says those are bad things. "I’m in favor 

of the bond issue."   "To improve the schools is a great idea.  What mother would say no to it?" but whether 

people will pay for those improvements is the question.   With a $40 million school bond issue coming up 

Tuesday...school board member Jennifer keys says they need to. "We have $40 million worth of needs." 

"Some of the items are more urgent than others, but they're all important."   The bond would do several 

things.  Replace athletic facilities with a new stadium. And add FEMA storm shelters like this one to all 

schools.   Currently, this outbuilding at Munson primary school holds two classrooms.    In severe weather, 

children would have to go outside to get to the main building and safety. 

"We have now a situation where a kindergarten teacher has to herd 20 kindergarteners all the way across 

the building.  It takes about five minutes to get there, and you don't always have five minutes." ―Well, with 

times being down, people struggle to pay their bills on a daily basis and taxes are a hard time." "I wouldn't 

see an increase as something that I could personally afford."   Tough economic times didn't prevent Wichita 

from passing a massive school bond last year.   And lack of work means many construction bids have come 

in cheaper than expected.  It's hard to tell whether asking taxpayers for more money is bad 

timing...perfect...or something in between. "I’m sure they probably need it.  They are growing."  In 

Mulvane, Cliff Judy, KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 

 
 

12/7/09 

5pm 

Hundreds of teachers in Kansas City could soon be let go.  A new person in the districts human resource 

department says it has about one-thousand too many employees.  The official says the district's 3,300 

employees are too many for an enrollment of about 17,000.  The district dropped more than 500 employees 

over the summer - about 200 through layoffs. 

 

12/8/09 

10pm 

New now -- Mulvane schools won't get improvements.  Voters there rejected a 40 million dollar school 

bond issue. 65 percent of voters saying no.   The money would have paid for several things -- from 

replacing athletic facilities with a new stadium -- to adding FEMA storm shelters to all schools. The state 

would have paid for half of the bond projects. 

 

12/9/09 

10pm 

So what about Kansas schools?   Eyewitness news found Kansas is the exception.   Instead of receiving 

beef from the government, Kansas districts receive money to purchase their own.  Vicki Hoffman of the 

Wichita school district assures parents that beef served in Kansas schools meets commercial standards. We 

are the exception to the rule Kansas is able to buy products on the open market and we can trust our food is 

safe.    Next year congress will revisit the child nutrition act.  The u-s-d-a insists that schools get top-notch 

products.  

 

12/10/09 

10pm 

Bond issue money will pay to buy land for a new high school in southeast Wichita.  It would go near 

Pawnee and 127th street east.  New at 10 we learn school board members will vote Monday on whether to 

buy the 125 acres.   The Wichita school district's chief operations officer says, not only will the land be 



 

 

plenty of room for the high school and athletic facilities. But there may be enough land leftover to build an 

elementary school in the future. 

 

12/11/09 

5am 

Adults thinking of going back to college have a chance to check out some schools.  A free college fair is 

being held at exploration place today and tomorrow.  The fair is hosted by the local education adult 

resource network, or learn. 15 colleges from the Wichita area will represent.  The adult college fair runs 

from 11 to 3. 
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12/13/09 

10pm 

A longtime fort hays professor and director of the Sternberg museum of natural history has died.   Jerry 

Choat died Wednesday at a Denver hospital.  His family says the 66-year-old was battling brain cancer.   

Choat worked at fort hays state for nearly 40-years before retiring in June. 

 

12/14/09 

10pm 

We have the 12 acres, yes.  It's there at the corner of Tyler and 13th.   If you've seen northwest high, you've 

seen its lawn.   The district hopes that expansive acreage will help it afford more high schools.   Namely a 

high school in this field, in the extreme southeast part of the district. Obviously, we're short on funds.  

We're obviously short on funds, and that helps us in that way.   But selling this land means allowing 

something else to be built near northwest high school. Something parents like Alissa Unruh don't want to 

see.  That's our front door; it's the first thing you see, and we want to make sure it's something that makes 

sense for kids, and that it's helping them, not hurting them.  The school board and the Wichita school 

district have rules about what can go up on a property it sells.  It allows very specific things, like single 

family housing, and government buildings.  We have a list of what can go there.  And I will tell you right 

now, I don't believe a liquor store is on that.   But restaurants and recreation buildings -- places that could 

distract students - could also go up. I understand we're all in tough times, but instead of just making a quick 

decision, let's do what's best for the kids and have some integrity. I'd like to leave a legacy for these kids, 

and not do something quick, and then regret it later.   But selling the 12 acres at this high school -- makes 

these 125 acres affordable for another high school, one that has yet to be built in a time when every dollar 

counts.   

      

12/16/09 

5pm 

The Kansas board of regents’ votes tomorrow on raising room and board at the Kansas regents universities-

the proposal calls the increase necessary to cover inflation and facilities costs.    Some increases would 

happen as soon as July.   Costs would go up 180 dollars a year at k-u.     202 dollars at k-state and 140 

dollars a year at Wichita State.     Even with the increases -room and board would be below the average 

costs for Midwestern universities which are 75 hundred dollars a year. 

 

12/17/09 

5am 

Going to college is a big step for anyone.   But when you're ten...that step...is more like a leap. "well 

excited little nervous in a way."  Alex Jaeger from Pittsburg, Kansas will be Pittsburg State's youngest 

student ever.  He starts classes next month.  He's been home-schooled since the third grade, and went from 

fourth to 12th grade...in three and a half years.  Alex's father says his son's college workload will be light.  

He's taking classes ranging from calculus and chemistry to choir.    His mother says she just hopes he 

makes friends. "He’s still ten years old in many ways so, for me, I’m worried about his social and worry 

about whether he will have friends and all that."   Pittsburg state officials say they'll treat him like any other 

student. 

 

12/18/09 



 

 

10pm 

Other states face funding lawsuits as well.  Here's what fact-finder 12 discovered.   Florida faces two suits 

accusing lawmakers of short-changing public schools.   Groups there also say budget cuts violate the state 

constitution. Another fight is underway in New York.  In that case -- a group filed suit to stop the governor 

from with-holding school aid payments.  Groups in at least a half-dozen other states are considering 

lawsuits of their own. 

 

12/19/09 

6am 

Teachers in sterling are willing to take a one percent pay cut to save the district money.   The teachers 

voted themselves to take the cut on Friday.   It will help the district deal with a 203-thousand dollar 

reduction in state aid. 

 The pay cut also applies to administrators. 
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12/21/09 

Noon 

A Wichita state university athletic trainer dies in his sleep over the weekend.  24 year old Brett Anderson 

died while in Iowa either Friday night or Saturday morning.   He was there for Christmas break.   Anderson 

was a trainer primarily for the track team...and had moved to Wichita last summer.  A funeral is planned in 

Iowa.  There will be a moment of silence tonight just before the 7:00 pm basketball game at WSU 

 
12/28/09 

5am 

Snow may have caused a roof to collapse Sunday at North Dakota State University. Officials say more than 

a foot fell last week and had collected on top of the building -- forcing the entire northwest corner of it to 

cave-in.   The mishap left some of the office area exposed.     Fortunately, no one was hurt because the 

school was closed.   Structural engineers will inspect the building today.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

10/01/09 

10pm 

In Indonesia, a second earthquake hits an already battered area. At least 11-hundred people are dead and 

that number's expected to keep going up. This woman's one of the lucky ones. She was pulled alive from 

one of more than 500 buildings that crumpled during the 7.6 magnitude quake. Rescue workers are looking 

for the thousands of people still missing. The city of Padong had the most damage. It's right on top some of 

the world's most active fault lines, but residents complain the buildings are not strong enough to withstand 

earthquakes. 

 

10/02/09 

5am 

Nearly 170 people have died from the Samoa tsunami. And it could be weeks before crews are able to find 

those missing there. We know at least one Kansan on his way to help. Former firefighter and now Red 

Cross volunteer Steve Ade from Salina will lead mass care efforts, helping those who fled to higher ground. 

Need for food and shelter. One of my challenges will be to get food from the lower regions to those areas. 

Steve flew to Hawaii Thursday and from there will go to Samoa. He'll be there for at least a couple weeks. 

 

10/03/09 

6am 

New this morning, Typhoon Parma makes landfall in the northern Philippines. The storm toppled trees and 

power line with powerful winds and driving rain. While there is some flooding reported, there were no 

immediate reports of injuries. 

 

10/04/09 

10pm 

Fire damaged a home in the 2-hundred block of north Poplar this morning. A neighbor called 911 after 

seeing someone throw something into the house. Investigators have yet to say that's how the fire started. 

Smoke and flames caused nearly 100-thousand dollars in damage.  No one was home when the fire started. 

 

10/05/09 

6am 

A wild fire in southern California destroys three homes and forces thousands of people to leave the area.  

The fire has grown to more than 11 square miles in the San Gabriel Mountains...northeast of Los Angeles. 

Crews cut fire lines, and battled strong winds yesterday. They also used helicopters and air tankers to dump 

water on the flames. 

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has declared a state of emergency to help free resources to fight the fire. 

 

10/06/09 

7am 



 

 

A wildfire in southern California is mostly smoldering thanks to calm and cool weather. The climate 

change has helped firefighters battle a blaze in the San Gabriel Mountains which is near Los Angeles. Even 

though winds are now 6 miles per hour and today's high is expected to reach around 77 degrees the fire is 

only 20 percent contained. 

Evacuation orders are still active for thousands of residents. The fire started on Saturday. The cause is still 

being investigated. 

 

10/07/09 

7am 

A ski resort in Colorado wants to be the first to open this ski season. The Loveland resort plans to open 

today.  It's competes with a nearby resort each year to be first in Colorado.  Loveland has been making 

snow for the past few weeks. Today the resort says it has around 18 inches on the ground. Last year the 2 

resorts tied. The other resort is Arapahoe basin.. It plans to open Friday. 

 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

10/08/09 

5am 

There’s a potential setback for a planned bio-defense lab in Manhattan. Lawmakers approved Wednesday 

32-million dollars in funding to begin construction of the facility. But before work can begin, the 

Department of Homeland Security must guarantee its safety. If the department proves the lab can operate 

safely, it gets the money. Some fear an accidental release of foot-and-mouth disease from the lab would 

devastate livestock. 

 

10/09/09 

6am 

Wet weather keeps farmers out of the fields. Now cold temperatures may keep crops from coming out of 

the ground. Thursday's rain meant finding other ways to stay busy. Many farmers say harvest is normally 

over by now and next year's crop is already planted. That's not the case this year and that has Milo growers 

worried. "What really concerns me is if it gets cold this weekend, there's some Milo that's probably not 

going to make, some beans that probably aren't going to make." Farmer Mick Rausch tells us the changing 

weather is just part of farming. If his Milo freezes this weekend he says he can always use it to feed his 

cattle. 

 

10/10/09 

10pm 

Investigators haven't said what caused a fire in South Wichita. The fire started around nine-30 this morning 

in the 21-hundred block of south Minneapolis. No one was hurt. The apartment building was vacant at the 

time.   Firefighters went inside but pulled back for fear the roof would collapse. Flames gutted one 

apartment while three others have smoke damage. 

 

10/11/09 

10pm 

The Coast Guard rescues three people after a plane crash but before they could go home. They survived a 

night at sea. Eyewitness news reporter Gio Benitez looks at what happened. They survived for 12 hours by 

clinging to a lobster trap buoy until the coast Guard rescued them the next morning. Peeter Jakobson, 61, 

was flying the single-engine aircraft toward his home in Marathon Key Friday night. His wife was having a 

birthday party that weekend. Jakobson was performing his pre-landing check about 15 minutes away from 

Marathon when he heard a subtle bang at around 9:30 p.m. Then, the engine stalled and the plane started to 

go down. Jakobson, a doctor, called out a Mayday to air traffic controllers in Miami and relayed the plane's 

position. "We didn't know what was going to happen," said Whitney Page, Jakobson's stepdaughter, 26, 

who was on the craft with her husband, Ben Page, 31.‖ 

http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/passengers-engine-fire-frigid-water/story?id=6656804


 

 

 

10/12/09 

6am 

A massive land-slide in central Washington blocks off a highway and causes heavy damage. About a half 

mile long stretch of a highway is covered in at least 20 feet of dirt and rock. Large sections of the road have 

broken off, and carried down the Naches River. There area was evacuated because of possible flooding. 

The mudslide has also caused electricity to be cut off to 800 homes. 

 

10/13/09 

7am 

A pumpkin from Iowa wins first place at the world championship pumpkin weigh-off in California. The 

prize pumpkin weighs one-thousand 658 pounds. The man who grew it drove the gourd from Iowa for the 

competition and takes a 10-thousand dollar prize. It's a great accomplishment, but it still isn't the world's 

biggest that pumpkin weighed in at more than 17-hundred pounds. 

 

10/14/09 

6pm 

A Stretch of a Wichita street will be closed for 3 days after a water main break. It happened while a 

construction crew was doing work in the area. The city is closing Pawnee between Broadway and Emporia. 

Officials say some businesses lost water but it didn't affect any homes. No word on how long the repairs 

will take. 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

10/15/09 

5pm 

The arctic could be ice free for part of the year within the next decade or two. A British exploration team 

drilled hundreds of core samples to measure the ice and found in some places it was only six feet thick and 

all the ice is new, it only formed this past year. That means this area once covered with ice that built up 

year on year - will regularly be open water during the summer. ―Will retreat to a fairly small area north of 

Greenland within about a decade and then the rest of it will disappear during the following decade." 

Climate scientists say the ice has helped keep the planet cool by reflecting the sun's rays. Once it's largely 

gone, the sea will absorb heat more rapidly....and global warming will accelerate. 

 

10/16/09 

6pm 

In a storm team 12 follow-up Governor Mark Parkinson asks the u-s department of agriculture to declare 

three western Kansas counties disaster areas. The governor says severe summer storms in Cheyenne, 

Sherman and Rice counties damaged crops and farm equipment. If the declaration is approved farmers in 

those areas would be eligible for federal aid including low-interest farm service loans. 

 

10/17/09 

10pm 

There was a collapsed freeway and a damaged bridge, neighborhoods in flames. Today marks 20-years 

since the San Francisco earthquake. The magnitude was 6-point-9 quake hit just before game three of the 

19-89 World Series. When the shaking ended, 63-people had died. Nearly 4-thousand were hurt and the 

quake caused 10-billion dollars in damage. It also led to improvements in earthquake-proofing around 

California. If you want to see more video and stories of survival, head to K-W-C-H DOT-COM. 

 

10/19/09 

10pm 

There was little a Massachusetts homeowner could do but watch his house floating away into the ocean. A 

nor'east pushed the cottage off the beach in Marshfield and into the harbor. Tonight all Bill Hammett has 

are his memories. 

 "An incredible way of life, it's just some wonderful people. Our kids grew up out there, my wife was a 

teacher. So they spend the summers out there. I commute by boat most of the time.‖ People who live on the 



 

 

coast here says beaches have been eroding for 20 years. There are still homes in danger and neighbors 

admit the beauty of the area comes with risks. 

 

10/20/09 

6am 

Nuclear talks continue today between the u-s, Russia, France, and Iran. The countries are meeting at the 

united nation's atomic agency. The U-S and other western countries believe Iran plans to use its uranium 

enrichment program to develop nuclear weapons. Iran insists the plan is only to create electricity. 

 

10/21/09 

10pm 

This is where any possible snow would come from the Denver area from of course. This is what the winter 

storm did there today some areas expect anything from three to eight inches...most of the snow was out of 

the Denver area this evening. 

 

10/22/09 

6am 

A deer wandered into a hotel lobby in city in northeast china and it's all caught on tape! Video shows the 

animal as it wandered around the hotel lobby. The deer drank water from the entrance fountain and water 

display. Hotel employees called an animal rescue group. They sedated the deer and took it to a local zoo. 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

10/23/09 

7am 

The f-a-a wants to know why a northwest airlines jet flew 150 miles past its destination. Flight 188 was 

traveling from San Diego to Minneapolis Wednesday with 144 passengers aboard. The pilots say they 

became distracted during a heated discussion over airline policy and lost track of where they were. The 

pilots weren't in contact with air traffic controllers and had flown 150 miles past Minneapolis before 

figuring out their mistake.  An hour later, the plane landed safely in Minneapolis. The F-A-A is 

investigating. 

 

10/24/09 

10pm 

Firefighters on their way to a call end up being rescued themselves. Thirteen firefighters were hurt when 

their fire trucks collided in Brooklyn this morning. Crews spent two hours working to free their comrades. 

Their injuries are not considered life-threatening. Neighbors say buildings in the area shook when the 

trucks collided. 

 

10/25/09 

10pm 

America's return to the moon gets a big boost this week. This is what NASA believes Tuesday’s test launch 

of the ARES rocket will look like. The test won't leave earth's atmosphere. The results will tell NASA if 

design changes need to be made.  On top of the new rocket will be an Apollo like space capsule.  Both will 

eventually replace the space shuttle. 

 

10/26/09 

10pm 

As the weather gets cold many people invest in space heaters to save money on gas bills but it turns out..a 

space heater could cost you more if you use it the wrong way. For example do not turn off your furnace and 

rely on space heaters to heat your entire home. The heaters themselves are expensive to operate...and that 

used electricity could add-up. Turning off your furnace could also damage your house. ―You get moisture 

that infiltrates through the walls and ceilings.  The temperature itself dries out the wood, dries out the walls.  



 

 

So there could be structural damage to not conditioning the rest of the home." Safety experts also warn -- 

never leave a space heater unattended because it can spark a fire. 

 

10/27/09 

6pm 

170 packages contaminated by leaking mercury will be destroyed. It happened last month at the mail 

processing center near mid-continent airport. The mercury was leaking out of another package. The postal 

service tried to save some of the packages but determined they will have to be destroyed. It is illegal to 

send mercury through the mail. The person who sent that package could face a fine. 

 

10/28/09 

6pm 

It's scenes like this that have Kansan farmers worried. Some crops are sitting in water...but even those that 

aren't...having serious issues. Berndt: see this? If the mud can't hold my foot, it can't hold a tractor. 

Leslie Berdt tried to harvest yesterday...with disastrous results...the fields can't support the weight of the 

tractor...creating this large muddy mess. Berndt: it just gets wetter the further you go into the field. 

Berdt has a number of crops waiting to be harvested. Berndt: wheat, milo, sunflower, corn... 

But says the soft field conditions are making it near impossible. Makes it difficult to cut anything. 

These deep ruts the tractors leave behind....destroy the soil...and ruin any chances for a good crop to go in. 

We wouldn't be able to plant in a mess like that. So farmers have to wait for the land to dry...and with more 

wet weather expected, farmers could be waiting awhile. Berndt: we've cut milo in Jan before, but we hope 

we don't have to. The sooner the better...Berdt says the longer they wait...the more problems they'll 

encounter. Like losing soy-bean pods and missing the spring wheat planting all together. Berndt: if we wait, 

it will throw off the rotation plans and we have to evaluate the direction we go in. 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

10/29/09 

5am 

That’s the story in Denver... It was a messy scene in Denver Wednesday...as several inches came down.      

Schools even closed for the day.  The snow there also caused delays at the airport - one flight to Wichita 

was canceled earlier yesterday evening - several other flights from Denver were delayed. 

 

10/30/09 

5pm 

Trice, Kansas could soon be a ghost town.   The EPA just got approval to buy it out.  The president is 

expected to make it official tomorrow.   The EPA says people who live in Trice are threatened by pollution 

and need to move out.  The town is contaminated from years of lead and zinc mining. 

 
10/31/09 

 6pm 

A water main break forces the Sedgwick county zoo to close.  The break happened Friday night at about 

nine.  The zoo couldn't open this morning because facilities were not available to the public.  Other than not 

allowing people in the zoo operated as normal because water for the animals comes from a different 

system. "We actually have a separate well-drawn system for water that's used to clean the animals and 

facilities and take care of them. The animals are just thinking it's a normal day, just a little lonely for them 

with no one out here."  The zoo will be open tomorrow.  They will have bottled water and port-a-potties 

available for guests.  The zoo switches to its winter hours tomorrow, so they'll open at 10.  

 

11/1/09 

10pm 

A grass fire burns ten to 15 acres in far northeast Wichita.  The fire started around three this afternoon near 

21st and 127th east.  Investigators are looking into whether the fire was intentionally set.  Children told 

them they saw a man run away from the scene shortly after the fire started. 

 



 

 

11/2/09 

5am 

A grass fire burns ten to 15 acres in far northeast Wichita. The fire started around three Sunday afternoon 

near 21st and 127th east.  Investigators are looking into whether the fire was intentionally set.  Children 

told them they saw a man run away from the scene shortly after the fire started. 

 

11/3/09 

6am 

Up for debate today on Capitol Hill is the climate change bill. Democratic senators are pushing the issue, 

saying they hope to get the bill approved in a committee before next month's international summit on global 

warming.  Meantime, republicans plan to boycott the debate -- saying they need to see more analysis from 

the EPA on the price tag of the climate bill. 

 

11/4/09 

6am 

A moderate earthquake shakes southern Iran this morning.  The 4 point 9 magnitude quake injured 7-

hundred people and cut many power and telephone lines.  The quake hit 850 miles south of Iran’s capital of 

Tehran.  Iran experiences at least one slight earthquake everyday -- that's because it sits on a seismic fault 

line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

11/6/09 

12pm 

A small Kansas town suffers a very big loss this noon.As fire rips through downtown Wilson---destroying 

the historic Wilson Czech opera house---and several other buildings as well... eyewitness news reporter 

Melody Pettit was there in the middle of the night shortly after it happened. Kim, first we want to point out 

that nobody was hurt. 

Wilson officials say this fire could have been much worse if people were inside the buildings at the time of 

the fire... 

Take a look at this video. This is from Wilson’s chief of police on a home video camera. Huge flames 

coming from an auto-body repair shop right next door to the historic opera house. Officials say it started 

about 2 am... 

Fire crews were able to get it under control by five. But not before the fire spread to the surrounding 

buildings including a doctor’s office and the opera house. Wilson is a town of just over 800 people. It's 

known as the check capital of Kansas.  And the opera house is a key part of their identity...they hold 

celebrations and events there... 

There was even a museum in the lower part of the opera house. The Wilson city museum. It contained 

pictures, historical documents, and genealogy records for the town. All of it destroyed in the fire. Fire 

officials aren't sure what caused the fire, but say if they had to guess...it would be electrical. An official 

from the state fire marshal’s office is on the scene and investigating. They do not suspect arson. 

 
11/7/09 

10pm 

Kansas corn farmers have normally wrapped up harvest by now.   But with wet weather this summer and 

fall. 

Some are still trying to catch up.   Eyewitness news reporter Megan Strader talks to one such farmer. ―Just 

about anyone I want to get and it's pretty big and pretty full.‖ When we first interviewed Max Jaden in early 

September he figured he was only days away from harvesting his corn and soybeans, but when we caught 



 

 

up with the Clearwater farmer on Saturday.    Two months later....he was still in the fields. ―Usually the 

first week of October is the latest I ever pick corn and that's when we got started so.‖ Things have just been 

too wet. Tjaden says every time he planned on cutting, it would rain again. "Not only did the weather slow 

down Tjaden's harvest it also put a damper on what he was hoping would be one of his best corn crops 

ever." He says the longer it sits out here...the more susceptible it is bugs and the normal where and tear of 

nature. ―We had several really windy days and that's when it really started breaking over so and it's had a 

month to finish off breaking off over the past month.‖ He says he got lucky with his soybean crop 

though...calling it phenomenal, despite the delay. And expects his corn to still do fairly well. Assuming he 

gets it out of the fields. ―My dad used to say it always gets done so...laugh.‖ In Sedgwick county, Megan 

Strader KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 

 

11/9/09 

6am 

Ida ripped through El Salvador this weekend -- causing mudslides and flooding that killed more than 120 

people.  Rescue efforts continue in the country and 60 people are still missing. Clean-up has begun now 

after three days of heavy rain.  Mudslides wiped out more than three hundred homes, and forced thousands 

of people to shelters. 

The country is bracing for more bad weather. 

 

11/10/09 

5am 

 We bring you the latest this morning on tropical storm Ida. The gulf coast is getting slammed with 50 

miles per hour wind and heavy rain.  Tropical storm warnings are active for that state, Louisiana, 

Mississippi, and Florida.  Their governors have also declared a state of emergency.  Ida will continue to 

weaken, but has already shut down nearly 30 percent of the gulf's oil production. On Monday, the storm 

damaged an oil rig -- forcing the coast guard to rescue two trapped workers.  Ida's expected to head across 

the Florida panhandle today, dumping at least 8 inches of rain.  Alabama's gulf shore has flooded streets, 

and the city had to go on a 10 p-m curfew.    So far, mandatory evacuations have not been ordered.  

 

11/11/09 

12pm 

Paleontologists announce today they've discovered a new species of dinosaur.  Its call aardonyx or "earth 

claw."  It lived in the early Jurassic period around 195 million years ago.   The discovery was made buy a 

student at South African university. 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

11/13/09 

5am 

A strong earthquake strikes northern Chile. There's no word of any damage or injuries at this time. The 

magnitude 6-point-5 quake hit around 10 last night.  Experts say powerful earthquakes are common in that 

part of the Chile. 

 

11/14/09 

10pm 

Winter weather has arrived. A weekend storm brings snow to Kansas.    We go to storm team meteorologist 

Ross Janssen who has more. 

 

11/15/09 

10pm 

Denise, we've got plenty of snow on the ground, but roads here in Oakley are clear.   K-dot crews tell me 

from about here on west to the Colby area is where they saw the most snow.  Crews have been out since 

this morning.  It's been hard to predict exactly where they needed to focus on because this snow storm 

really came through in waves. 

     It didn't just simply blanket the region.  There are some positives and negatives about how wet this snow 

is.  It's easier for road crews to deal with because once you shovel it out of the road...it stays there.    But 

this crew from Greenfield also says they saw six cars slide off the road all around the same time frame mid-



 

 

afternoon. "they come from wet pavement and they hit that band of heavy snow and deep slush and they 

just lose it.  Going too fast for the conditions."  A lot of the snow that's fallen has already melted.  It was 

warm enough during the day only certain spots saw much accumulation.  The worry right now is what 

tonight does low will be. If it starts getting into the 20's we may have some icy bridges to deal with 

overnight and into the morning.     

 

11/16/09 

5pm 

I spoke with Wichita public works and you're looking at K-DOT's plows and the city has similar trucks 

ready to go.  The City is beefing up overnight shifts and will have a manager monitoring the weather until it 

passes.   If the weather does get worse, the city will into full snow mode as it was put to me.  The city will 

run 2 twelve hour shifts as opposed to 3 eight hour shifts-this is a change this year.   It allows truck 

operators to plow more snow because they don't have to take the time out and drive all the way back to the 

station and switch shifts.   Currently not putting down brine mixture...because of rain earlier it would have 

washed it away.  It is slick out here so drive slowly. 

 

11/17/09 

Noon 

If you're thinking of making home improvements now may be the time. Governor Mark Parkinson 

announced a new state loan program.   It’s aimed to help Kansans make their homes more energy efficient.   

The program has 34 million dollars available.   The money is from federal stimulus dollars.   Here’s how to 

qualify:   participants must have an energy audit on their house.   And the loan will go to what the auditor 

finds the most cost-effective.   Kansans can borrow money from a bank to make improvements.   Interest 

rates are capped at 4 percent. 

 

11/18/09 

5am 

It's been cold and gray this week, but last week's mild weather helped Kansas farmers make substantial 

progress on the fall harvest. The state's agricultural statistics service says about 80 percent of the corn crop 

is harvested. And 82 percent of the soybeans.  About 59 percent of the sorghum crop has also been cut.    

Farmers were able to return to their fields thanks to Warmer than average temperatures and limited 

moisture. 

 

11/19/09 

5am 

More good news is coming from the fall harvest in Kansas. Corn and soybean crops that are forecast to be 

the largest in state history... are coming in up to predictions.   The Kansas agricultural statistics service 

predicted farmers would harvest more than 561-million bushels of corn and 157 million bushels of 

soybeans.   Both would be records.   A farmer’s co-op elevator branch in Patterson reports taking in more 

than 4-point-six million bushels of fall grains, beating a record of 4-point-3 million last year. 

ENVIROMENT Q-4 

 

11/23/09 

10pm 

Fire crews’ mop-up the scene at a popular restaurant that caught fire earlier this evening. Tonight we're 

following this developing story.  People in Newton know the building as the old mill plaza.  The scene of 

dozens of fire crews earlier this evening -- trying to get flames under control. Old mill plaza on north main 

in Newton houses Reba’s restaurant where the fire began around seven.   9-1-1 dispatchers tell us the fire 

was so big that off-duty firefighters were called out to help -- crews got everything under control -- and no-

one was hurt.   They spent the last couple of hours looking for hotspots...and checking into whether the 

building is structurally safe.   No-word yet on how the fire started but we know...main street between 

second and fourth streets is still blocked off. 

 

11/24/09 

5am 



 

 

People in hays are waking up to snow this morning. Take a look at this new video.   About an inch of snow 

fell in the Hays area late last night.   Make sure to put on the gloves because snow accumulated on car 

windshields, trees and roads.   Send us your snow pictures to storm shots at KWCH dot com.   We want to 

know what you're seeing.   Again the address is storm shots at KWCH dot com. 

 

11/25/09 

Noon 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service want to buy up to 1 million acres of intact, native tall-grass prairie in 

Kansas to establish a conservation area.   The goal of the proposed Flint Hills Legacy Conservation Area 

Initiative would be to maintain wildlife habitat.  The agency says parts of the Flint Hills are being lost to 

commercial and residential development.   The voluntary easement program would cover parts of 14 

counties.  Hearings are planned next week to take comments and answer questions from the public. 

 

11/26/09 

Noon 

Happy Thanksgiving!   A lot of people hit the road this holiday season to visit friends and family, but not as 

many as last year.  An estimated 38 million people have traveled during the thanksgiving holiday.   It may 

sound like a lot, but the numbers are actually down from last year.  Mostly because Americans are staying 

home and not flying because of the bad economy. But those who traveled on eye-35 in northern Oklahoma 

yesterday had huge traffic delays.  Some drivers were in accidents in construction zone areas.  No one was 

seriously hurt, but it did delay some drivers for hours. 

 

11/29/09 

10pm 

We're going to flip the switch, sing some Christmas carols and drink some hot chocolate. Sunday night, the 

city of Colwich kicked off the holidays. Rudolph and about 100 people gathered at the city's park for their 

first-ever Christmas tree lighting. Man, they did a really good job.  But the cities new tradition goes beyond 

the decorations. Colwich has always been progressive with recycling and with this energy efficiency 

project, it just kind of fit with how we're trying to go green.  This holiday season, the city is going green by 

saving some. We were going to buy lights regardless; this is something we didn't have.  The lights are l-e-d.  

Westar energy donated the money to buy each strand.  Colwich councilwoman Stephanie guy made the 

request. ―I was shocked!" It wasn't the cost of lights, but energy guy says the cities proactive approach to 

"go green" is what convinced Westar. According to the box, it’s about 94 dollars to run the standard 

traditional lights for 6 hours for 45 days and it’s just under a dollar and a half to run led's. A 98 percent 

energy savings.  At a time when city budgets are being cut, people who attended Sunday’s festivities say 

each dollar counts. Everybody is environmentally friendly today and we just want to keep that going.  

That's why the city plans to gradually replace their traditional lights with l-e-d.  To help the city save even 

more for the next holiday.  In Colwich Kara Sewell fox Kansas eyewitness news. 

 
 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

11/30/09 

6pm 

Helping farmers improve their financial situation.   That's the goal of a series of conferences set for this 

winter.   The series is being organized by the Kansas state extension agency and will feature topics on the 

profitability of agriculture. The first conferences are planned for December 8th in Wichita, December 9th in 

LaCrosse and December 16th in Hesston.   Eight more conferences are set for January and February.  Click 

"on air links" at k-w-c-h dot com to find the complete list of days and locations. 

      
12/01/09 

Noon 



 

 

It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas in parts of far west Texas. Snowfall yesterday caused state 

highway officials to close a heavily traveled commuter link through a mountain pass.   By noon yesterday, 

the city of El Paso was also blanketed with snow.   Weather experts expect up to eight inches of snow there. 

 

12/02/09 

6pm 

In spite of today's chilly weather, farmers continue to work their fields. The Milo harvest is usually 

wrapped up well before thanksgiving.   But it's December and farmers are still in their fields.   They say the 

yield is good.  So while the grain may not be pulling is as much as farmers would like. They say they'll 

keep harvesting to get whatever they can. Some think they'll harvest up until Christmas. 

 

12/03/09 

5am 

The rumble of a combine is something you expect to hear in the summer, or the fall.   Not the same month 

you celebrate Christmas. Normally we're finished and have everything put away by mid-November.  So, 

almost a month behind schedule. This time of year, days are short.  Sun's down by 5:15.   Mike Weber 

spends every waning hour of daylight harvesting all the Milo he can. A lot of times we joke around, oh, 

we'll still be cutting at thanksgiving.  Thanksgiving's come and gone, here we are, first week of December, 

and still fighting it. And he's dumping grain into every truck.  Normally, he'd take it to one of the two grain 

elevators within three miles of here. But instead, he comes here, to the garden plain elevators, more than 10 

miles away from his field.  Because the elevators closest to him are already full. It's one of the best crops 

we've ever cut.   Mick Rausch tries to get the Milo dust off his equipment.  But he can't do much for the 

mud.  That mud, and the rain that caused it, extended this year's crops.  As a rule, maybe one year out of 

tem you might be able to get to do this.  But this is one of those years it's going to hit, just cause of the rain.  

So while the farmers can thank Mother Nature for this late harvest.  It's a gift they'll accept for as long as 

they can.   

 

12/06/09 

10pm 

You’ll be hearing a lot of this as you head to work or school in the morning.  Roads are slick across Kansas 

tonight.    This is what it looks like in Salina.  And it's only going to get worse. 

 

12/07/09 

Noon 

Orange cones will clog up a Wichita intersection.  Work begins today around 13th and Mosley.   The 

project will put in new pavement, water lines, storm sewers, traffic signals, and landscaping.   Traffic on 

13th will be reduced to one lane in each direction.  The 1.6 million dollar project should be finished in 

April.  

 

12/08/09 

10pm 

It's icy; it is the same stuff we put up with every year. We didn't do any sliding but we saw a lot of other 

people sliding. Drivers took it easy in Wichita all day-- trying to avoid slipping and sliding on the ice. 

While in other parts of Kansas -- it seemed like the snow would never end.  by this morning, Salina crews 

were on their fourth round of plowing the roads. 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

12/09/09 

5am 

The emergency accident reporting plan is still in effect for Wichita and Andover, but not Sedgwick County.    

So what's that mean for drivers in the city?   If no one is hurt, both vehicles are drivable, and no alcohol or 

drugs are involved --- then exchange information and fill out forms your nearest substation or Quiktrip.  

You can also get one online at kwch.com. 

 

12/10/09 



 

 

5am 

Just a reminder, still some slick streets in Salina.  Road crews have had some trouble clearing all the snow 

and ice after 8 inches of white stuff dumped in Salina this week.  Some city streets and parts of i-35 are still 

slick.  Just be careful and take your time. 

 

12/11/09 

Noon 

Fire fighters rush to a barn fire this morning---between Cheney and garden plain.  The fire broke out in the 

33-hundred block south of 343rd street west. Crews got there and saw flames coming from the 

building...but were able to put it out quickly. 

 

12/12/09 

10pm 

Crews battled more than smoke and flames at a house fire in Haysville today.  The fire started around ten-

30 this morning near 76th and hydraulic.  A closed bridge at hydraulic and the big ditch slowed efforts to 

reach the fire. Once crews arrived -- firefighters faced another problem -- a lack of hydrants.  Water had to 

be brought in.  No one was hurt, but the house is destroyed.   Investigators say the fire started outside of the 

home. 

 

12/15/09 

6am 

Check this out, something scientists have never seen before.  An octopus has been discovered in Indonesia 

that collects coconut shells to make a shelter.  Researchers believe it's the first evidence of tool use in an 

invertebrate animal.  Australian scientists filmed them selecting coconut shells from the sea floor, carrying 

them under their bodies up to 65 feet, and assembling two shells together to make a spherical hiding spot. 

 

12/16/09 

5pm 

People in Oklahoma are not imagining things-the earth really has been shaking- a lot. The Oklahoma 

geological survey measures the earthquakes-this is the reading from a quake on Sunday another hit today 

near Jones--the 23rd there this month. It's similar to what we would call and earthquake swarm. A very 

complicated fault zone in the deep subsurface produces an earthquake, and then relocates and redistribute 

the stresses in that fault zone. The floor shakes, the bed shakes, the walls shake, and we have not 

experienced or found any damage ourselves. Experts say the smaller quakes don't mean something bigger is 

coming-and may actually prevent a larger quake. The 40 this year in Oklahoma is the most ever--the largest 

earthquake in Oklahoma was in 1952. The El Reno quake measured 5 point 5.  

 

12/17/09 

Noon 

Many people think of wheat when they think of Kansas.  But there's another crop being harvested right 

now.   In southern parts of Kansas it's cotton harvesting time. The Kansas AG statistics service forecasts 

about 41-thousand bales of cotton in the state this year.  That's a 21 percent gain from a year ago.  The 

state's largest cotton gins are in Winfield and Anthony.  The Anthony gin started Tuesday and won't quit 

until early February. 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

12/18/09 

Noon 

Quite an eruption, under the ocean.  Check out this video.  It’s a volcano 4-thousand feet deep in the Pacific 

Ocean.   A robot caught it on camera during a scientific expedition in May.  Geologists in San Francisco 

say its the first time an underwater eruption has been video taped.  The footage will help them learn more 

about earth's crust and how the earth was made. 



 

 

 

12/19/09 

10pm 

A dangerous winter storm slams the East Coast, dumping more than a foot of snow in some areas and 

causing major travel headaches.  All just days before Christmas. 

 

12/21/09 

6pm 

Some airlines at Wichita’s mid-continent airport are allowing passengers to leave early to avoid the 

possible winter weather, with no extra fees. They include American, Air Tran and Continental.  Find out 

more by visiting mid-continent's website. We've put a link at k-w-c-h dot com slash weather. 

 

12/22/09 

10pm 

Those traveling by air aren't the only ones trying to get an early start.  Salina gas stations are full of holiday 

travelers trying to beat the storm.  A blizzard watch for much of Kansas takes effect tomorrow.   State 

officials say travel will become increasingly hazardous as snow and ice accumulate.  Street crews in Salina 

have salt trucks ready...and are prepared for whatever the weather will bring.  

 

12/23/09 

10pm 

  Wichita's city street crews are getting ready too.   A city spokesperson says 60 people will be working 2-

12-hour shifts starting at 8 tonight through Christmas.   They have a lot to cover.. Wichita has over 12-

hundred miles of emergency snow routes. 

 

12/24/09 

5am 

Molten lava is streaming down the Mayan volcano in the Philippines this morning.  Scientists warn it's 

erupting and still threatening thousands of residents.   But the threat isn't stopping residents from sneaking 

back into their homes to celebrate Christmas.  The volcano has been oozing lava and spitting ashes for 

about a week now.  47-thousand residents are living in temporary shelters.      

      
12/25/09 

10pm 

Flights out of Wichita’s mid-continent airport are mostly on time.  But this morning, the Christmas storm 

forced a few airlines to cancel flights.  Some travelers had to change their plans.  "we elected to stay in 

Chicago because the weather was bad here and the flight was going to be diverted to Denver and we 

decided not to go to Denver and run the risk of not coming here for a couple of days... we got in just a little 

bit ago.‖  The biggest problems today were in Oklahoma City, Dallas and Omaha.  If you plan on flying 

out...airport officials say call your airline ahead of time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-4 

 

12/26/09 

10pm 

The snow's no longer falling, but what's already on the ground is still causing problems on Kansas 

roadways.   K-dot's website still shows snow packed roads and icy conditions in much of northern and 

eastern Kansas. Here in the south - things are a little better.   Snow covered the ground around the turnpike, 



 

 

but the road itself is clear. It was a welcome sight for folks coming up from Oklahoma, which bore the 

brunt of the storm. You can't compare.  There are dry spots here!  There are two lanes! There was still a 

stretch of two miles that was still ice.  And everyone was just having problems getting around.  You had 

about a 5 foot to 25 feet - at some different areas - white out.  So you couldn't see anything. Before you hit 

the roads this weekend, make sure you check the driving conditions.   You can do that by heading to 

kwch.com...slash weather. 

 

12/29/09 

Noon 

Around Wichita much of the snow melted away yesterday.  But the leftovers of that Christmas storm are 

still a problem in parts of Kansas especially the northeast.  This was the scene in Topeka yesterday, where 

dozens of streets still weren’t cleared.  That's led to complaints across the city.  Officials in Topeka say 14 

trucks and three contractors are working around the clock to clear the snow... But they say it will take time 

and drivers just need to be patient. We've had everything from you haven't plowed my street to you've 

plowed my street now i can't get out of my driveway. We ask that you help each other as we help as well in 

getting the residential streets cleared. The city of Topeka alone has spent 169-thousand dollar on snow 

removal so far. 

 

12/30/09 

5am 

The emergency accident reporting plan is in effect for the city of Wichita only. If you're involved in an 

accident, no one is hurt, both cars and drivable and no alcohol is involved, don't call 911. Instead fill out an 

accident report.   You can download one at kwch.com or pick one up at area Quik trips and kwch.com.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEALTH AND SAFTEY Q-4 

 

10/01/09 

10pm 



 

 

Because of H1N1, hospitals across the area have put restrictions on visits. Sedgwick County hospitals and 

the Newton Medical Center don't want any visitors under 12, because children are more likely to get and 

spread the flu. Hospitals also want to keep out anyone with flu symptoms like fever, cough, sore throat and 

body aches. 

 

10/02/09 

5am 

We continue to following breaking news out of south Wichita this morning. Fire crews have cleared the 

scene of an apartment fire in the 29-hundred block of South Richmond court. People inside the fourplex are 

out and safe this morning, but the apartment is destroyed. Sedgwick County dispatchers tell us the 

apartment was fully engulfed in flames when firefighters arrived on scene shortly before 4 this morning.  In 

this picture you can see fire crews working. There are no reports of any injuries. 

 

10/03/09 

6am 

Investigators in Graham County wait for lab results after a death they call suspicious.  48-year-old Kevin 

Hackerott was found dead in his hill city home Wednesday. The sheriff's office says although it's still 

investigating, there was no evidence of violence, use of a weapon or blunt force trauma. 

 
10/04/09 

10pm 

The governor of California declares a state of emergency. This wildfire has already destroyed three homes 

in the San Bernardino Mountains.  Strong winds are fanning the flames. Fire crews say 2-hundred homes 

are in danger.    Thousands more could be evacuated. So far no one has been hurt. Investigators don't know 

how the fire started. 

 

10/05/09 

7am 

A new global report by the march of dimes says about 13 million babies are born premature and about one 

million of them die. The report says Africa has the highest portion of premature babies, with North 

America close behind. Scientists are working to find a solution to prematurity such as finding a trigger to 

early labor. Preemies can have lifelong problems including cerebral palsy, blindness and learning 

disabilities. 

 

10/06/09 

6am 

It's a list that may surprise you the top ten foods that could make you sick. The Center for Science in the 

Public Interest is releasing a report today.  It outlines foods regulated by the FDA that have caused the most 

outbreaks including leafy greens, eggs, tuna, oysters, cheese, and potatoes.  Also on the top ten list ice 

cream "unfortunately what we found, some of the foods that are best for you nutritionally can be the 

riskiest for you in terms of food borne illness.‖ Also on the list are tomatoes, berries, and sprouts. The CDC 

says an estimated 76 million cases of food borne illness occur in the U-S each year and they account for 

five thousand deaths.  Many more go unreported. 

The FDA and department of agriculture are working on new food safety rules. 

 

10/07/09 

7am 

Here's the latest on the H1-N1 vaccine.  These New York children are among the first in the country to get 

it    the vaccine's on its way to Kansas. Sedgwick County health officials say...about 3-thousand doses of 

the vaccine should be here today.  Children and young adults are among the high risk groups...to be 

vaccinated first.  The CDC says the swine flu virus was responsible for almost half of the 128 flu-related 

deaths in American children over the last year. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY Q-4 

 

10/08/09 

5pm 

New at five, you may not get a piece of your mail, after mercury contaminated more than one-hundred 

packages at a Wichita post office. It happened last month at the mail processing center on West Harry. The 

mercury was leaking out of another package. Haz-Mat crews de-contaminated the area. But the one-

hundred-seventy packages that came in contact with the mercury may never be delivered. Letters were sent 

out this week to the return address on the packages. The person who mailed the mercury could face a fine. 

 

10/09/09 

6am 

Scientists in San Diego want to know how pollution spreads in the ocean so they're using a non-toxic pink 

dye to help with the study. The scientists staged a fake sewage spill Thursday to see how fast and how far it 

sewage spreads. If it goes too far it could mean small crowds and that could hurt local beach businesses. 

The project is expected to wrap up in 2 weeks. 

 

10/10/09 

10pm 

Most of the attention recently has been on the h-1-n1 or swine flu. Doctors say people need to be just as 

concerned about the regular flu. Today a thousand people did just that. Eyewitness news reporter cliff Judy 

explains in the health watch. For 9 a-m on a cold Saturday morning there really didn't seem to be anyone 

who had a problem standing in line. ―We expected it to be pretty busy here at the first, and as we expected, 

it is."There also didn't seem to be anyone who had a problem with needles alright, here it comes. Oh, I get 

one every year, so it's no big deal." 

"They poke you in the arm and you're done and you go home." "With the season happening a little bit 

earlier, people have been caught a little bit unprepared this year." But for the people who came to 

Guadalupe clinic getting that tiny bit of liquid in that tiny needle for free was a big deal. If they're having 

trouble affording a flu shot. They certainly can't afford the flu. "We tried to make sure it was for the people 

that really needed it, the people that have been unemployed the people that are losing their health insurance 

due to the job layoffs in Wichita." "I found out I could come here, it was free.  I'm unemployed, so I just 

took advantage of the situation easy as pie." For the volunteers mostly k-u pharmacy school students giving 

out the 900 seasonal flu shots was a welcome change from classrooms and just talk of helping others. "We 

really as students don't get to do that as often, so it's nice to just get out in the community and actually get 

to apply some of that knowledge that we're gaining in class and help people." Just puts needle down "how 

was that?"  With the vaccine they might have gone without this season now protecting them. There really 

wasn't anybody who had a problem saying thank you. Cliff Judy, kwch 12 eyewitness news. Local 

pharmacists, med students, and Wichita State nursing students also volunteered. 

 

10/11/09 

10pm 

Good evening, I’m Denise Hnytka. Paramedics take six people to Wichita hospitals after a crash earlier this 

evening. 

The crash took place around six-45.  Police say a car ran the light at 2nd street and eye-one-35. The car hit 

a pickup and the truck rolled over. The car's driver and a passenger were ejected. "They did not have any 

seat belts on. These are the two individuals who had the more severe injuries. I believe one of them 

possibly had a broken arm." Paramedics took both women to the hospital one in critical condition. There 

were four people in the truck including two children. They also went to the hospital to be checked out. 

Police are looking into whether the driver of the truck was under the influence. 

 

10/12/09 

6am 

6 people are recovering after a crash Sunday evening. Police say a car ran the light at 2nd street and I-135, 

and slammed into a truck. The driver and a passenger were thrown from the car. Paramedics took both to 

the hospital.   



 

 

One is listed in critical condition. Police are looking into whether alcohol was involved in the crash. 

 

 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY Q-4 

 

10/13/09 

5pm 

It’s estimated that 100-thousand Kansans have gotten h1n1. About 150 have been hospitalized. Six people 

have died 

all had pre-existing conditions. We wanted compare this with the seasonal flu. The latest numbers we get 

are from last year. KDHE says 740 Kansans died of flu and pneumonia in 2008. 

 

10/14/09 

6pm 

The k-d-h-e says a Kansan has died from h-1-n-1- a woman who previously had no health conditions. It's 

the first death like that in the state. Officials say the 50 year was from Kansas City.  Overall there have 

been 7 h1n1 related deaths in Kansas this year.  The health department has these recommendations for 

people feeling sick. Wash your hands. Try to keep your hands away from your eyes and mouth. When sick, 

stay home for 24 hours after your fever breaks and always cover your cough or sneeze. 

 

10/15/09 

5pm 

None of our state's military was activated because of the balloon. A spokesperson for the Kansas adjutant 

general's office says if it got closer to the Kansas border, they probably would've assisted. 

 

10/16/09 

6pm 

State health officials say another Kansas infected with h-1-n-1 flu has died. The Kansas department of 

health and environment says the victim was a 48-year-old woman from southwest Kansas. They say she 

suffered from underlying health conditions that put her at greater risk for complications. She is the 8th 

death in Kansas related to h-1-n-1. 

 

10/17/09 

9am 

Federal health officials call the latest numbers on the spread of h-1-n-1 are very sobering. The centers for 

disease control say the virus is causing widespread disease in 41 states. They also say it's killed a total of 86 

children across the country compared to only 40 to 50 child deaths in a regular flu season. Adding to the 

concerns, production of the h-1-n-1 vaccine is slower than expected. Still, health officials urge patience and 

stress everyone who wants a vaccine will eventually get one. 

 

10/18/09 

10pm 

Police investigate car accidents all the time. But rarely do they find themselves trying to put together an 

puzzle like this. Police in Australia want to know how a car ended up wedged in the roof of a house. They 

believe the vehicle hit a traffic light and a lamppost... then collided with a mound of dirt. The dirt acted as a 

ramp and the car was launched upwards. It crashed into the roof of the single-story home. Two adults and a 

three-month-old baby who were asleep in the house were not hurt. But two men in the car were taken to the 

hospital. Police say speed and alcohol could have been factors in the crash. 

 

10/19/09 

10pm 

If you're looking to vaccinate your family against the seasonal flu -- you may have a hard time finding a flu 

shot. 



 

 

The health watch learned today Sedgwick County ran out of the seasonal flu vaccine. It went through nine 

thousand shots in seven weeks. Those doses usually last through January. We also checked with several 

pharmacies like Dillon’s, Wal-Mart and Target they're all out of the flu shot. The county recommends you 

check with your doctor...to see if he or she will get any new shipments. Peak flu season is February...so 

health experts say there's still plenty of time to get vaccinated. 

 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY Q-4 

 

10/20/09 

6am 

The doctor, who implanted "Octomom" Nadia Suleman with six embryos, has been expelled from the 

American society for reproductive medicine. The fertility group says the doctor behavior has violated the 

group's rules. The society recommends no more than two embryos for women under 35 years old. Officials 

at the doctors' clinic say he will not comment on the decision. It does *not* affect his ability to practice. 

 

10/21/09 

10pm 

Doctor’s clinics in Wichita are using a rare system to keep people healthy. Northwest family physicians 

have signs directing sick people to one side of the waiting room and other patients to the other side. ―That's 

very uncommon. We haven't had to do that for a very long time that I can remember.‖ ―We may be giving 

hundreds of thousands of doses of H1N1 vaccination and we needed a good space that had great parking 

and this fits the bill.‖ Sedgwick County’s health director's talking about mass vaccinations for the first time 

in years, the health department will set up a vaccination clinic at Harry street mall to accommodate all the 

people expected to want the h1n1 vaccine. 

 

10/22/09 

10pm 

The taser has become a commonly used weapon for police officers all over the country but tonight a 

warning for officers change the way you use it. Taser's manufacturer advised law enforcement agencies to 

avoid using the weapon on a subject's chest near the heart because it risks causing a heart attack. Taser 

opponents say this is proof that the stun gun is dangerous. "I don't think they'd be saying this if there wasn't 

an indication of possible danger. They might not want to admit it, but they wouldn't be issuing a statement 

like this, if they didn't know that there is in fact a real risk of serious danger." ―When police are often called 

to deal with these individuals, they are often in a crisis mode and we have to deal with them. No matter 

what force we use, we can have an arrest-related death.‖ 

Taser international suggests officers aim towards a suspect's back, stomach or thigh. Several police 

departments... like this one in New Orleans plan to retrain their officers. We've asked Wichita police 

whether they plan to change any policies or re-train officers. A spokesman told us neither chief Norman 

Williams nor the executive staff have reviewed any changes to the use of tasers from the taser company yet. 

 

10/23/09 

6pm 

The Sedgwick County health department gets another shipment of h-1-n-1 flu vaccines and they could start 

going out next week. Health department officials say it will open a clinic at the Harry street mall as 

planned. Initially they plan to see only health care providers and pregnant women. More details are 

expected on Monday. 

 

10/24/09 

6pm 

Wichita police are still looking for the driver of this car. It crashed into a dress shop on east harry early this 

morning.     Police say the Cadillac went up the driveway and through a plate-glass window. Officers found 

blood in the car and believe the driver is hurt. Police say they also found open containers of alcohol in the 

car. Investigators hope surveillance video helps them find the driver. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY Q-4 

 

10/25/09 

10pm 

A witness told investigators this was a very high-speed, head-on collision. The Kansas highway patrol says 

a person driving eastbound crossed the center lane and collided with a Lincoln town car going in the 

opposite direction. 

 A witness said neither car made any evasive action to avoid the crash and both were going about 70 miles 

an hour. 

The drivers were both pinned inside their vehicles. First responders had originally planned to call out a 

helicopter to transfer the victims to a Wichita hospital...but they knew early on that wouldn't be necessary. 

―We were setting up a landing zone, but by the time EMTs got here and declared both of them and the 

condition they were in there was no need to have a landing zone." Investigators say they don't know yet 

why that first driver crossed the center lane. 

They do say weather and tonight's rain was not a factor. 

 

10/26/09 

6pm 

 In tonight's health watch the Sedgwick county health department will give out h-1-n-1 vaccines this week.   

But everyone can't get a shot. This round of the vaccine is just for those at high-risk of getting the flu, 

pregnant women and health care workers. The clinic will be set up inside the Wichita Mall at 40-31 east 

Harry. You can go anytime between two and seven p-m between Wednesday and Saturday.  But the clinic 

might end sooner if they run out of the vaccine before then. 

 

10/27/09 

10pm 

 Health officials say the h1-n1 vaccine is being distributed as fast as it comes off the production line. 

Leaving many wondering why production is such a slow process.   Eyewitness news correspondent Mary 

Snowfinds out what's behind the delays. With lines like this one in Salt Lake City, it's clear there's a 

demand for H1N1 vaccines. But where are they? Health officials say a delay in vaccine production comes 

down to a fifty year old technology that relies on eggs. It's a tried and true method but it's not perfectly 

predictable. Some viruses grow quickly in eggs, some don't grow as well and what happened with this 

year's h1n1 vaccines are that several of the manufacturers had challenges in getting a lot of the virus, the 

vaccine virus, out of those eggs. So we have a delay. That delay does not surprise Dan Adams --who told us 

THIS back in July. No matter what you think, the way that the major pharmaceutical companies make flu 

vaccines is not going to solve a real pandemic problem: it takes too long to get there. Adams is the CEO of 

biotech Protein Sciences and uses insect cells and not eggs to make vaccines..The company doesn't yet 

have a license to make H1N1 vaccines. But his company isn't the only one using different technologies--

This is the equivalent of about one hundred thousand eggs. Alan Shaw's biotech firm Vaxinnate uses 

proteins and bacteria. Why is it so much faster? E coli double every twenty minutes a hen will lay an egg 

once a day roughly. This company is applying for federal money...but the government has already invested 

in others...including Protein Sciences as it seeks alternatives to using eggs. Critics ask should the 

government have invested in alternative technologies earlier. We're optimistic that over the years ahead 

some of these new technologies will bear fruit but none of them are ready for this pandemic. It's just a sad 

truth that the pandemic came too early. Currently, the government has contracts for H1N1 vaccines with 



 

 

five companies, all of which make the vaccine the same way. And since growing the virus in eggs is the 

only FDA approved way of generating the vaccine that really becomes our major stumbling block right 

now. 

 

10/28/09 

6am 

A health watch alert for those with diabetes this morning: About 250 million insulin syringes are being 

recalled.   An Alabama company says it has received four complaints that the needle fell off the accu-sure 

brand syringe.   No injuries were reported, but if a needle falls off during use, it can get stuck in the insulin 

vial, syringe, or in a person.  The recall includes *all* accu-sure insulin syringes, and comes from several 

manufacturers.  Find more information on our website at KWCH-dot-com under top stories. 

 

 

 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY Q-4 

 

10/29/09 

5pm 

New now: Kansas health officials say three more people have died from the h-1-n-1 virus.  None of them 

had underlying conditions.   One of the victims was a 52 year old woman from the Wichita area.  A man 

from Kansas City and a woman from Topeka also died.  it brings the total number of h-1-n-1 deaths in 

Kansas to 12. 

 

10/30/09 

5am 

One person is recovering after an industrial accident and fire in downtown Wichita.  It happened Thursday 

morning at the maintenance building behind via Christi senior services. Fire officials say a worker was 

using a soldering (soldering) iron to fix a refrigeration line when the fire started.  Hazmat crews were called 

out because of Freon and oil near the fire scene. One person was taken to the hospital for smoke inhalation. 

 

10/31/09 

6am 

 In this morning's health watch: the number of young people dying from h-1-n-1 flu... Climbs even higher.  

The center for disease control says 1-hundred-14 children have now died from the virus.   Nineteen of those 

deaths were reported in just the past week.  The c-d-c says roughly six million Americans have already 

gotten sick from h-1-n-1.  As health departments struggle to keep up with demand for vaccines.  Sedgwick 

County’s vaccine clinic ran out last night. It will not re-open until more doses arrive.  

 

11/1/09 

10pm 

A grass fire burns 10 to 15 acres in far northeast Wichita. The fire started around three this afternoon near 

21st and 127th east. Investigators are looking into whether the fire was intentionally set.  Children told 

them they saw a man run away from the scene shortly after the fire started. 

 

11/2/09 

5am 

Wichita's first winter over-flow shelter opened Sunday night.  Despite the mild weather, many of local 

homeless people came in.  Carols terrenes is one of the first to arrive at the shelter.  He knew about it from 

last winter, Terronez has been homeless for 15 years.   Terronez calls himself chronically homeless.  The 

type of people...volunteers *here* will serve most this season.   Each person who stays gets a hot meal, a 

cot and conversation. ―We want to do more than just give them a bed and a meal for overnight and help 

them to survive; we want to changes their lives.‖  Advocates to end chronic homelessness sponsors the 

shelter.   They hope to get over a quarter of the people who stay off the street for good by the end of the 



 

 

season.   The shelter expects over 400 people will sleep here.  It’s open every night until March 31st from 6 

p-m until 7 a-m. 

 

11/3/09 

5am 

It's a bouncing baby boy --born in a gas station parking lot. The parents couldn't make it to the hospital in 

time --so they pulled into this quick trip near Harry and Webb.   Emergency dispatchers coached the couple 

through child birth...both mother and son are doing well. 

 

11/4/09 

5am 

The latest this morning: A Wichita teenager hit by a school bus is doing better.   The 17 year old has 

upgraded to fair condition at a hospital. The bus driver is on administrative leave.   Durham bus services 

and the school district have an on-going investigation into the accident.    Police say the 17-year-old student 

was crossing the driveway at southeast high school...when he was struck by the bus.  The student was 

rushed to the hospital in critical condition -- but has improved to fair condition.   No students on the bus 

were hurt.  
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11/5/09 

6am 

And while most healthy people have to wait to get vaccinated -- this private clinic in Dallas has been giving 

the h1-n1 vaccine to anyone who pays the 20-dollar fee.   State health officials admit...a mistake was made.   

The flu shots of America clinic should not have received its 12-thousand doses...because health officials 

say its owner misrepresented his business on a vaccine application.   An investigation found...he didn't do 

anything illegal, but medical experts say...what he did was unethical.      

 

11/6/09 

5am 

More lanes will open this morning at Kellogg and rock.  After rush hour traffic crews will shift westbound 

traffic onto a freeway at cypress.  Signal lights at Kellogg and armor, and Kellogg and rock will be 

eliminated.   Kellogg and rock was under construction for 2 years.  Roads first started opening back up on 

Wednesday. 

 

11/7/09 

6am 

Investigators believe an electrical problem may be to blame for a massive fire that destroyed part of a 

Kansas town's history.  Fire ripped through three historic buildings in Wilson Friday morning.   All three 

were destroyed including an opera house that was built back in 1901 it housed the city's museum and to 

residents, the building was part of the city's heritage. 

  

11/8/09 

5:30pm 

There may be fewer people getting sick in Kansas.   The state department of health and environment says 

fewer schools are reporting a high absence rate. The agency also said that fewer people are going to the 

doctor complaining about flu-like symptoms.   So far, 17 people from Kansas have died from swine flu. 

 

11/9/09 

5am 

Sedgwick County will open two mobile h1n1 clinics this week.  Health workers will give out vaccines at 

the Park City Leekers store and the Valley Center public safety building.   The clinics open Tuesday.    The 

clinic in park city is in addition to the clinic at the old Wichita mall.  It reopens today.  For more on the 

clinics head to kwch.com.  



 

 

 

11/10/09 

5pm 

More people in Sedgwick County can soon get the h-1-n-1 vaccine.   The health department will change its 

priority groups starting Thursday.   One change, Anyone 24 years old and younger can get it.    Here’s 

another change, People ages 25 to 64 with a chronic condition can now get the vaccine.   The other priority 

groups remain the same.   Health care workers, pregnant women.   And anyone who takes care of a baby 

that's six months old or younger.   Again the changes start Thursday.   That’s also the day the Sedgwick 

county health department will take its mobile clinic to Mulvane.   It will be at the Baptist church in 

Mulvane and will be open to the priority groups we just mentioned.   The mobile clinic went to two 

locations today.   First it stopped at Leekers grocery store in Park City.   Then it went to valley center. 
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11/11/09 

10pm 

It's a decision that could affect your health and your finances. Many companies are holding open 

enrollment for insurance benefits right now.   This year...you may be taking a closer look at plans - 

comparing cost and coverage.   Eyewitness news reporter Kim Wilhelm says there are things to look out for 

this year. Jody Griebel is like many of us this time of year - looking over insurance information from the 

company he works for.  I had to figure out what as far as we spend a year on medical to decide which one 

would be best for my family. One change for next year - he'll now have to pay a portion of dental and 

vision benefits.  We've had that given to us for years now it's coming down where we have to pay. The 

national healthcare debate has many people taking a closer look at their benefits.  The Kansas insurance 

commission says some employers are foregoing major changes to insurance plans now - instead waiting to 

see what comes out of Washington. But here are some things Kansas insurance officials are noticing during 

open enrollment.   Companies may ask for more proof when it comes to verifying dependents.  You may 

have to provide documents like a birth certificate or marriage license before being allowed to make a 

change.  Some companies are now charging a spouse surcharge - an added fee if the person has insurance 

available through their company but chooses to sign on to their spouse's plan.  Two good reasons to double-

check your plan. Look at it.  Don't assume that you know what you're looking at and what they're offering. 

Your coverage checklist should include looking at the premium...out of pocket charges and deductibles.  

Make sure your doctor is in the provider network directory to make sure he or she still accepts your 

insurance.  And it's always a good idea to compare costs between generic and name-brand prescriptions. 

Main thing is to have the healthcare we've got to have that. And knowing you're getting the best coverage 

for the money.   Kim Wilhelm, Fox Kansas eyewitness news.  

 

11/12/09 

6am 

Fewer trips to the e-r --more kids back in class --   less chaos at doctors' offices.    Have we reached a peak 

in the h1-n1 flu virus?   Doctors don't know yet -- but they do know...they're seeing a significant drop in the 

number of flu cases.   Eyewitness news reporter Michael Schwanke explains:   go back just one month--to a 

story we brought you from Wichita clinic's immediate care.  This is what we heard then. On Monday we 

had 189 patients in 12 hours 

All patients with flu like symptoms-- now, the story is much different.  We would like to think the worst of 

it is over clinic manager Andrew hare says clinic visits were up 35 percent in October--compared to a year 



 

 

ago.  In  November--things are basically back to normal, right at the turn of the month it seemed to be right 

after Halloween we noticed a significant drop-off.   Wesley hospital is seeing the same thing--we were 

there last month to show you a new system for separating flu patients.   But it too has seen numbers decline. 

I don't know if it's peaked around here or if people are more aware of it like hygiene.  Schools too-- we 

were told last week that attendance numbers are back up.  But just like doctors--the district's health service 

coordinator cautioned other staff--that cases may be down--but it's still unclear what that means. Does that 

mean it's over who knows?  Everyone I talked to today was reluctant to say we've seen the worst--the break 

hasn't lasted long enough to know for sure--plus the holiday's are near--that means germs are exchanged.    

But--there may be hope. The optimist in me says the worst is over.  In Wichita Michael Schwanke KWCH 

12 eyewitness news. 

 

11/13/09 

5am 

H1N1 clinics open at four Wichita public schools today. Two thousand doses of the h1-n1 vaccine will be 

available at Peterson, McCollum, Kensler, and Benton elementary schools.   The vaccine is available to 

students and to pregnant staff members at *these schools only.   Both the mist and the shot are available.  

The vaccine is not mandatory.   For a full list of clinics in your area, head to KWCH.com. 
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11/14/09 

6am 

Wichita police continue their investigation...into a possible abduction case. Someone called 9-1-1 after 

seeing a man arguing with a young girl near Wichita and Clark streets Friday afternoon.  Police say, when 

the girl started to run off - the man grabbed her and put her in his truck.  So far, no one has reported any 

missing children...leaving police with more questions than answers. "We have contacted the exploited 

missing children's unit, trying to sort out what happened and if you do have an abduction or whether it was 

a defiant child actually not wanting to go home."   Police want to verify that no one is in danger.  The girl is 

described as Hispanic - likely between nine and eleven years old.    She had a long pony tail and was 

wearing a school uniform.   The man was possibly Hispanic.   Eyewitnesses say he has a muscular build.  

He was wearing a white tank top and jeans.  The man was driving a white 4-door crew cab pickup.   

Anyone with information is asked to call 9-1-1. 

 

11/15/09 

10pm 

Denise, we've got plenty of snow on the ground, but roads here in Oakley are clear.   K-dot crews tell me 

from about here on west to the Colby area is where they saw the most snow.  Crews have been out since 

this morning.   It's been hard to predict exactly where they needed to focus on because this snow storm 

really came through in waves.  It didn't just simply blanket the region.  There are some positives and 

negatives about how wet this snow is.  It's easier for road crews to deal with because once you shovel it out 

of the road...it stays there.  But this crew from Grainfield also says they saw six cars slide off the road all 

around the same time frame mid-afternoon. "They come from wet pavement and they hit that band of heavy 

snow and deep slush and they just lose it.  Going too fast for the conditions."  a lot of the snow that's fallen 

has already melted.  It was warm enough during the day only certain spots saw much accumulation. The 

worry right now is what tonight’s low will be. If it starts getting into the 20's we may have some icy bridges 

to deal with overnight and into the morning. 

 

11/16/09 



 

 

5am 

An SUV hits two Colorado state troopers while they're investigating a car crash.  No one was seriously 

hurt.  

Officials say the slick roads and wintry conditions were a factor. 

 

11/17/09 

6pm 

The numbers are down in recent weeks,   but more people than usual are suffering from flu-like 

symptoms...the numbers in tonight's health watch.  This time of year, about two percent of patients coming 

into clinics have flu-like symptoms.   State health officials say right now... It's more than five-percent.   

That's actually *down* from earlier this month... But health officials say it's important to keep taking 

precautions. ―We’re still not in the clear and there is always the possibility of another peak that's something 

we have to be prepared for and that's why we're going to continue to immunize people."    Many local 

health departments are holding h-1-n-1 vaccine clinics... Go to k-w-c-h dot com slash health to find one 

where you live.   

 

11/18/09 

12pm 

The insurance institute for highway safety came out with its top safety pick winners for the 2010 model 

year.   Subaru had the top safety pick for every vehicle class in which it competed... A total of 5.   Models 

from ford and Volvo won six awards and Volkswagen also earned high marks.  Several companies that had 

strong showings in 2009 didn't make the cut including – Toyota, and its subsidiaries Lexus and scion.   You 

can find a link find out the results of more crash tests on KWCH dot com...Just look under top stories. 
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11/19/09 

5am 

Two miles east of Chapman where a hunter found a body...officials now say it was a male. A local 

Chapman man was bird hunting Tuesday afternoon....when he discovered the body and called the 

authorities. The KBI and the Dickinson county sheriff's office are investigating. Officials say there are no 

reports of any missing people in the area. Police don't know who the man is --His body was taken to 

Topeka for an autopsy. Officials hope to have a positive identification after the autopsy so they can work 

on notifying the man's family. In Chapman, I’m melody Pettit...KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 

 

11/20/09 

5am 

I've just been exposed to it; they hope I don't have it I guess.  I hope I don't have it too. This woman worries 

about whether she has rabies -- she was bitten on the foot...by one of the stray cats she feeds every day in 

her southeast Wichita neighborhood.  The cat tested positive for rabies...and Marlene Hamm had to get five 

shots to make sure she doesn't get sick.  The city says this should serve as a reminder to vaccinate your pets 

against rabies.  It’s required annually in Wichita and Sedgwick County. 

 

11/21/09 

6am 

The U-S Senate is about to debate its health care reform plan.  But before they do, 60 senators have to vote 

to begin the debate.   Democrats say their bill will cover 94-percent of Americans and cut the deficit. 

But Republicans say it will cause more problems than it fixes. 

 

11/22/09 



 

 

10pm 

A man falls on a young child in a freak accident.  It happened yesterday in the 3-thousand block of south 

Davidson.  Police say a family member stepped on a potato in the kitchen... Slipped... And fell on the boy.  

Paramedics rushed the one-year-old to Wesley medical center.  Doctors say he has multiple skull fractures. 

There's no update on his condition. 

 

11/23/09 

5am 

Children accidentally set fire to a south Wichita home.  Firefighters responded to a the call in the 15-

hundred block of Tulsa Sunday afternoon.  They found smoke and flames coming from the basement.  An 

investigator says a group of children lit a mattress on fire.   No one was hurt. 

 

11/24/09 

5am 

Streets are back open in Newton after a popular restaurant catches fire last night. Folks in Newton know the 

building as the old mill plaza.  Dozens of firefighters tried to get flames under control. It all began around 7 

at Reba’s restaurant in the old mill plaza, on north main.  9-1-1 dispatchers tell us the fire was so big...off-

duty firefighters were called out to help.  No one was hurt.  At this point, we don't know how the fire 

started or how much damage was done to the building. 

 

11/25/09 

5am 

As you hit the stores this black Friday -- be careful of shopping carts. Safety experts say shopping carts 

injure more than 20-thousand children every year.  More than 80-percent of those injuries are to the head or 

face.  When Zachariah Fox was four, he took a tumble from a shopping cart and spent 8 days in the 

hospital.  The Wichita boy is now 12 and is fine today...but his mother hopes her story can help another 

child.  ―So, you know, the easiest thing for me was to put him in the back of the cart.  Me not spending the 

extra two minutes of not putting him in the seat. That's what happened.‖  For ways to make sure your child 

is safe in the cart while you're shopping. Go to our website --- k-w-c-h-dot-com. 
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11/26/09 

6am 

Investigators say a grad student at KU was poisoned earlier this month because he didn't follow procedures.  

The student accidentally ingested sodium azide -- an odorless and colorless preservative - he was 

hospitalized for three days.   University officials say the student admits he made a mistake and apologized 

to his lab partners. 

 

11/27/09 

6am 

You may still feel a little guilty about all those thanksgiving calories you ate yesterday.  If you didn't work 

out afterwards or even this morning, don't worry...you probably burned off more than you realize. "Sitting 

around, watching the ballgame, eating turkey, and potatoes and rolls."    If this sounds like your day, you're 

not alone.  Some estimate the average American will take in 7-thousand calories this holiday...three times 

the recommended amount.  But if you took part in some typical thanksgiving activities...you probably lost 

*some* of those calories.  According to the Harvard medical school, three and a half hours of football 

watching...could burn 231 calories.   Cooking for 30 minutes...111.  Taken an hour long nap will cost your 

body 116 calories. Or throwing around the pigskin for half an hour....355.   Bet you don't feel as guilty 

now. "Yeah!  If I burn that much, I’m going to try and watch as much as I can." "Yeah, look, in two and 

half hours of watching TV and an hour nap, I’ve burned almost 400 calories.  That's great!"    and it may 

not be much...but if you stood in line waiting on food for 10 minutes...congratulations...you burned 19 

calories.  

 

11/28/09 

6am 



 

 

An Andover woman dies after a head-on collision near Stafford. It happened Friday afternoon on highway 

50 -  the Kansas highway patrol says the van driven by the woman crossed the center line and crashed into 

a truck head-on. The 68-year old woman died.   The driver of the truck was flown to a Wichita hospital.  

No word on his condition.  

 

11/29/09 

10pm 

Wichita police investigate a stabbing at a southeast Wichita bar. We begin the crime watch tonight.. In the 

24-hundred block of south hillside.  Police say a man was critically hurt during an argument... When he 

was stabbed in the stomach.  He was taken to the hospital in critical condition.   The suspect fled after the 

fight...but was taken into custody a short-time later.  

 

11/30/09 

5am 

 New this morning... Three Wichita families are without a home after a fire burns most of their triplex 

apartment. It happened near Ross parkway and Fees Street shortly after 1-15 this morning   firefighters got 

the families out of the apartments safely.  It took crews about an hour to put out the flames. Officials say 

two apartments were destroyed and the third could be repaired.  No word yet on the cause. 

 

12/1/09 

5am 

Many people all over the world will join together today to honor world aids day.  It's estimated that 33 

million people live with HIV and AIDS -- about four thousand are in Kansas.   The Sedgwick county health 

department will be at w-s-u for free testing today.  Hunter health clinic will also have testing beginning at 8 

this morning.   Call the numbers on your screen for more information, or go to KWCH dot com.   A candle 

light vigil and walk will be at the mid-America Indian center tonight.   They'll be walking to the keeper of 

the plains. The walk begins tonight at 6-30. 

 

12/2/09 

6am 

Harvey County is giving out the H1N1 and season flu vaccine today.  It's available to all county residents.  

You can get either vaccine today at the Harvey county health department during regular business hours.   

The H1N1 vaccine is free, but the seasonal flu will cost you 25 dollars. 
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12/3/09 

6am 

A Kansas boy may have been infected with rabies--and needs treatment right away.  The problem is--health 

officials can't find him and don't know who he is. It all started in Florida.  Officials in near Gainesville are 

investigating a reported coyote attack. They think a Kansas boy may have been the victim, and may be 

infected with rabies. ―You want to try and administer the post-exposure vaccine within 10 days. The sooner 

the better."   There are still a lot of questions that officials can't answer yet.    Right now they are focused 

on finding the boy. If you have any information...call the Kansas health department. The information is on 

our web site at KWCH dot com. 

 

12/4/09 

5am 

The H1N1 vaccine is now available everyone in Sedgwick county.   More than 15 hundred people lined up 

for the shot Thursday.  At its busiest, the wait time was about a half hour.   And workers say that's not 

bad...when you consider how many people were in line. I had a gentleman tell me that he was very pleased 

with how fast the line was flowing, and he hadn't seen this kind of efficiency since he had been in the 

military.  That's exciting, because who is more efficient at giving immunizations and vaccines than the 

military?   You can get a shot today, beginning at 9 this morning.    The clinic is at the old Wichita mall on 

east harry.    For more information on the H1N1 flu clinic, go to our website, kwch-dot-com. 



 

 

 

12/05/09 

5am 

New this morning.   A driver is in critical condition after an early morning crash in Wichita. It happened 

shortly before 2 a.m. near I-235 and Central. Police say the 19 year old driver was speeding on the freeway 

when he lost control, flipped his car four times and knocked down a light pole.  The driver was thrown 

from the car. Police say the man may have been drinking.  Moments later, another car hit the downed 

power pole -- that driver wasn't hurt. 

 

12/06/09 

10pm 

Wichita police say speed played a role in this deadly crash.  It happened around seven this morning at 

Lincoln and Estelle.  Police say the driver hit a power pole -- causing the car to flipped over and burst into 

flames.  The driver's name has not been released.  The crash knocked out power to the area temporarily. 

 

12/07/09 

5am 

The Sedgwick county health department begins offering its last round of flu shots today.  The vaccines are 

for the seasonal flu only. You can get one at 27-16 west central from eight until six.    The clinic runs 

through Friday.  Seasonal flu shots are 30 bucks for people 9 and older and 15 dollars for children 8 or 

younger.  For more information, head to k-w-c-h dot-com slash health. 

 

12/08/09 

5am 

If you have to get out in the winter weather, officials with the American red cross suggest putting together 

an emergency supply kit for your car.   It should include things to help you keep warm like blankets and 

extra clothing, and car repair items like a tire repair kit, air pump, jumper cables.     Also a shovel and a 

sack of sand or cat litter for tire traction, a tow rope and flares.  Go to k-w-c-h dot com for more 

suggestions for car and home emergency kits. 
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12/09/09 

5am 

A faulty gas meter is to blame for a fire at a vacant home in south Wichita.  It happened last night in the 

one-thousand block of south market street.  Officials say a gas meter burned through the back of the house 

and started the fire. Firefighters had to pull out for a while and wait for the gas company to shut off gas to 

the house. ―During that time, the fire got quite a big jump on us.  It's awful cold out here tonight.  We're not 

risking our firefighters to go in and try to extinguish this fire that's burnt through the floor in several places, 

so we're fighting it from the exterior now."   no one was hurt in the fire. 

 

12/10/09 

5am 

A passenger dies after a collision with another car in Reno County. It's an update to a story we brought you 

last night at 6.   The crash was on K-96 between Hutchinson and Nickerson. The car 70-year-old Patricia 

Fiehler was riding in hit an on-coming vehicle when it crossed the center line of K-96.  Fiehler was taken to 

the Hutchinson hospital where she later died.  Her husband, the driver of the vehicle, was taken to a local 

hospital for treatment.    The driver of the second car was taken to a Wichita hospital.  She's now in serious 

condition. 

 



 

 

12/11/09 

5am 

Kansas health officials want to know if Chinese drywall is a problem here. Homeowners in 32 states are 

dealing with it - they say...the Chinese drywall caused their homes to fall apart -- corroding metal and 

wires... and causing noxious smells.  so far, there haven't been any reports of it in Kansas - but the Kansas 

department of health and environment is working with the federal government, to find out if it's been used 

in any Kansas homes.  Homeowners who think they may have it should 866-865-3233 or email health 

officials.  Go to kwch-dot-com to find that information. 

 

12/12/09 

10pm 

Many of the same firefighters battled another house fire in Oak Lawn.  In that case, a five-year-old girl 

smelled smoke and warned her family.  A firefighter says the girl remembered what to do from a fire-safety 

class at school.   An electrical problem in the attic started that fire. 

 

12/13/09 

10pm 

That breaking news out of south Wichita. Where a crash involving a police car has turned fatal. Police say 

the cruiser collided with a car at south hydraulic and El Monte. It happened around nine tonight, police say 

the driver of the car died at the hospital.  The officer is listed in fair condition. Expect updates on k-w-c-h 

dot-com and tomorrow on eyewitness news this morning. 

 
12/14/09 

5am 

Firefighters keep watch overnight at cedar lakes village, making sure a fire doesn't flare up again. Flames 

destroyed the clubhouse on East Harry Street Sunday morning. Firefighters say judging by the damage, the 

fire had probably been burning for a long time before anyone called 9-1-1. Folks who live in the 

neighborhood say they had put a lot of work into the clubhouse. "We had two nice meeting rooms, a bar, 

storage rooms, we had two locker rooms, Jacuzzis, indoor/outdoor pools, and it's...it's all gone."  "It was 

running on us, so yes, it was hard.  We had fire on all three levels down in the basement, first floor, and 

also up in the attic."  The cause of the clubhouse fire is still under investigation. 

 

12/15/09 

6am 

We checked into the lights and sirens policy for Wichita police.   It shows they can be used when officers 

respond to a call to protect a person's life, like an officer in trouble call.   They can also be used during a 

police chase, and to pull people over. 
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12/16/09 

5am 

New this morning.  The Red Cross helps six people find a place to live after their apartments catch fire.  

The fire happened around 12-15 this morning in a triplex in the 25-hundred block of south Roosevelt. 

Officials tell us the fire and smoke damage is extensive, but we don't have an estimate on the dollar 

amount.  No one was inside at the time of the fire. 

 
12/17/09 

6am 

Teen drivers can't wait to get behind the wheel -- but that license will soon be harder to get. And that's 

creating a scramble at the d-m-v.  Teens are rushing to get their drivers' licenses...before the new law goes 

into effect in January.  This licensing office in Topeka expects to be so bus the next couple of weeks 

employees aren't allowed to take vacation days.  We have seen 50 or 60 more kids today, and next week is 

going to be particularly busy, we are going to cancel come vacations here so we are here to help them all.   

Starting January first, the new law puts restrictions on when teens should be driving and who's allowed to 

be in the car with them -- but doesn't apply to those who already have their license. 

 



 

 

12/18/09 

5am 

A flu-like outbreak prompts changes at the Hutchinson correctional facility. The department of corrections 

suspends visits to the maximum-security central unit through the weekend. No prisoners will be transferred 

to and from the facility until after Christmas. The D-O-C has also cancelled volunteer services at the central 

unit until further notice.  The situation will be re-evaluated next week. 

 

12/19/09 

6am 

Why was he speeding?  That's what Wichita police want to know after a crash on Kellogg friday morning. 

Police dash cam video shows what happened at Kellogg and cypress.  An officer clocked the driver going 

more than 100 miles per hour and pulled out to pursue him. The driver was going so fast - the next thing the 

officer sees is the truck smashing into the back of a vehicle stopped at the light.  Both drivers suffered only 

minor injuries.  The chase lasted only a few seconds.  Police say they had no choice given the 

circumstances. As erratic as he was driving, and at his speeds we do have an obligation to try and stop that 

individual.  The officer had his lights and siren on to warn other drivers.  Police are still investigating 

*why* the speeder was going so fast. 

 

12/21/09 

5am 

Don’t forget our STORM TEAM 12 travel hotline.  Call us tonight.  Storm team 12 and our news partners 

at K-F-D-I will have your personal holiday forecast.  That's tonight between four and seven. 

 

12/22/09 

5am 

A northeast Kansas woman dies from h-1-n-1.  She's the 23rd person in the state to die from swine flu this 

year.  Officials say she had prior health problems that made her more vulnerable to the h-1-n-1 flu.   The h-

1-n-1 clinic in Sedgwick County is open today and Wednesday and will re-open on December 28th.  The 

hours are from 2 to 7 p-m at the old Wichita mall on east harry.  Go to kwch.com for more information 

about the clinic.  

 

12/23/09 

6am 

State troopers handled some injury accidents on eye-70 overnight.  We’re told all the accidents are weather 

related.  The ice on eye-70 caused one woman to roll her car once near Russell. It happened around 11-30 

last nights.   She was taken to a nearby hospital with minor injuries an accident near Colby on eye-70 sent 

some to the hospital, too.  Two cars collided after one lost control on icy roads.  The weather service urges 

Goodland drivers to stay off the road. 
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12/24/09 

5pm 

A dog has been exposed to rabies in Wichita and animal control needs help finding it. It happened Saturday 

in front of this Wichita business.  An employee of Bradley paper saw a customer's dog come in contact 

with a skunk in front of the store.  That skunk has since tested positive for rabies.  The owner of the dog left 

the store without leaving contact information.   Animal control needs to talk to that person.  If anyone has 

information, call animal control, even if it's on Christmas day. 

 

12/26/09 

9am 

A crash east of Cheney sends two people to the hospital. It happened this afternoon at 3-hundred-27th-

street west and 23rd south in Sedgwick county.  Investigators say two pickup trucks collided.  One truck 

flipped the other hit a power pole.  A helicopter flew one of the drivers to Wichita with a head injury.  The 

driver of the other truck has less serious injuries. Investigators tell our news partners at KFDI that one of 

them either ran a stop sign or didn't see the other one coming. 



 

 

 

12/27/09 

10pm 

Ice is to blame for a deadly crash in western Kansas.  It happened this morning in Ness County. Police say 

18-year-old Joshua Stieben lost control of his truck on a snow-covered road -- and hit a grove of trees.   

Stieben was from the town of Bazine. 

 

12/28/09 

6pm 
A case of road rage brings traffic to a crawl at on a busy Wichita Street.  Police say two cars were cutting 

each other off while driving down Kellogg.  When they got to the intersection of Kellogg and Greenwich, 

the drivers got out of their cars to confront each other.  That's when one of the drivers pulled out a handgun. 

An off duty sheriff's detective saw the incident, and intervened.  Both drivers were questioned about the 

incident.  Police report only minor injuries to one of the drivers. 

 

12/29/09 

6am 

Security in Times Square will be extra tight this new year's eve.  With the recent terrorist attempt, New 

York police are stepping up security for the ball drop celebration.  More than a million are expected to 

celebrate in Times Square. A security expert says the crowd can help serve as the eyes and ears for police.  

NYPD counter-terrorism forces will be there, along with extra officers and bomb sniffing dogs. 

 

12/30/09 

10pm 

Long lines, nervous parents and anxious teens. It could be any day at the d-m-v.   But today was different.  

New rules for teen drivers go into effect Friday.  These soon-to-be drivers lined up to get learners permits 

before the changes take effect.  Among the changes... you will have to be 17 to get an un-restricted license.  

Still -- nothing could dampen the excitement. Pretty important to me, I'll be able to do what I want when 

I'm 16 and drive where I want. Since I'm so young I wouldn't have gotten my license until I was a senior.  I 

didn't want to be the only senior still riding the bus."  Among the other changes, people under 18 cannot use 

a cell-phone while driving. for a complete look at the new rules, head to K-W-C-H DOT-COM. 

 
12/31/09 

10pm 

A group in Salina is making sure teens are safe this New Year’s eve. "The city" is a center for middle and 

high school students.  Tonight, it's hosting a New Years Eve dance. Organizers say it's a safe place for teens 

to go without having to worry about peer pressure. "It's a positive place kids can go without the pressures of 

drugs or alcohol. It's a great asset to the community."  Teens that go to "The city" have to pass through a 

metal detector.  There are chaperones and even a dress code. 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

10/01/09 

5am 

The United States and five other world powers have begun talks with Iran to demand the country drop its 

nuclear efforts. Officials say the US is open to holding rare one-on-one talks with Iranian diplomats during 

the meeting in Geneva. The US and its allies say they are optimistic, but are still considering new and 

tougher sanctions against Iran if the talks fail. Last weekend, Iran test fired several missiles and says it has 

the capability of reaching Israel and US military bases in the region. 

 

10/02/09 

5am 

The president is giving Iran a small amount of time to work with international nuclear inspectors. He says 

the country has two weeks to allow inspectors to examine a nuclear fuel plant. It's been a week since Iran 

revealed it had a secret nuclear plant. The US is threatening harsh sanctions if Iran does not cooperate. 

 



 

 

10/03/09 

10pm 

The head of the UN’s nuclear watchdog agency is in Iran tonight. He’s preparing for inspections of a 

uranium enrichment facility. The plant has fueled international condemnation. Iran agreed to the 

inspections. But its president says president Obama was wrong to say Iran hid the plant's existence. World 

leaders say Iran is developing nuclear warheads. Iran says it's only interested in nuclear energy. 

 
10/04/09 

10pm 

A soldier from riley county dies in Afghanistan. But just as sergeant Aaron Smith's family learned of his 

death. Eight more soldiers die in one of the largest battles of the war. The Taliban claims responsibility for 

today's attack on the remote outpost. It was the largest lost of life in Afghanistan since July of last year.     

The attack comes as president Obama considers whether to send in 40-thousand more troops. A decision is 

expected within weeks, "We have time on the president's schedule. He's going to devote an enormous 

amount of his time to lead us through this."The top U-S commander recommends moving troops away 

from remote outposts like the one attacked today. A CBS news poll finds Americans evenly split on send 

more troops to Afghanistan, keeping things the same and bringing troops home. 

 

10/05/09 

6am 

Sara Palin’s memoir isn't set to hit bookstores for another month. But it's already number one on Amazon 

dot com and Barnes and Noble dot com. The former Alaska governor, and one time vice presidential 

candidate is selling the book for 28-99. Wal-mart, Amazon and Barnes and Noble are offering the book for 

almost half that price. 

 

10/06/09 

7am 

In what looked like a tight race just a few months ago.  A new survey shows a growing gap in the fight for 

a U.S. senate seat.  Republican Congressmen Todd Tiahrt and Jerry Moran are both running for the Senate 

seat and for months now voters were evenly split. But now survey USA shows Moran has a comfortable 

lead getting 43 percent of the vote. Tiahrt drops to 27 percent with 30 percent still undecided. Take a look 

at how the numbers have changed from June and August. Tiahrt's numbers have slowly declined while 

Moran's have gone up. Moran's campaign says his numbers are up because his message is reaching 

Kansans. Tiahrt's campaign says it typically does not comment on poll results, campaign staffers say the 

primary will be decided by republican voters .not unaffiliated voters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

10/07/09 

6am 

Public support for the war in Afghanistan is declining and the economy remains Americans' top concern. 

That's according to the latest poll by the associated press, which shows the president's approval rating is on 

the rise. 

56-percent of people say he's doing an acceptable job. It's the first time his approval numbers have gone up 

since January. About 4-in-10 Americans say they think the country is headed in the right direction. 

 

10/08/09 

5pm 

For months, two Kansas republicans have been fighting over a US senate seat. Finally, a democrat enters 

the race. 57-year-old Charles Schollenberger is a former newspaper reporter from Johnson County. He’s 



 

 

the first democrat running for Sam Brownback’s seat. Republican congressmen Todd Tiahrt and Jerry 

Moran are both running for the republican primary of that race. Earlier this week, our exclusive Fact Finder 

12 scientific survey showed Moran was leading the race with 43 percent of the vote. 

 

10/09/09 

6am 

New this morning President Barack Obama wins the Nobel peace prize. The Norwegian Nobel committee 

says the president won the award for his efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation 

between people. 

 

10/10/09 

10pm 

New at ten President Obama promises to end the military's ban on gays in the military. The president made 

the promise in a speech to the nation's largest gay rights group. He says the county needs talented men and 

women in uniform regardless of their sexuality. ―We cannot afford to cut from our ranks people with the 

critical skills that we need to fight any more than we can afford for our military's integrity, to force those 

willing to do so in careers encumbered and compromise by having to live a lie.‖ The president says he's 

working with congress to repeal "don't ask, don't tell" but says progress doesn't happen instantly. Some gay 

activists have been critical of the president's lack of progress on the issue. The president also says he'll sign 

a bill extending hate crimes protections to gays and lesbians. The house passed the measure this week. The 

senate is expected to follow. 

 

10/11/09 

10pm 

Thousands of people both gay and straight march on Washington while some protested the military's ban 

on gays in the military others came out in support of equal rights including marriage. "I personally don't 

care about the title. However what I do care about is the rights. If something were to happen to me, there's 

nothing for him. There are all the rights that would come by being married." Congress is likely to expand 

hate crimes legislation to include gays and lesbians this week. The president says he'll sign the bill. The law 

is named for Matthew Shepard the Wyoming college student was murdered in 1998 because he was gay. 

His mother was at today's march. 

 

10/12/09 

6am 

A Kansas soldier says she was discharged because of don't ask don't tell. Amy Brian served in the Kansas 

National Guard for nine years. She fought in Iraq but ran into trouble when a co-worker saw her off duty 

and out of uniform kissing her girlfriend. Brian insists everyone knew she was a lesbian, but nobody cared 

during combat.  ―I figured if no one asked me that there wasn't a problem." More than 12-thousand 5-

hundred soldiers have been discharged since "don't ask, don't tell" began in 19-93. The ban's opponents 

point to the fact that Great Britain, Canada and Israel allow gays to serve openly. Others believe ending the 

ban would hurt unit cohesiveness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

10/13/09 

7am 

Secretary of state Hillary Clinton is overseas wrapping up a five-nation tour.  Today she's in Moscow to 

discuss Iran’s nuclear program. She wants Russian leaders put pressure on Iran to prove that it's not 

creating nuclear weapons.  Meantime, Iran has agreed to let the United Nations inspect a uranium site that 

country had tried to keep secret. 

 



 

 

10/14/09 

10pm 

For just a few minutes President Obama may have forgotten the stresses of the job. Instead...he showed us 

he can groove. Thank you so much. The President joined Mexican pop singer Talia for a salsa dance at a 

white house event to celebrate Hispanic heritage and Latin music. The first lady sat that dance out but 

joined her husband and their two daughters onstage later for some hip shaking. Video of the president 

dancing is on you tube where it got more than 130 thousand views in just a few hours. 

 

10/15/09 

6am 

President Obama wants to give an extra 250 dollars to millions of senior citizens on social security next 

year -- with no clear source for the money.  There will be no cost of living increase for social security 

recipients in 2010.  So the president wants the extra the money to help seniors pay their bills. The white 

house says the cost of the stipend program would be 13-billion dollars.  The president says he won't allow 

the payments to come out of social securtiy trust funds.  Officials say he is open to borrowing the money, 

which would add to a federal deficit that has already tripled this fiscal year.  

 

10/16/09 

6pm 

There is a warning tonight from Kansas attorney general Steve Six.  He says budget cuts by the legislature 

put public safety at risk. Six says the problem is a backlog in D-N-A samples at the K-B-I in Topeka. State 

law requires samples be taken from all convicted felons and entered into a database. Six says because the 

legislature has not provided proper funding... many samples remain untouched. ―We need to make the 

legislature be aware of it.  When they pass a law that requires a sample to be taken we've got to do the work 

to figure out how we get these samples tested." Police across the state use the DNA database to solve 

current crimes and cold cases. Six suggests out-sourcing the entry work to private labs or hiring additional 

personnel. Both require additional funding from the state. 

 

10/17/09 

10pm 

Senator John Kerry says it would be irresponsible to send more U-S troops to Afghanistan. The former 

presidential candidate says the country needs to settle its disputed election first. The international 

community wants Afghanistan to hold a new election or form a coalition government. President Obama 

will decide in the coming weeks whether to send nearly 40-thousand new troops to Afghanistan. 

 

10/18/09 

10pm 

New at ten, Dan Glickman plans to leave Hollywood. The former Kansas congressman tells politico dot-

com  he'll step down as head of the motion picture association next year. Glickman represented the Wichita 

area in congress from 19-77 to 19-95. As to where he'll end up Glickman says probably a non-profit or 

teaching. One possible successor at the movie industry trade group is Arnold Schwarzenegger. His term as 

California governor ends in twenty-10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

10/19/09 

10pm 

A reversal from the feds tonight if states allow medical marijuana federal agents will allow it federal 

prosecutors in 14 states where medical marijuana is legal got this memo today. In it the U.S. Attorney 

General says it's not good time management to arrest and prosecute individual patients or clinics who are 

fully complying with state laws. 



 

 

There are 300-thousand medical marijuana users in California alone but not everyone likes this new policy. 

Among the opponents neighborhood groups who worry about all the pot businesses sprouting up in l-a. We 

have more pot stores on our boulevard than we do Starbucks, Pinkberry and McDonalds combined. The 

feds still plan to go after drug traffickers and dealers who break state laws. 

 

10/20/09 

10pm 

Afghan president Hamid Karzai accepts fraud panels finding and endorses a runoff election. United Nations 

investigators say a third of the votes for Karzai during the recent election were fraudulent.  Now a runoff 

election will be held in November between Karzai and his closest opponent. 

 

10/21/09 

10pm 

Kathleen Sebelius went before congress to talk about the flu but left people wondering how she was doing.  

Sebelius testified about the government's efforts to prepare for H1N1. The difference in her appearance was 

obvious. Sebelius' office says the bandage on her head and puffy, bruised looking eye, are the effects of a 

minor surgery. Sebelius had a small skin cancer spot removed Tuesday. A statement from the health 

secretary says the surgery was successful. 

 

10/22/09 

6am 

Kathleen Sebelius went before congress to talk about the flu, but left people wondering how she was doing.  

Sebelius testified about the government's efforts to prepare for H1N1.  But the difference in her appearance 

was obvious. Sebelius' office says the bandage on her head and puffy, bruised looking eye, are the effects 

of a minor surgery. Sebelius had a small skin cancer spot removed Tuesday.   A statement from the health 

secretary says the surgery was successful. 

 

10/23/09 

10pm 

It's one of the biggest benefits of active duty - the benefits soldiers get when they're done serving.   In 

August, the new GI bill kicked in.  Instead of only paying for college tuition...benefits include living 

expenses...and money for books and supplies.‖I don't have to worry about finances that much while I’m 

going to school.‖ Michael lynch is enrolled in college to be a paramedic - he has three years active duty 

with the National Guard.   He finally received his check...more than two months late. ―The VA is just 

getting swamped with veterans seeking benefits.‖  At the beginning of October...the VA started issuing 

emergency checks because of the backlog.  Amber ivy is one of the lucky ones - her paperwork was 

processed early and she got her payment right on time.  She knows it's tough for fellow soldiers who had to 

wait. ―The expenses, especially in this economy you can't be late on anything.‖  She is confident the 

benefits for all will come through.  ―I understand you want the money, you need the money you have to 

have the money.  But it's going to come through.  It's absolutely going to come through.‖  VA officials say 

thousands of emergency checks went out to help soldiers and their families.  They say students can expect 

to receive payments on a regular schedule from here on out.  Kim Wilhelm.  Fox Kansas eyewitness news.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

10/26/09 

6pm 

Our news partners at the saline journal report the a-t-m stolen from a convenience store has been found. 



 

 

This is surveillance video of the a-t-m being stolen.   Some youths saw the machine in north Salina where 

they were walking on some railroad tracks.  The machine was destroyed and all of the cash had been taken 

out of it.  Two people dragged the machine out of the store with a chain attached to a truck.     Police have 

not found the truck yet. 

 

  

10/27/09 

10pm 

Turning to tonight's fox file on the world. Two separate bomb attacks today have turned October into the 

deadliest month for u-s forces fighting in Afghanistan. Two attacks in the volatile Kandahar province 

targeted troops patrolling in armored vehicles.   Eight members of the military were killed today, 55 this 

month.   U-S commanders in Afghanistan say they need at least 40-thousand more soldiers.  Republicans 

say Obama should follow that advice. ‖Every day that goes by without that decision being made the more 

days that go by where Americans are unnecessarily in harms' way in my view."   President Obama is 

making no apologies for taking his time.   White house officials say he's been meeting regularly with top 

military commanders and he will meet with them again Friday.   

 

10/28/09 

5am 

The future of the Kansas coliseum may be rodeo: two developers propose turning the facility into a 

western-themed event center.  Both developers presented their plans to the Sedgwick county commission 

Tuesday.   No-ram wants to spend 25 million dollars to renovate Britt brown arena for rodeo events.   

Heritage development says it isn't equipped to handle competition rodeo...so it wants to spend nine million 

on a new rodeo arena.   Neither wants to change the way the pavilions are used.  That’s a relief to those in 

dog and horse shows. ―I thought they made a good presentation, they have broad plan for the facility which 

would benefit Equifest.‖  If you want to comment on the proposals...the county has an online forum.   You 

can find a link on our website KWCH dot com. 

 

10/29/09 

12pm 

A former mayor of Salina and current congressional candidate denies allegations of sexual harassment. 

 Federal lawsuit was filed earlier this month against Alan Jilka by the former director of the Salina housing 

authority, Ann Rollins Johnson.  She was fired in January of 2008.  In the lawsuit Johnson says the primary 

reason for her dismissal was her refusal of sexual advances by Jilka. Today Jilka called the allegations 

'politically motivated retaliation" ―I consider the accusations to be politically motivated retaliation because 

of my involvement in urging accountability at the housing authority under her management.‖  We tried 

contacting Johnson, but we were referred to her attorney.  We have left several messages for the attorney... 

But we have not heard back.   We also contacted the Salina housing authority to ask why Johnson was let 

go.   They would not comment. 

 

10/30/09 

5am 

The country has a new surgeon general. On Thursday, the Senate confirmed Dr. Regina Benjamin as the 

nation's top doctor.   Benjamin is a family physician from Alabama who got a MacCarthur Foundation 

"genius grant" last fall.  Duties of a surgeon general include informing the public on the best way to stay 

healthy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 



 

 

 

11/1/09 

5:30pm 

The top challenger in Afghanistan's looming election has walked away. I will not participate in the 

November 7 elections. That all but guarantees the current President, Hamid Karzai, will remain in power 

after Saturday's runoff vote, but casts further doubt on the legitimacy of a government already riddled with 

charges of corruption.  Abdullah Abdullah believes a fair election is impossible and urged Afghans not to 

accept the results.  His supporters hope the results will eventually be thrown out and a new election is 

scheduled for the spring. UN officials called for the runoff after they found nearly a third of Karzai's votes 

in the first round were fraudulent.  If UN officials decide to continue with the runoff, Karzai's spokesperson 

insists it will be free of corruption. We are going to deal with the government that is there.  And obviously 

there are issues we need to discuss, such as reducing the high level of corruption. These are issues we'll 

take up with President Karzai. But the Obama administration insists Afghan leadership has little sway on its 

decision to send over US troops.  US Commander General McChrystal has asked for 40 thousand more to 

prevent the Taliban from making Afghanistan their haven once again.  The president is still weeks away 

from making a decision and that's not sitting well with Republicans. The longer this decision hangs, the 

more jeopardy and the more danger our troops on the ground there are in the middle of. October ranked as 

the deadliest month for American troops in Afghanistan.  68,000 more have been ordered to report to there 

by the end of the year.  Kathryn Brown, for CBS News, the United Nations. 

 

11/2/09 

5am 

There's no word if a presidential runoff election will be held this weekend in Afghanistan -- after one 

contender pulls out. Its unclear why former foreign minister Abdullah Abdullah pulled out of the race 

Sunday.  The move gives current president Hamid Kara power.  A runoff election was determined after the 

august 20 ballot was fraud.  A u-n official is there to meet with both contenders about Abdullah’s decision. 

 

11/3/09 

10pm 

A senate democratic leader says health care reform legislation may not be finished this year, missing 

president Obama’s deadline.  Senator Harry Reid said, we’re not going to be bound by any timelines.  The 

House of Representatives will vote on its own version of a health care bill this week.  Lawmakers from 

both chambers would then have to meld the two bills and cast final votes in the house and senate before the 

legislation could be sent to the president. 

 

11/4/09 

5am 

Kansas didn't hold elections yesterday, but some voters in the state are already gearing up for 2010.  The 

tea party national tour bus will be in Wichita today.  It will be at the Lawrence Dumont parking lot at one 

o'clock.   The tea parties have become a popular way for taxpayers to express their frustrations with elected 

officials and government leaders.   The tour began in San Diego on October 25th, and will travel east until 

it arrives in Orlando on November 12th. 

 

11/5/09 

5am 

Is the FBI investigating the Sedgwick county commission? Commission chairman Kelly parks hinted that 

during a staff meeting Tuesday when Commissioner Dave Unruh raised questions about an ethics policy. 

That’s when Unruh says Parks announced the FBI is looking into some things.  Unruh says he has no idea 

what that means and Parks wouldn't elaborate. I’m not going there, I was told to walk away from that. 

Thank you.  I met with the FBI agent yesterday and I was told to walk away.  The FBI says it never 

confirms or denies whether it’s conducting an investigation. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

11/6/09 

5am 

 President Obama pushes back his trip to Capitol Hill to tomorrow.  Instead, he plans to visit Walter reed 

medical center in Washington, d-c.  Officials say that trip was scheduled long before Thursday’s shootings 

at fort hood, Texas.    Mr. Obama will to go before congress tomorrow to discuss the proposed health care 

overhaul.   The plan would cost over 1 trillion dollars and would expand coverage to millions of uninsured 

Americans. 

 

11/7/09 

6pm 

On the house floor, Rep. Henry Waxman. Today we have a chance of a lifetime. And in the back rooms of 

the capitol. Democrats are making a final push to muster enough votes to pass health care reform.  We will 

reform health care for Americans in the house of representatives. President Obama did his part with a rare 

trip to the hill and an appeal from the rose garden.  Now is the time to finish the job. But all 177 house 

republicans stand united against the bill. It will raise premiums, increase tax, cut billions of dollars from 

Medicare, and cost millions of working Americans their jobs. Outside the capitol, GOP lawmakers and 

hundreds of conservatives rallied to voice their opposition. Kill the bill, kill the bill. Many in this crowd say 

this 1.2 trillion dollar bill is too expensive and takes away basic freedoms.  It is the idea that they know 

better than us how to run our lives and we are too stupid to figure it out.  Most lawmakers are in favor of 

health care reform, but how to get it done remains a bitter standoff.   Late Friday night, democrats appeased 

abortion opponents by adding restrictions that prohibit federal insurance funds from being used for 

abortions.  But even with that compromise, it is not yet clear if democrats have the 218 votes needed to 

pass the bill. Kathryn brown, for CBS news, Washington 

 

11/8/09 

5:30pm 

House Democrats won the battle over healthcare reform by a narrow margin. But they face fierce 

opposition in the Senate. The House bill is dead on arrival in the Senate. Just look at how it passed, it was 

written by liberals for liberals. The bill squeaked through the House 220 votes to 215, with just one 

Republican lending support. The 1.2 trillion dollar healthcare overhaul is the most far reaching since the 

creation of Medicare more than 4 decades ago. The bill requires individuals to carry insurance and includes 

a controversial government-run public option. To pay for the surge in coverage, the legislation would cut 

Medicare by 400 billion dollars over a decade, and raise taxes on the wealthy. The fact that the leadership 

had to break arms and still lost almost 40 Democrats argues what real trouble they're going to have in the 

Senate. We are far from the end of debate in the Senate. It will take time. It will be careful, thorough and 

deliberate. But Lawmakers are working under a tight deadline. President Obama has said he expects a final 

bill on his desk by the end of the year. Sunday, the President urged Senators to act quickly and decisively. 

Now it falls on the United States Senate to take the baton and take this effort to the finish line on behalf of 

the American people and I am absolutely confident that they will. What the bill will look like once it gets 

there is anyone's guess.  Kathryn Brown for CBS News, Washington. 

 

11/9/09 

5am 

Former presidential candidate Mike Huckabee is scheduled to be in Kansas today. Huckabee will stop in 

Wichita to sign copies of his new book.  The former Arkansas governor ran for the republican presidential 

nomination last year.  He won the Kansas republican caucus with 60-percent of the vote.  Huckabee has not 

ruled out another run for the white house in 2012. He’ll be at watermark books tomorrow morning. The 

store is at the corner of Douglas and Oliver. The event starts at 10:30. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

11/10/09 

6am 

About 40 thousand more troops are headed to Afghanistan. Sources for CBS news say president Obama 

plans to send four combat brigades and thousands more support soldiers to Afghanistan.  The president 

won't make the announcement until later this month, but sources say the first combat troops will arrive 

early next year.  It would be the end of 2010 before all troops are in place. The plan calls for them to stay in 

Afghanistan for about four years.  The White House is calling the CBS report false, saying the P{resident 

has not yet made his decision. 

 

11/11/09 

5am 

 Local National Guard soldiers spent time with veterans Tuesday. Several guardsmen and women visited 

the Life Care Center near Central and Edgemoor.  For Veterans Day the current soldiers decided to eat 

lunch with veterans living at the center. The soldiers say the visit put things in perspective. When they first 

started the pay was so low the conditions weren't as good. And now the pay is better, not bad. Conditions 

are better we have more opportunities, education; they really paved the way for us.  Life Care Center first 

offered a free lunch to the soldiers as way of saying thanks for their service, but the soldiers said they 

would rather eat lunch with the center's veterans. 

 

11/12/09 

5am 

President Obama and his national security team go back to the drawing board today.  Officials say Mr. 

Obama has decided not to accept any war options presented.  The president wants more details about how 

and when troops would turn over security responsibility to the Afghan government.  He also hasn't decided 

if more troops should be sent to Afghanistan. 

 

11/13/09 

12pm 

School districts from across the state are in Newton today, meeting with the fair funding group. The bottom 

line is whether the organization is going to sue the state of Kansas to get more money for classrooms across 

the state.  Just this week both Wichita and Hutchinson school boards decided to join the effort. The group 

discussed the state's financial records this morning and then went into executive session. Eyewitness news 

is there. Expect more. Count on us to continue to follow the story and bring you the latest when any 

decision is made.  

 

11/14/09 

10pm 

New now, the government considers buying an Illinois prison to house terror suspects.  The prison is 150-

miles west of Chicago.  A white house official says the prison would house a number of Guantanamo bay 

detainees. There's been no final decision.  Fort Leavenworth was one of the sites originally considered as an 

alternative to Gitmo. It was dropped after Kansas lawmakers objected. 

 

11/15/09 

5:30pm 

The president says he's getting closer to making a decision about a strategy in Afghanistan.   But before 

committing to more aid for civilians there... The u-s is demanding accountability.  Secretary of state Hillary 

Clinton says afghan leaders can do more to reduce corruption.   She says the Obama administration wants a 

tribunal to prosecute corruption crimes. 

 

11/16/09 

6am 



 

 

President Obama is in china today continuing his 8-day tour of Asia. Earlier, he held a town hall meeting 

with university students in Shanghai.  The president then headed to Beijing for two days of meetings with 

the Chinese leader.  They will talk about several issues including North Korea, Iran and trade. 

 

 

 

11/17/09 

6am 

Two influential U-S Senators are not happy with how the government has handled the H-1-N-1 vaccine 

program. 

Joe Lieberman of Connecticut and Susan Collins of Maine will hold a hearing today to discuss the matter.   

The two senators have praised the Health and Human Services Department for working quickly, but 

criticized the discrepancy between supply and demand for the vaccine. 

 

11/18/09 

5am 

A police car riding ahead of the vice president's motorcade crashes in New York City. Vice president Joe 

Biden’s car was well behind the accident -- he was not hurt.  New York City police say two police officers 

and a cab driver were sent to the hospital with what are described as minor injuries.  This is the third 

incident involving the vice president's motorcade in a week.   Last week, a pedestrian was killed by a secret 

service vehicle in Washington dace.  There was another accident involving a sheriff's deputy in New 

Mexico on Monday. 

 

11/19/09 

10pm 

Eyewitness news confirms...a campaign staffer for Congressman Todd Tiahrt has resigned... Because of 

sexual assault allegations against him. This is the staffer-- Jase Stanton was a field coordinator for Tiahrt’s 

campaign in Johnson County.  A police report shows Stanton was charged earlier this year with aggravated 

sodomy and sexual battery -- court records showed Stanton pleaded not guilty. Tiahrt's campaign says 

"Stanton has offered his resignation out of concern that pending legal action against him may be a 

distraction for the campaign. Prior to today, we were unaware of any allegations or charges."   

Congressman Tiahrt is running against congressman jerry Moran...for a u-s senate seat. 

 

11/20/09 

12pm 

The senate could hold a test vote on a proposed health care reform bill tomorrow.  Democrats say their 849-

billion dollar package would provide insurance coverage for 94 percent of people.  Republicans say the bill 

will likely end up costing over a trillion dollars, and cause more problems than it fixes. 

 

11/21/09 

6am 

A Colorado billboard has a lot of people upset.     The sign is in the Denver suburb of Wheat Ridge. It 

shows a cartoon of Barack Obama with the words "president or jihad."  The billboard also questions the 

president's citizenship and references the fort hood shootings.   The owner of a nearby car dealership paid 

for the sign.  Phil wolf says he's expressing his own opinion.  Wolf says his employees have received death 

threats since the billboard went up.  Local community groups are urging people to boycott the business. 

 

11/22/09 

10pm 

With a vote of 60 to 39...Democrats scored a key victory to keep President Obama's healthcare reform plan 

ALIVE. "I think we've put together a good bill." But Republicans are opposed to it ... And some moderate 

Democrats threaten to sink the measure when it hits the Senate floor for debate. "I think this bill is a 

disaster for our country." The sweeping measure would extend health care coverage to 94 percent of 

Americans, offering a government-run public option that individual states could opt out of.  The cost is 

estimated at 979 billion-dollars over a decade. "It has higher premiums, higher taxes, Medicare cuts, puts 

15 million more low-income Americans into a medical ghetto called Medicaid." Senators were divided 



 

 

strictly along party lines for the initial vote -- but as it moves ahead -- all bets are off ... And even many 

democrats say massive changes need to be made before they'll vote for the bill. 

―It doesn't do enough to control costs; that's for sure. And we do need to address that cost containment." 

The House of Representatives has passed its own version of the bill that tallies about a trillion dollars.  It 

also includes a public option.  Differences between the two versions would have to be reconciled before the 

President could sign a final measure. "We are open because we want to pass this bill. At the end of the day 

we want insurance to be more affordable, we want to stop the insurance industry abuses, we want to give 

the American people a choice." Democrats eager to pass President Obama's top domestic priority say 

they're willing to negotiate.  Kathryn Brown ...Washington. 

11/23/09 

10pm 

It's a big chunk of money ...and it has to come from somewhere -- and tonight...agencies all over Kansas 

crunch their numbers after hearing the governor's plan --   how will they save the state almost 259-million 

dollars? 

From the classroom to the highways-- the governor had to make cuts.  Highway maintenance will lose 50 

million dollars -- Kansas regents’ universities...will lose 2 million -- and public schools may feel the 

biggest hit -- they will lose 36 million dollars. 

 

11/24/09 

5am 

City employees are upset in San Francisco. Union workers blocked traffic in downtown last night to protest 

layoffs and cuts in pay.  Demonstrators created a circle and blocked an intersection during rush hour. 

Several were arrested. Union officials say the city plans to lay off hundreds of city public health and school 

district employees.   

 

11/25/09 

10pm 

Courage is of course, the turkey president Obama saved today -- with the annual presidential 

pardon...which is a fairly recent ritual.   It began 20 years ago with President George h-w bush --     

Presidents Dwight Eisenhower and Lyndon Johnson actually ate their turkeys...and president Obama 

says...you can't fault them for that. 

 

11/26/09 

10pm 

It's Thanksgiving...not Halloween, but some Colorado pranksters may be confused on the holiday. Take a 

look:  the governor of Colorado and his family woke up to this.  The front lawn of the governor's mansion 

was covered in toilet paper.  Officials say it's the first time the house has been tee-peed in its 101 year 

history.   The governor says he has teenage children and they were probably the target.  

  

11/27/09 

6am 

We're learning more about a couple who crashed a state dinner at the white house earlier this week.  Mikel 

and Tariq Salahi snuck by the secret service and managed to get some pictures taken while they were there.  

The two are aspiring cast members of an upcoming reality TV show called the Real Housewives of D.C.". 

Cameras were following them at the dinner. Bravo TV producers say they had no reason to believe the 

couple didn't have an invitation. The secret service says they got through because a checkpoint "did not 

follow proper procedure." 

 

11/29/09 

10pm 

―The organization has two months to start construction of five of them.‖  She’s talking about the new 

uranium enrichment plants the Iranian government plans to build.  Officials announced their plans days 

after the U-N's atomic watchdog demanded a freeze on uranium enrichment.  The announcement might 

push the U-N Security Council closer to pressuring Iran with economic sanctions. ―The problem is whether 

or not sanctions at the end of the day will really change Iran's regime.‖  Enriched Uranium can be used to 



 

 

make electricity in power plants.. But if it is further refined... It can be used to make atomic bombs.  Iran 

insists it will use it for power.   The west fears the country plans to make weapons. 

 

11/30/09 

5am 

The u-s senate will open debate on the healthcare overhaul bill today. There is growing concern among 

democrats about whether there will be enough to votes to pass the bill.  Some senators have said big 

changes will have to be made before they'll support it.  Some democrats want tighter restrictions on 

abortion coverage.  Others say they won't vote for a bill unless it includes a public option.  The U-S House 

of Representatives passed its version earlier this month. 

 

12/1/09 

12pm 

Some good news for the Kansas budget.  The state took in about $3 million more than expected in 

November. 

The total:  $354 million in tax money.  And it comes after a two months when tax collections were less than 

expected.  All this as the governor looks at cutting programs to balance the budget. 

 

12/2/09 

5am 

President Obama outlines a new 18-month strategy for the war in Afghanistan. Last night, he officially 

announced plans to send 30-thousand more troops there to fight terrorism. Today, the president and his 

staff will try and sell congress on the expensive war plan. Eyewitness news reporter whit Johnson has the 

latest this morning. President Obama is raising the stakes in Afghanistan... Sending in another 30-thousand 

American troops. "I do not make this decision lightly. I make this decision because I am convinced that our 

security is at stake in Afghanistan and Pakistan." at the west point military academy last night, the president 

said the first batch of u-s forces will join the fight by Christmas with the rest arriving by the summer. 

"Obama just gave a death sentence to hundreds possibly thousands of more u-s troops." across the country -

- members of the military had mixed reactions. "It’s good because the more of us that are over there the 

safer each of us are." with the latest troop increase the u-s will have nearly 100-thousand soldiers in 

Afghanistan. Their mission: stepping up the fight against the Taliban, securing key areas and training 

afghan forces. The commander-in-chief vowed to start bringing u-s troops home in July 2011. Now that 

president Obama has pitched his plan -- his administration will have to sell it to congress. The president's 

national security team will head to Capitol Hill this morning to try to convince skeptical lawmakers. 

Democrats are concerned with the growing cost of the war effort. And while republicans support the troop 

surge -- some argue a timeline for withdrawal only gives enemies a reason to wait before they act. The fact 

is if you set an arbitrary date, regardless of conditions on the ground you're sending the wrong message. 

But president Obama insists that while it may take time... His strategy will bring the war to a successful end 

and the afghan people will ultimately be responsible for their own country. 

 

12/3/09 

5am 

Tickets weren't on sale for long, 5000 tickets sold in 72 hours -- all tickets to see Sarah Palin speak in 

Salina are sold out. Palin will be the featured speaker at  the Salina area chamber of commerce banquet in 

February- chamber officials now have to work out logistics...including security at the bicentennial center. 

 

12/4/09 

6am 

KU is calling it a resignation.   The announcement came via a statement on the KU athletics web sight, 

adding that the resignation is effective immediately. Athletic director Lew Perkins said that he appreciated 

the eight years that Mangino had given to rebuild the KU program.  Adding...with no further details...that 

―he and I have reached a mutually satisfactory agreement that reflects the appreciation we have for his 

efforts on behalf of KU football."   Perkins says that he's been instructed by legal counsel that the athletic 

department not release the findings of their internal investigation into Mangino's coaching style.   Nor any 

details relating to the settlement agreement, interestingly, there will be no press conference.   Mangino 

leaves just two wins shy of becoming KU's all time winningest coach.  He's two years removed from an 



 

 

orange bowl win and national coach of the year honors... But was just one game over 500 in the last two 

seasons...in which the hawks went just 5-11 in the big 12.  He was owed over 6 million dollars on the 

remainder of his contract which ran through 2012.   Coach Mangino was not available for comment tonight.    

Jenn bates has spent a good portion of her day chasing this story in Lawrence she joins us now. 

 

12/6/09 

10pm 

The president makes a rare visit to Capitol Hill.   President Obama met with senate democrats.  He pledged 

to work with lawmakers to pass health care reform.  Before meeting with the president... The senate met in 

a rare Sunday session. "That was going to be the change in Washington!  We're going to change the 

climate.  We're all going to sit down together, republicans and democrats and I think on this Sunday 

afternoon, we're available, aren't we?" ―We are working out a consensus, not there yet but we understand it 

is important we do it as quickly as we can."  Senators rejected limiting the tax deductions that insurance 

companies take for executive pay.  They also defeated limits on lawyer’s fees in malpractice cases. 

 

12/7/09 

6am 

The climate summit is underway this morning in Copenhagen, Denmark.  World leaders are talking about 

global warming.   The UN wants wealthier nations to agree to deep cuts in greenhouse emissions by the 

year 2020.   It also wants those countries to pledge 10 billion dollars a year to help the poorest countries cut 

their emissions. 

 

12/8/09 

5am 

Mulvane residents will vote on a multi-million dollar bond issue today.  The 40-million dollar bond would 

pay for school improvements.    It would build a new primary school, and renovate the high school...and 

also build a stadium and storm shelters.   The state would pay for half of the bond projects.  If this bond 

passes, the school district says taxes on a 100-thousand dollar house would increase by about one hundred 

dollars a year. 

 
 12/9/09 

5am 

We'll find out Friday which armories in Kansas will close.  Because of budget cuts, 18 facilities will shut 

down. Operations will be consolidated at the remaining 38 armories.   Equipment and personnel will be 

transferred to those locations.      

   
12/10/09 

12pm 

President Obama received the Nobel peace prize in Norway as a war-time president in the midst of two 

battles. One of these wars is winding down. The other is a conflict that America did not seek. The honor 

comes just a week after the president announced plans to send 30,000 more us soldiers to fight in 

Afghanistan. I come here with an acute sense of the cost of armed conflict - filled with difficult questions 

about the relationship between war and peace, and our effort to replace one with the other. Norwegian 

security teams are on guard across Oslo for war protesters who say a president at war shouldn't be honored 

for peace. Normally Nobel Prize winners stay for three days of festivities in Oslo. But president Obama 

turned down a lunch with the king here at the palace to get back to work in the u-s. Some Norwegians say 

they're being snubbed. President Obama is honoring one tradition -- a public appearance outside the grand 

hotel where he's staying.  He promises to use the prestigious prize to reach 'for the world that ought to be.' 

 
 

12/11/09 

5am 

Wichita has a new representative in the statehouse --republican leaders voted for Gene Suellentrop -- a 

businessman to take over a soon-to-be vacated seat.   Suellentrop says he will focus on job growth in 

Kansas.    Governor Mark Parkinson has seven days to officially appoint Suellentrop; he replaces former 

representative Jason Watkins, who will officially resign his seat in a few days because of the time demands. 



 

 

 

12/12/09 

6am 

They were banned in Wichita - now red bin donation boxes will soon be a thing of the past in other towns. 

Towns like Arkansas City and Winfield are considering whether the bins should stay.   Each community 

has it's own zoning laws.  In Ark City, the law states the bin company - American Recyclers - would have 

to keep a record of who's donated.   When city officials told the company that - they say American 

Recyclers had already made a decision to remove the bins. Their response was that it didn't make any 

difference because they were going to be removing these fairly soon from the whole region, not just from 

the city here because of bad publicity.   In Winfield, city officials will look over laws there to decide 

whether the bins will stay.   They say it would've been better if the company had asked before placing the 

bins in the city. 

 

12/14/09 

12:00pm 

The second-highest ranking US General in Afghanistan says it will take longer to send some troops to the 

ramped-up war there, that  indicates it will probably be nine to 11 months before all are in place.   Lt. Gen. 

David Rodriguez says logistical challenges involved in bringing so many forces in quickly will likely mean 

that the escalation will take longer than expected to phase in. That would extend the surge beyond next 

summer. 

 

12/15/09 

12:00 pm 

The White House is expected to announce plans to turn a state prison in rural Illinois into the new home for 

some terror suspects at Guantanamo Bay.   President Obama made closing the Cuban prison and trying the 

suspect’s one of his top priorities since taking office.  The Illinois town is about 150 miles from Chicago.   

Officials say the facility would house federal inmates and no more than 100 detainees from Guantanamo.   

Opponents are worried about the safety of the American people; they believe the town would become a 

target for terrorist activity.  

 

12/16/09 

10pm 

The Sedgwick County Commission ends its partnership with Heritage Development.  The company 

marketed the Kansas Coliseum to rodeo and horse organizations for seven months.  Today's vote does not 

affect Heritage's proposal to turn the coliseum into a western themed events center.  The commission will 

continue to accept other proposals as well. 

 

12/17/09 

5am 

President Obama is feeling the weight of the war.  He says his most powerful moment as president so far -- 

was in October when he greeted the remains of fallen troops.  The president says the overnight trip to 

Dover, Delaware reminded him of "the extraordinary courage and sacrifice that these young men and 

women are willing to make." 

 

12/18/09 

12:00pm 

Kansas governor Mark Parkinson is moving into his official office.   Because of renovations at the 

statehouse the governor and some of his staff were moved to a different part of the building.  Governors in 

the past have occupied a suite on the south wing of the 2nd floor.   The state house renovation began in 

2001. It's expected to finish in 2012 costing at least 285 million dollars. 

 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 



 

 

 

12/21/09 

10pm 

The senate is on track to pass health care reform by Christmas. Here’s the latest tonight.  Democrats have 

enough votes to overcome republican objections.   Senators cast the first of several procedural votes this 

morning.  Republicans are denouncing last-minute deals made to win votes, in order to get the support of a 

Nebraska’s Ben nelson.   Other states will pay its share of Medicaid expansion.   Vermont will get new 

community health centers, while Michigan gets tax exemptions for non-profit insurers. 

 

12/22/09 

6am 

The money for health care reform would have to come from somewhere--but tanning salons are wondering-

-why us?  After a test vote early Monday, the senate is on track to approve health care reform on Christmas 

Eve.   To help pay for it, the plan is to tax tanning salons an additional 10 percent.  The tax is expected to 

raise about $2.7 billion dollars over 10 years, a fraction of the overall cost.  Local tanning salon owner Kay 

Waits says it will only hurt locally owned businesses. Our industry is such a small portion i don't 

understand what difference it's going to make. 

The senate bill originally included a five percent tax on elective cosmetic surgery, but that was dropped 

when tanning salons were added.  The cosmetic surgery industry, along with the maker of Botox, leads a 

lobbying campaign against the tax.  

 

12/23/09 

5am 

The state says no to plans for a dairy farm in Cheney.  State health officials denied the application because 

of concerns there's not enough vegetation in the area to feed the cattle and filter the runoff.   The runoff was 

the reason many folks living nearby protested the dairy farm plans in the first place.   They were worried 

the runoff would end up in the Cheney reservoir, which supplies some of Wichita's water.  The farmer can 

appeal the state's decision. 

 

12/24/09 

5am 

We'll know this morning if the senate will pass the healthcare overhaul bill. Senators moved up the vote 

because they're anxious to get out of town for the Christmas holiday.   The bill still has to be reconciled 

with the House's version before it can become law.  After today's vote, President Obama is scheduled to 

leave for Hawaii where he'll spend the holidays. 

 

12/25/09 

10pm 

The Vatican promises a full review of security for Pope Benedict.   A woman knocked the pope to the 

ground during Christmas Eve mass.   The pope is okay -- but a cardinal broke his hip during the incident.  

The same woman rushed the pope last year.   Authorities say she has a history of mental problems.   She's 

receiving treatment at a rome hospital. 
      
12/27/09 

10pm 

State agencies and school districts are making budget cuts.  And there's growing pressure on lawmakers to 

do the same. Proposals sent to the governor this fall would increase the legislature's budget by 4-percent 

next year aides to Governor Mark Parkinson question the request.   They believe it undercuts lawmakers, 

who insist the state cut spending instead of raising taxes. Republican leaders insist their staffs will face cuts 

like everyone else. 

 

12/28/09 

6pm 

Seat belt laws vary across the country.   Fact-finder 12 found 30 states and the District of Columbia have 

primary seat belt laws.  19 states, including Kansas have secondary laws. Starting January first, Kansas will 

have one primary seat belt law.   New rules passed last session make not wearing a seat belt a primary 



 

 

offense for 14 to 17 year old drivers.     The penalty is a 60 dollar ticket.  to see seat belt laws for each state, 

click on this story at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLITICS Q-4 

 

12/29/09 

5am 

Security in Times Square will be extra tight this New Year’s eve.   With the recent terrorist attempt, New 

York police are stepping up security for the ball drop celebration.  More than a million are expected to 

celebrate in Times Square.   A security expert says the crowd can help serve as the eyes and ears for police. 

NYPD counter-terrorism forces will be there, along with extra officers and bomb sniffing dogs. 

 

12/30/09 

5am 

The Ellis county attorney says it's the first bigamy case he's handled in 20 years on the job.  David Ybanez 

junior was charged Tuesday with marrying a woman while he was still married to someone else.  He's also 

accused of lying under oath before he received the second marriage license.  The county attorney says 

Ybanez is separated from his first wife. An investigation was opened after the first wife saw Ybanez 

wearing a wedding ring and started asking questions. 

 

12/31/09 

10pm 

Getting your tax return may take longer.  The department of revenue warns it could take four months to 

process returns mailed to Topeka.  In the past -- it's taken two months.   The agency says budget cuts are 

the blame. 

Unlike previous years -- the state is not hiring temporary workers to open all the mail.  The department of 

revenue urges you to file electronically-where there won't be a delay. 



 

 

KBS (Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc.) airs public service announcements that address community 
issues free of charge for various nonprofit organizations.   
 

  

 KWCH KBSD KBSH KBSL 

908 KS Amber Alert: Wireless Signup w/ Steve Six :30 40 24 36 12 

913 Alcoholics Anonymous "I Thought" :20 16 15 15 15 

914 Habitat for Humanity "In Small Towns" :30 32 25 34 17 

915 Wichita Childrens Home "Greatest Gift" :30 33 24 32 13 

916 Atty General Texting & Driving "Haunting" :30 27 21 31 14 

917 Community of Veterans "Vet Support :30 25 20 27 16 

925 Marines "Toys for Tots" (locally tagged) :60 64 58 52 64 

926 Marines "Toys for Tots" (locally tagged) :30 17 26 36 43 

930 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :20 11 15 15 15 

931 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :15 25 162 168 170 

934 NAB "Performance Tax" :60 174 196 204 198 

936 Ad Council Veteran Support "Alone" :60 140 208 188 204 

937 Fed Citizens Info Center "For the People" :60 124 198 202 216 

938 Dave Thomas/Fnd for Adoption "I'm just a kid" :60 120 214 202 202 

939 Psoriasis :30 18 18 34 24 

940 US Dept of Health/Human Services" :30 12 19 36 41 

944 Marines :60 100 234 206 214 

946 American Diabetes Assoc "Woman Exercising" :60 42 106 114 110 

947 Am Vet Med Assoc "Dog/Cat Healthy" :60 38 98 114 116 

948 March of Dimes "Soccer Baby" :30 
 

15 15 34 

949 Discover the Forest "The Other You" :60 34 98 114 114 

951 Literacy.gov "Literacy: OZ" (localized) :30 
 

14 16 34 

952 FEMA "World Upside Down" :60 26 100 110 118 

953 FEMA "World Upside Down" :30 1 16 12 38 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 
 

22 17 32 

955 Fnd for a Better Life "Basketball" :60 24 98 108 106 

962 Boy Scouts of America "Jerry Moran" :30 
 

17 5 17 

963 Kansas American Legion :30  14 6 25 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving :30 4 51 40 97 

972 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Post Crash" :15  23 20 28 

973 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Mug Shot" :10 20 22 23 18 

986 BoostUp.org "Jose" :30 2 31 22 36 

988 Earned Income Tax "Groceries" :30 2 35 27 27 

989 Orthopedic Surgeons "Joints Don't Jump" :30 1 37 25 29 

990 Air Nat'l Guard "Hometown Heroes" :30  39 28 25 

991 Arbor Day Fnd. "Arbor Day" :30 1 36 27 30 

992 Pet Fit "The Scale" :30 1 34 25 32 

996 EPA Radon Testing "Baby Steps :30 1 34 34 29 

999 Off. Violence Against Women :30  33 33 30 



 

 

 

4th Quarter Community Calendar 

The ―KWCH 12 Community Calendar‖ is a website feature at www.kwch.com. KWCH 12 Community 

Calendar promotes the maximum number of community church, school and nonprofit benefits. 

 

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS & GROUPS 

 

October 2009 

Wichita Community Theatre 

Wichita Toy Train Club 

Salina Art Center 

College Hill United Methodist Church 

Conway Springs United Methodist Church 

Sedgwick County Domestic Violence/ Sexual Assault Coalition 

Catholic Charities 

KU School of Medicine 

Century II 

The Cotillion Ballroom 

The Brown Grand Theater 

Fundamental Learning Center 

Central Christian Church 

Wichita –Sedgwick County Historical Museum 

Wichita Children’s Theater 

Riverlawn Christian Church 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church 

Sterling College 

Kansas Astronomical Observers 

Wichita Public Library 

Wesley Medical Center 

Wichita Grand Opera 

West Side Christian Church 

Fall River State Park 

Wichita Heights High School 

Wichita America Marketing Association 

Kansas Historical Society 

Eastminster Church 

Evangel Assembly of God 

Tangent Lab 

Northwest Kansas Domestic & Sexual Violence Services, Inc. 

Breakthrough Club 

Bethany College 

St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital  

Victory in the Valley 

 

 

November  2009 

Tangent Lab 

Salina Art Center 

Eagle’s Auxiliary 

Toys for Tots 

Catholic Charities 

City of Wakeeney 

Heartspring 

Century II 



 

 

The Brown Grand Theatre 

Arc of Sedgwick County 

American Red Cross 

American Cancer Society 

W.G. Williams Community Foundation 

The Hoisington Chamber of Commerce 

Bibleway Community of Faith Church 

Wichita American Marketing Association 

Sterling High School 

Catholic Care Center 

Good Shepard Lutheran Church 

Wichita Children’s Theater 

Wichita Collegiate 

Veterans of Foreign Wars of the US 

The Arts Council 

Bethany College 

St. Ann’s Altar Society 

Hays United Methodist Church 

Union Rescue Mission 

Mestiza Leadership International 

Wesley Medical Center 

The Wichita Military Club 

Emporia State University 

DUI Victim Center of Kansas 

Safira’s Center for World Dance 

 

 

December 2009 

The Edge Performing Arts Centre 

Tangent Lab 

Illegitimate Theatre 

Mosely Street Melodrama 

Dickinson County Health Department 

Garden City Recreation Commission 

W.G. Williams Community Foundation, Inc 

Wichita American Marketing Association 

Wichita Children’s Theater 

Barton County Arts Council 

Coutts Museum 

City of Wichita 

Plymouth Congregational Church 

Wichita Children’s Home 

Century II 

Wichita Community Theater 

Colonial Heights Assembly of God 

Senseny Music Community Band 

Colby Community College 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church 

Old Cowtown 

City of McPherson 

Bethany College 

Grace Lutheran Church 

Safira’s Center for World Dance 

Kansas Children’s Service League 

Goodwill 

Grandview United Methodist Church 



 

 

Westlink Christian Church 

The Salina Rescue Mission 

First United Methodist Church in Garden City 

Bethelem Lutheran Church of Sylvan Grove 

The Cotillion 

Wichita Water Ski Club 

  



 

 

FCC Report 

Fourth Quarter 2009 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department, 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

October 2009 
10/08/09  12:00   16  School Tour 

 

November 2009 

11/13/09  1:30   15  Harvey Interurban Group 

11/20/09  9:00   26  Mulvane Middle School 

 

December 2009 

12/10/09  9:30   20  KETCH Group 

12/17/09  4:30   34  Cub Scouts Group 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

October 2009 

5 AMS/NSF Data Streme Teacher Mentoring 3 Mark Larson 

7 Metro Blvd. HS Career Fair 100 Mark Larson 

10 Art Aid Emcee Art Aid fundraiser 1000 Cindy Klose 

11 Sports Week Celebrity/Jazz Fashion 

Show 

100 Felicia Rolfe 

12 Tri Delta Moms Speak to monthly meeting 25 Cindy Klose 

13 WSU Elliot School  Advisory Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

13 Wichita Collegiate School Executive Board Meeting 10 Joan Barrett 

14 Wichita East High School Career Fair 600 Rodney Price 

14 Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors Mtg 25 Joan Barrett 

15 Community Advisory Board 4
th

 Quarter Meeting 6 Joan Barrett 

20 Wichita Collegiate School  Marketing Meeting  4 Joan Barrett 

20 20
th

 Century Club Monthly meeting speech 40 Cindy Klose 

21 Metro Meridian Career Fair 100 Felicia Rolfe 

22 Goodwill of Kansas Board of Directors Mtg 25 Joan Barrett 

26 Keystone High Club Monthly meeting speech 40 Cindy Klose 

28 Garden Plain HS Student Shadow 1 Mark Larson 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

November 2009 

2 Tiger Scouts Pack 510  Station/wx office tour 30 Mark Larson 

3 Wichita Collegiate School Marketing Meeting 6 Joan Barrett 

4 Clark Davidson Elem. 

Goddard 

2
nd

  grade Wx talk 140 Mark Larson 

5 Wichita State University Marketing Meeting 15 Joan Barrett 

7 Mueller Elem. USD 259 Aviation Day Jabara Apt. 110 Mark Larson 

12 Gammon Elem. USD 259 2
nd

 grade wx talk 85 Mark Larson 

13 West High School Career Day 100 Laverne E Goering/Michelle Loss 

18 Wichita Collegiate School Executive Board Meeting 10 Joan Barrett 

19 Wichita Collegiate School Thanksgiving Program 200 Brian Heap 

19 Central and Park Elem. 

Schools Lyons KS 

2
nd

 and 4
th

 grade wx talk 250 Mark Larson 

24 Salina Central HS  Journalism Class 20 Melody Pettit 

24 Oakley High School Career Day 20 Elyse Molstad 

24 Butler Co. Friends Outburst III 350 Shane Konicki/ Michelle Loss 

30 AMS/NSF Data Streme  Teacher Mentoring 3  Mark Larson 

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

December 2009 

1 Wichita Collegiate School Executive Board Meeting 10 Joan Barrett 

4 Wichita Collegiate School Governance Meeting 10 Joan Barrett 

4 Sunrise School 1st grade Wx talk 16 Mark Larson 

4 Goodwill Festival of Trees 250 Michelle Loss/ Shane Konicki 

8 Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

11 USD 259 Business Professionals of 100 Dominic Gauna/Shawn Hilferty 



 

 

America Reg. Competition 

 

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board member 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board Member 

Kansas Assoc of Broadcasters Board Chair  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Television Journalism Board Member 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board Member 

Easter Seals Goodwill Industries Board Member 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate School Board of Directors 

Dress for Success  Advisory Board Member 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Production 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Kim Setty, Anchor 

Deacon and Sunday School Teacher, Riverside Christian Church 

Girl Scout Leader 

PTO member, McCollom Elementary 

Cub Scout Den Volunteer 

Site Council, Wilbur Middle School 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Mueller Elementary School Site Council Member  

Stucky Middle School Science Olympiad Consultant 

AMS/NSF Data Stream Program/Teacher Mentor 

YMCA ABL Assistant Basketball Coach 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Ronda Schwab, Sales Assistant 

Parent Teacher Organization, USD 262 

Big Brothers / Sisters Bowling Tournament Volunteer 

WSU Alumni Association / Career Mentor 

Friends University Alumni Supporter 

Children’s Organ Transplant Association (COTA) PR Volunteer 



 

 

First Baptist Church Prayer Chain Participant 

Mennonite Housing Volunteer 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

DC Chamber Ambassador 

Small group leader, Minneola United Methodist Church 

Board of Directors Boot Hill Museum 

Board of Directors, Management Committee, Dodge City Ford County Development Corporation 

Chair, Administrative Council for Minneola United Methodist Church / Volunteer 

Ford County 4-H Parent Volunteer 

BEST Minneola Junior High Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Chair 

Wichita Arts Council, Emeritus Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominc Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

 



 

 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Member – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

 

Aubrey Runquist, Account Executive 

American Cancer Society’s Cattleman’s Ball Wichita, Co Chair 

Central Plains Rodeo Association Volunteer/Equine Sports Massage 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Brian McDonough 

Youth Entrepreneurs of Kansas Volunteer 

MAYB Basketball Coach 

Kapaun Mt Carmel athletics volunteer  

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

10/04/09 Guests: General James Jones, USMC (Ret.), National Security Advisor (1); Senator Carl 

Levin (D-MI), Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Representative Ike 

Skelton (D-MO), Chairman, House Armed Services Committee (2); General Anthony 

Zinni, USMC (Ret.), Former Commander, United States Central Command (2) 

1) Topics include: General Stanley McChrystal’s meeting with President Obama / 

General McChrystal’s request for an additional 40,000 troops to be sent to Afghanistan / 

reaction to recent comments made by General McChrystal criticizing the possibility of 

scaling back the forces in Afghanistan / importance of considering all of the elements and 

goals of the new March 2009 strategy for Afghanistan before deciding on a troop increase 

/ encouraging developments in Pakistan / concern in Pakistan and Afghanistan over 

America’s perceived loss of resolve; upcoming meetings with Iran over reports indicating 

that Iran has acquired sufficient information to be able to produce an atomic bomb 

2) Topics include: praise for General McChrystal / disappointment in the perceived lack 

of support and questioning of General McChrystal’s recommendations / support and 

opposition regarding committing more combat troops to Afghanistan at this time / 

shortage of Afghan troops / need for additional trainers and more equipment to be sent to 

Afghanistan / belief that a return of the Taliban to Afghanistan guarantees the return of al 

Qaeda / need to place focus on all of the opinions in the chain of command regarding 

Afghanistan before making a decision / speculation as to chances of a vote on a troop 

increase passing the Senate 

 

10/11/09 Guests:  Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Republican Leader (1); Senator Jack 

Reed (D-RI), Senior Member, Senate Armed Services Committee (2); David Ignatius, 

Columnist and Associate Editor, The Washington Post (3); Michael O’Hanlon, Director 

of Research and Senior Fellow, The Brookings Institution (3) 

1) Topics include: reaction to rumors that the Obama Administration may consider 

negotiating with the Taliban / support for General Stanley McChrystal’s request for an 

additional forty thousand troops to be deployed to Afghanistan / belief that General 

McChrystal should testify before Congress because it is Congress that would appropriate 

the funds necessary for a troop increase / reports of fraud in the recent Afghan elections 

involving incumbent President Hamid Karzai 

2) Topics include: importance of focusing on all aspects of U.S. strategy, not just on the 

troops / concern over the costs associated with deploying additional troops / comparison 

of costs per American soldier versus an Afghan soldier / praise for General McChrystal’s 

through analysis, but criticism regarding the narrow perspective, focusing on military 

operational aspects / call for a thorough analysis so that past mistakes are not repeated / 

questioning the assumption that the return of the Taliban guarantees a return of al Qaeda / 

reaction to Vice President Joseph Biden’s argument for a troop draw down and an 

increased use of drone aircraft to fight and focus on al Qaeda / need to work together with 

the Pakistani forces, as a decision concerning Afghanistan will affect Pakistan as well 

3) Topics include: lack of consensus on what exactly President Obama should do about 

Afghanistan / assessment of the current situation in Afghanistan / Taliban’s recent 

invasion of an army compound in Rawalpindi, Pakistan / David Ignatius’s recent trip to 

Pakistan / reaction to rumors that the Obama Administration may consider negotiating 

with the Taliban, in order to focus more on al Qaeda / questioning of Vice President 

Biden’s position of using drone aircraft / Mr. Ignatius’s belief that greater concerns exist 

concerning Pakistan than the security of their nuclear weapons 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

10/18/09 Guests: Rahm Emanuel, White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator John Cornyn (R-TX), 

Committee on Finance (2); Senator John Kerry (D-MA), Chairman, Foreign Relations 

Committee (3) 

Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, CBS News Political Consultant 

1) Topics include: reaction to a statement made by Senator John Kerry suggesting that a 

decision to send more troops to Afghanistan should not be made until there is more 

stability in the Afghan government / possibility of holding a run-off election / concern 

that weather conditions could hamper that possibility / need for a credible partner in 

Afghanistan, meaning that the people and government would be able to fill the space and 

opportunities created by American troops / relationship between a safe Afghanistan and 

America’s national security; reaction to criticism from Republicans and Democrats 

regarding President Obama’s support for taxing the very expensive insurance plans, know 

as Cadillac plans / the public option as a way to provide competition and reduce costs; 

reaction to a recent headline in The New York Times stating that bonuses have returned 

to Wall Street 

2) Topics include: fear that President Obama’s deliberation over sending more troops to 

Afghanistan will begin to look like indecisiveness and embolden our enemies / lack of an 

established government in Afghanistan should not be the lynchpin for deciding whether 

or not to protect security interests in that region; assertion that the current health care 

proposals will raise taxes and increase the deficit / claim that Republicans have been 

largely excluded from the health care process 

3) Topics include: Senator Kerry’s recent meeting with the U.S. commander in 

Afghanistan, General Stanley McChrystal / belief that President Obama can not make a 

decision concerning a troop increase without an adequate Afghan government in place / 

call for reform within the Afghan government / need to modify the current 

counterinsurgency strategy to better suit the needs of Afghanistan / belief that ultimately 

there is no military success in Afghanistan -- that the Afghans will define their future 

 

10/25/09 Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Ranking Member, Committee on Armed Services 

(1); Senator Russ Feingold (D-WI), Committee on Foreign Relations (2) 

1) Topics include: reaction to the recent violence in Baghdad, Iraq / assurance that 

today’s car bomb attack will not require any delay in the withdrawal of U.S. troops; 

support for General Stanley McChrystal’s request for additional troops to be sent to 

Afghanistan / belief that President Obama should not wait until after the run-off election 

to make the decision regarding additional troops / reaction to a recent statement made by 

former Vice President Dick Cheney criticizing President Obama for his indecisiveness / 

respect for former Vice President Cheney / desire to support President Obama / opinion 

regarding Vice President Biden’s proposed counter terrorism strategy which relies mainly 

on drone aircraft; criticism against the lack of transparency regarding the formulation of 

the health care proposals / Senator McCain’s lack of support for health care reform that 

includes a public option 

2) Topics include: belief that the American people will not support a troop increase / 

criticism for former Vice President Cheney over his comments accusing President Obama 

of dithering / questioning the assumption that the return of the Taliban to Afghanistan 

guarantees a return of al Qaeda / going after al Qaeda should be the number one priority, 

not going after the Taliban / promise to try and block President Obama in the Senate 

should he decide on a troop increase / support for a flexible timetable to drawdown 

troops; support for the inclusion of the public option in a health care plan / clarification 

regarding the public option as a moderate idea versus the more liberal single payer 

system / need to include the public option now, in order to instigate some control over the 

abuses that have occurred in the insurance industry 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

10/04/09 “The Swindler” - an interview with convicted Ponzi schemer and former attorney Marc 

Dreier, who discusses how he scammed $400 million dollars from his investors.  He used 

most of the money to expand his law firm and finance a lifestyle designed to create the 

illusion that he already was a billionaire.  Dreier is now serving a twenty-year prison 

sentence in Illinois.  Also interviewed: Gerald Shargel, Dreier’s attorney; Joanne 

Rapuano, attorney at Dreier’s law firm; and Tori LaLonde, Dreier’s office manager.  (C: 

Steve Kroft - P: Ira Rosen) 

“130 Million Tons of Waste” - a report on the health risks caused by the improper 

disposal of coal ash, which contains mercury, arsenic, lead and other toxic metals.  

Problems occurred in Kingston, Tennessee, where coal ash disposed by the Tennessee 

Valley Authority (TVA) eventually spilled into the Emory River; and in Chesapeake, 

Virginia, where coal ash was spread under a golf course.  Interviewed: Jim Roewer, 

lobbyist for the power industry; Leo Francendese, environmentalist for the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); Gary Topmiller; resident who lives near the 

Emory River; Anda Ray, who oversees environmental policy at the TVA; Lisa Jackson, 

head of the EPA; Ted Yoakam, lawyer from Virginia; Robyn Pierce and Stacy Moorman, 

who live across the street from the contaminated golf course.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 

Shachar Bar-On) 

“The Great Migration” - a report on the wildebeest migration across the volcanic plain 

of the Masai Mara in Kenya and the dangers that confront them.  These include predators 

and the low water level in the Mara River, caused by the destruction of the Mau Forest 

for human agricultural needs and the burning of the trees for charcoal.  Interviewed: 

Robin Reid, scientist, Colorado State University; John Sena, resident of the Mau Forest; 

Dickson Kaelo, who works for a non-profit foundation that’s paying the Masai to turn 

over management of their land to a wildlife conservancy.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry 

Schuster, Rebecca Peterson) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―What's Happening To The Post Office?‖ - Andy has gotten wind 

of potential changes to the postal service and he's not a fan 

 

10/11/09 “Golf Company” - a report on Company G, 2nd Battalion, 8th Marine regiment in 

Afghanistan, who is battling the enemy in Helmand Province.  Sent there as part of 

President Obama’s troop buildup, they are part of a new plan to separate the enemy from 

the people, and then convince the Afghans to support their government.  U.S. forces are 

now being told to protect civilians, even if the enemy gets away.  Interviewed: Second 

Lieutenant Dan O’Hara, Lieutenant Colonel Christian Cabaniss, Lance Corporal Jonathan 

Quiceno, Brigadier General John Nicholson, Captain Matt Martin.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: 

Henry Schuster) 

“A Blow To The Brain” - a report on new studies that show that some athletes, 

especially professional football players who suffer many blows to the head, may become 

brain damaged.  Interviewed: Ted Johnson, linebacker for the New England Patriots; Dr. 

Robert Cantu, a neurosurgeon who co-authored a study done by the University of North 

Carolina; Dr. Ann McKee, a neuropathologist at Boston University School of Medicine; 

Dr. Andrew Tucker, a member of the NFL’s Brain Injury Committee and team doctor for 

the Baltimore Ravens; Sylvia Mackey, wife of Hall of Famer John Mackey, who now 

suffers from severe dementia after many hard hits in his playing days with the Baltimore 

Colts; Victor Lystedt, whose 13-year-old son, Zackery, suffered a concussion during a 

football game.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Catherine Olian) 

“The Birdmen” - a report on an extreme sport that has killed several of its participants, 

called birdmen, who wear specially-made wingsuits and jump off mountain tops and 

glide at speeds of 140 miles per hour.  60 MINUTES talks with some of the sport’s top 

athletes and shows them in action in the Romsdal Valley of Norway.  Interviewed: JT 

Holmes, an American professional skier from Lake Tahoe; Julian Boulle, a South African 

skydiver and aerial photographer; and Tom Erik Heiman, birdman.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: 

Tom Anderson) 



 

 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Rooney: Sleeping In America‖ - Are we literally sleeping 

our lives away?  Andy seems to think so 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

10/18/09 “H1N1" - a report on the H1N1 flu virus - which is increasingly targeting young, healthy 

people - and how the Center For Disease Control is fighting this pandemic. Interviewed: 

Dr. Michele Moss from the Arkansas Children’s Hospital in Little Rock; Chad Duvall, 

father of Luke, an H1N1 flu patient at the hospital; Rear Admiral Anne Schuchat, the 

CDC’s chief health officer in the war on H1N1; Dr. Sherif Zaki, pathologist; Dr. Peter 

Palese from Mount Sinai Medical Center in Manhattan, one of the nation’s top 

virologists; Dr. Tom Frieden, director of the CDC.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: David Gelber, 

Sam Hornblower, Michael Radutzky) 

“The Kanzius Machine” - a followup to ―The Kanzius Machine‖ (OAD: 4/13/08).  An 

interview with John Kanzius, a leukemia patient who invented a radio wave machine that 

may someday offer effective treatment for cancers without the debilitating side effects of 

radiation and chemotherapy.  Kanzius tried the untested machine on himself and believed 

that it slowed down the progression of his disease.  Even though he ultimately died in 

February of 2009, scientists believe that his machine has promise.  Also interviewed: 

Marianne Kanzius, his wife; Dr. Steven Curley, a liver cancer surgeon at MD Anderson 

in Houston, who was treating John and continues cancer research using John’s machine; 

and Dr. Peter Depowski, pathologist.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Tanya Simon) (This is a 

follow-up to ―The Kanzius Machine‖ OAD: 4/13/08) 

“Drew Barrymore” - an interview with the former child star, who has become an 

accomplished actress, producer, and director.  She discusses her famous acting family 

and how she overcame her drug addiction through a rehabilitation program.  Also 

interviewed: director Steven Spielberg.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: John Hamlin) 

 

10/25/09 “60 Billion Dollar Fraud” - a report on Medicare and Medicaid fraud, focusing on 

criminals in South Florida, who set up phony clinics and pharmacies and, with the use of 

illegally obtained but valid patient numbers and Medicare codes, are able to bill Medicare 

for unrequested and undelivered supplies.  Interviewed: FBI Special Agent Brian 

Waterman; Justice Department prosecutor Kirk Ogrosky, who oversees half a dozen 

Medicare fraud strike forces; United States Attorney General Eric Holder; ―Tony‖ (not 

his real name), who ran a string of phony medical supply companies; Clara Mahoney and 

Ed Davis, two Medicare patients who reported fraudulent charges on their Medicare 

statements; and Kim Brandt, Medicare’s Director of Program Integrity.  (C: Steve Kroft - 

P: Ira Rosen, Joel Bach) 

“Fight For A Cure” - a report on epilepsy, a brain disorder affecting nearly three million 

Americans and which may not be getting the research and funding it deserves.  President 

Obama’s senior advisor David Axelrod and his wife, Susan, talk about their oldest 

daughter, Lauren, who was diagnosed with epilepsy.  Susan and two other mothers 

started CURE, a nonprofit organization to raise awareness and fund innovative epilepsy 

research.  Also interviewed: Dr. Frances Jensen of Children’s Hospital in Boston; Captain 

Pat Horan, a veteran who developed epilepsy after sustaining head injuries in Baghdad, 

and his wife, Patty; Monica Lovelace, an epilepsy patient who is part of a clinical trial at 

California Pacific Medical Center in San Francisco; and Dr. Peter Weber, a neurosurgeon 

who is treating Monica.  (C: Katie Couric - P: Kyra Darnton) 

“Tyler Perry” - a profile of writer, director, producer, and actor Tyler Perry.  Long 

ignored by Hollywood, Perry talks about his films, the inspirations behind the characters 

he has created, including the popular ―Madea‖, and his devoted audience: largely 

African-American, church-going, working class, and female.  Also interviewed: Oprah 

Winfrey.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: Ruth Streeter) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Weighs In On Health Care‖ - Mr. Rooney weighs in on one 

of the most controversial issues of the moment 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

10/03/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Show Me The Money” - In November 2000, bank manager 

and single mother Michelle Renee was in her Vista, California home with her seven-year-

old daughter Breea, when three masked gunmen broke into the house.  The gunmen held 

them captive overnight, and in the morning strapped dynamite onto their backs.  Breea 

was shoved into a closet, while Michelle was ordered to rob the bank where she worked.  

If she didn’t comply, the gunmen said they would detonate the dynamite.  She obeyed, 

and the next morning she cleaned out the bank vault and gave the gunmen a duffel bag 

containing $360,000. Police and FBI investigation soon apprehended four suspects: 

Christopher Butler, Lisa Ramirez, Christopher Huggins, and Robert Ortiz.  But 

investigators were suspicious that Michelle had been involved in the robbery -- the 

dynamite had turned out to be fake; she had claimed that she had recognized one of the 

masked robbers as a customer, even though he had been in her bank only once; and she 

herself had filed for bankruptcy - for the second time - only a month before the robbery.  

However, no proof was ever discovered to confirm this suspicion.  Eighteen months later, 

Butler and Ramirez went on trial. Ramirez’s confession was ruled inadmissible because it 

implicated Butler, who had admitted to nothing.  Finally, Ramirez was found innocent, 

and Butler guilty only of kidnapping Renee’s daughter and roommate, Kimbra; he was 

not convicted of kidnapping Michelle Renee.  Two months later, Huggins and Ortiz went 

on trial, and were found guilty of all charges, including the kidnapping of Michelle 

Renee.  Includes interviews with Michelle Renee; Breea Renee; Loretta Myers, former 

co-worker with Michelle Renee; Rick Brown, neighbor of Renee; investigators Dale 

Martin, Rudy Zamora, Randi Demers; Tom Manning, prosecutor; Herb Weston, attorney 

for Ramirez.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Lisa Freed, Sarah Huisenga) 

 

10/10/09 PREEMPTION 

 

10/17/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Untold Story of Caylee Anthony” - Until June 2008, 

Casey Anthony, a 22-year-old single mother, lived with her two-year-old daughter, 

Caylee, in the Orlando, Florida home of her parents, Cindy and George Anthony.  After a 

reported heated argument with her mother, she then moved out, taking Caylee with her. A 

month later, Cindy tracked Casey down and demanded to see Caylee.  Casey then said 

that Caylee had been kidnapped a month ago by her nanny, a woman named Zenaida 

Fernandez-Gonzalez. After an intensive search, investigators came to doubt the existence 

of this woman.  In October 2008, Casey was charged with Caylee’s murder: she had not 

reported her daughter missing for a month, and then she allegedly lied to police.  In 

December 2008, Caylee’s skeletal remains -- stuffed in plastic bags, her mouth sealed 

with duct tape -- were discovered a short distance from her grandparents’ home. 

Onscreen graphics at conclusion: Casey Anthony’s lawyers are requesting a change of 

venue for her trial.  They claim Orlando is too hostile to select a fair jury.  Her trial is 

expected to begin next summer (2010). Includes interviews with: Cindy and George 

Anthony, parents of Casey Anthony; Brad Conway, attorney for Cindy and George 

Anthony; Diane Fanning, author, ―Mommy’s Little Girl‖; John Morgan, attorney for 

Zenaida Gonzalez; Jesse Grund, former boyfriend of Casey Anthony; Pam Bondi, a 

Tampa, Fla. prosecutor; Jose Baez, Linda Kenney Baden, and Todd Macaluso, attorneys 

for Casey Anthony; Zenaida Gonzalez, single mother of six; Holly Gagne, friend of 

Casey Anthony.  (C: Maggie Rodriguez - P: Ira Sutow, Taigi Smith, Adrienne Wheeler) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

10/24/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Curious Case of Colonel Shue” (9:00-10:00pm) - In 

April 2003, Air Force Colonel Philip Shue died in a violent car crash when his vehicle 

struck some trees alongside a Texas interstate highway.  When his body was first pulled 

from the car, investigators found that there was a six-inch vertical gash in his chest, both 

his nipples had been removed, and duct tape was wrapped around both his wrists and his 

boots.  After a year of investigation, all the agencies involved -- the Air Force, and both 

local and state police -- agreed that Col. Shue, a psychiatrist, had suffered a psychological 

breakdown and committed suicide.  A grand jury, convened at the request of the district 

attorney, found no evidence of any crime and believed the ruling of suicide should stand.  

However, Tracy Shue, his widow, is adamant in her insistence that her husband had been 

abducted and tortured, and had then somehow broken free.  Tracy thinks that Philip’s first 

wife, Nancy, who still held insurance policies on his life worth one million dollars, 

should be investigated.  Nancy had refused to cancel these policies, even after Philip 

claimed that he had received an anonymous letter warning him of a plot against his life 

by Nancy and her current husband, Donald Timpson.  Nancy was also a board-certified 

sex therapist who had studied the practice of sadomasochism.  Two months after Philip’s 

death, Tracy filed a civil lawsuit seeking to prevent Nancy from collecting the million 

dollar death benefit, and seeking damages from the insurance companies for not 

previously canceling the policies.  As part of the lawsuit, Tracy’s lawyers demanded that 

Nancy answer their questions, but she took the Fifth Amendment more than twenty times, 

refusing to answer any questions about murder or motives or torture.  In 2008, the civil 

lawsuit went to trial.  Nancy had been dropped as a defendant, as had one of the 

insurance companies.  Both Nancy and Tracy received million dollar death settlements of 

Philip Shue’s policies.  With regard to damages, the presiding judge ruled in favor of the 

insurance company.  But he also ruled that the evidence considered by the Court 

substantiated a finding that the death of Philip Shue was indeed a homicide.  Nancy Shue 

declined repeated requests from 48 HOURS to be interviewed.  No law enforcement 

agency has ever named her or her husband as suspects or persons of interest in the case.  

Includes interviews with: Tracy Shue, widow of Philip Shue; Nina Williard, friend of 

Tracy and Philip; Doctor Vincent Di Maio, chief medical examiner, Bexar County, 

Texas; Dr. Cyril Wecht, pathologist; Joe Moura, private investigator and 48 HOURS 

consultant; Lieutenant Roger Anderson, lead officer for the military’s investigation of the 

case; George Brown, friend of Philip Shue.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Peter Henderson) 

(OAD: 04/18/09).  Onscreen graphic update for this first rebroadcast: In June 2009 the 

Texas Attorney General ruled Col. Philip Shue’s death certificate does not have to be 

changed.  The official cause of death remains suicide. 

 

10/24/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Haunted" (10:00-11:00pm) - In July 2002, Mike Sisco and 

his fiancee Karen Harkness were shot to death in Karen’s Topeka, Kansas home.  Police 

investigation ultimately focussed on Dana Chandler, Mike’s ex-wife and the mother of 

his two children.  Mike and Dana had gone through a bitter divorce in 1998, and Mike 

had custody of the children. Dana left Kansas, but she then established an ongoing pattern 

of harassing and stalking her ex-husband, and also harassing Karen on the phone.  Dana’s 

obsession convinced family members that she was involved in the murders, but no hard 

evidence has ever linked her to the crimes.  The families believe that evidence that might 

have implicated her was lost or destroyed in the initial police investigation of the crime 

scene.  So, although police strongly suspected Dana’s involvement in the murders, she 

was never arrested or charged.  In 2007, an independent analysis of the evidence, done by 

retired New York Lieutenant Commander Vernon Geberth, concluded that Dana 

Chandler was ―the one and only person who had the motive, means, and opportunity to 

commit these murders‖.  In January 2009, Topeka got a new district attorney, Chad 

Taylor, who says that the Harkness-Sisco case is now a priority.  Onscreen graphics at 

conclusion: Hailey Sisco has been granted a permanent restraining order against her 

mother.  District Attorney Chad Taylor is awaiting the results of new DNA testing.  The 



 

 

investigation remains active. Includes interviews with: Harold Worswick, father of Karen 

Harkness; Carol Sisco Engler, mother of Mike Sisco; Richard Volle, detective, Topeka 

police; Dustin Sisco, son of Mike Sisco and Dana Chandler; Hailey Sisco, daughter of 

Mike Sisco and Dana Chandler; Erin Sutton, daughter of Karen Harkness; Chad 

Harkness, son of Karen Harkness; Cathy and Mark Boots, Mike Sisco’s sister and his 

brother-in-law; Joseph Moura and Paul Ciolino, private detectives working for 48 

HOURS; Tim Sisco, Mike’s brother; Mike Worswick, Karen Harkness’ brother; Chad 

Taylor, Topeka district attorney.  (C: Harold Dow - P: Sara Ely Hulse, Doug Longhini) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

10/31/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Deadly Prophecy” - Faylene Eaves, divorced Arizona 

mother of two, married Doug Grant, a divorced single dad, in 1993. They were both 

Mormons.  Faylene was especially devout, according to Doug’s sister, Tammy Fuentes, 

who also says that, several years later,  Faylene told her of receiving a message from God 

telling her that Doug had a girlfriend and that she should divorce him.  Doug acquiesced. 

He then planned to marry Hilary Dewitt, but in August 2001, Faylene wanted to re-marry 

him, citing a revelation from God that she should put her family back together.  They did 

re-marry, and to celebrate their reunion, vacationed in the Timpanogas National Park in 

Utah.  There, according to Doug, Faylene thought she had a vision of Jesus in the clouds 

and fell off a cliff while trying to get a better look.  She survived, but three days later was 

found drowned in her bathtub, her blood full of the muscle relaxants and sleeping 

medication (Ambien) that had been prescribed after her fall. As a precaution against 

Faylene taking both drugs together, the physician’s assistant had told Doug not to fill the 

Ambien prescription without calling him first -- but Doug had done so anyway.  In the 

journal that Faylene had kept, she seemed to suggest that it was God’s will that she die 

―to fulfill a mission on the other side of the veil.‖  And, in letters to Hilary Dewitt, 

Faylene had written that she wanted Hilary to marry Doug after she died -- which he did, 

just weeks after Faylene’s death. Although Faylene’s death was initially ruled an 

accident, pressure from her family made the police eventually take a closer look at Doug 

Grant.  He had never called 911 upon discovering Faylene in the tub.  Because of this, 

and because of incriminating information provided by Jim McElyea, an old friend of 

Doug, police arrested Doug in the summer of 2005 for the murder of his wife, Faylene. In 

mid-November 2008, his trial began; in March 2009, he was convicted of manslaughter.  

Concluding onscreen graphics: Jenna is suing Doug Grant for the wrongful death of her 

mother.  Faylene and Doug’s two sons live with Hilary Dewitt, who is their legal 

guardian. Includes interviews with: Jenna Stradling, daughter of the late Faylene Grant; 

Doug Grant, widower of Faylene Grant; Chad White, physician’s assistant, friend of 

Doug Grant; Paul Rubin, reporter; Juan Martinez, prosecutor; Hilary Dewitt, second wife 

of Doug Grant; Mel McDonald, attorney for Doug Grant; Tammy Fuentes, sister of Doug 

Grant; Sy Ray, detective; Jim McElyea, friend of Doug Grant.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: 

Josh Yager) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

11/01/09 Guests: David Axelrod, Senior Advisor to President Barack Obama (1); Senator Joe 

Lieberman (I-CT) (2) 

1) Topics include: the withdrawal of Abdullah Abdullah, a candidate for the president of 

Afghanistan, from the run-off election / news that President Obama will make a decision 

regarding a troop increase for Afghanistan within weeks / administration’s goal of 

protecting Americans from al Qaeda; reaction to criticism from Rush Limbaugh, in which 

he characterizes President Obama’s visit to Dover Air Force Base to take part in a 

ceremony honoring the return of fallen servicemen from Afghanistan, as a photo op / 

speculation regarding Mr. Limbaugh’s role in the Republican Party / current state of the 

Republican Party / clarification of the so-called war and recent truce between the White 

House and Fox News; reports of a shortage of the H1N1 Flu vaccine / steps take by the 

Obama Administration to keep the public informed during the H1N1 epidemic; President 

Obama’s belief in the public option as a valuable inclusion in the health care bill 

2) Topics include: support for health care reform, but opposition to the inclusion of the 

public option / belief that the public option will hurt the economic recovery because it 

will cause the government to raise taxes / promise to join the Republicans and filibuster 

the health care bill in order to keep the public option out of the final version / reaction to 

critics claiming that being against the public option is equal to being against health care 

reform / criticism that his opposition is due to the fact that numerous health insurance 

companies are headquartered in Connecticut and have been loyal supporters; support for 

General McChrystal’s request for an additional 40,000 troops for Afghanistan / need to 

support President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan and focus on stopping the Taliban and al 

Qaeda; disagreement with Mr. Limbaugh over the remarks he made about President 

Obama 

 

11/08/09 Guests: Senator Jack Reed (D-RI) (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (1): 

Representative Ike Skelton (D-MO), Chairman, House Armed Services Committee (1); 

Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL) (2); Ed Rollins, Republican Political 

Consultant (2) 

1) Topics include: last night’s passing of the health care bill by the House of 

Representatives / opposing viewpoints regarding the makeup of the bill and the inclusion 

of the public option / potential opposition the bill may face in the Senate / support for a 

filibuster to keep the bill from passing the Senate / belief that private insurance 

companies will be unable to compete against a public option; November 5th massacre at 

Fort Hood, Texas -- carried out by Army psychiatrist Major Nidal Malik Hasan -- that left 

13 dead / reaction to reports questioning Major Hasan’s fitness for duty and commitment 

to U.S. soldiers and that he had sought release from military service / commitment to 

waiting to receive reports from the investigation before rushing to judgement and 

engaging in finger pointing / how this incident opens up broader issues, such as how 

soldiers and their families are cared for / whether or not Major Hasan’s Muslim faith 

made his superiors reluctant to challenge him, for fear of being accused of discrimination 

/ positive record of Muslim men and women who serve in America’s armed forces 

2) Topics include: reaction to the results of Tuesday, November 3rd’s midterm elections / 

how voters currently feel about President Obama and if those emotions played a part in 

Democrats losing Congressional seats / pledge from conservative candidates to move the 

Republican Party more to the right / prominent role of the independent voter / need for 

the candidates to focus on the economy for the 2010 elections 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

11/15/09 Guests: Representative Pete Hoekstra (R-MI), House Intelligence Committee (1); 

Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT), Chairman, Judiciary Committee (2); Dana Priest, 

Investigative Reporter, The Washington Post (3); Juan Zarate, CBS News Consultant (3) 

1) Topics include: decision to try Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, purported mastermind of 

the September 11 terrorist attacks and four other accused plotters, in New York City / 

fear that the trial will be dragged out and used as a platform to push their ideology / belief 

that military tribunals should be used, instead of an American civilian court / opposition 

to moving prisoners from Guantanamo Bay to prisons in the United States; belief that 

there has not been enough transparency and information from the government for 

Congress, the press, and for the American people regarding the massacre at Fort Hood / 

call for an independent investigation by Congress / real and continuing threats to the 

United States from radical jihadists 

2) Topics include: support for holding the trials of the September 11 terrorists in New 

York City / belief that the decision sends a positive message to the world that the 

American justice system works / faith that the judges will be able to keep the proceedings 

from turning into a circus / reaction to criticism that enemy combatants should not be 

given the same benefits that an American citizen would be afforded in a trial / potential 

problems regarding the evidence obtained from Khalid Sheikh Mohammed through 

waterboarding; need for an investigation into the Fort Hood massacre 

3) Topics include: questions as to how Army psychiatrist Major Nidal Malik Hasan -- the 

man behind the Fort Hood shootings -- managed to slip through the system with poor 

performance ratings and get sent to Fort Hood / belief that due to his Muslim faith his 

superiors were reluctant to question him / Army’s concern about diversity in its forces; 

speculation that an announcement from President Obama regarding American troops in 

Afghanistan will be made after Thanksgiving / rumors that a decision was made, but is 

being reconsidered / al Qaeda’s move from Afghanistan to Pakistan / goal to defeat al 

Qaeda should include a move into Pakistan 

 

11/22/09 Guests: Senator Jon Kyl (R-AZ), Republican Whip (1); Senator Charles Schumer (D-

NY) (1); Dr. Jennifer Ashton, CBS News Medical Correspondent (2) 

1) Topics include: opposing viewpoints regarding last night’s Senate vote to formally 

bring the health care reform bill to the floor for debate / reaction to reports that a hundred 

million dollars were channeled to Louisiana in order to secure the vote of Senator Mary 

Landrieu (D-LA) / various opinion polls differing on the desire of the American people 

for health care reform / reasons behind Senator Kyl’s opposition and Senator Schumer’s 

support for the public option aspect of the bill / belief that enough Democrats will vote 

for the public option / differing opinions as to whether or not the bill will increase taxes 

2) Topics include: reaction to the ruling from a government advisory committee changing 

mammogram guidelines for women / importance of acting as your own health care 

advocate / fear that the new breast cancer screening and new cervical cancer screening 

guidelines will cause women to stop visiting their gynecologists / belief that these new 

guidelines will result in an increase of women dying from breast cancer 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

11/29/09 Guests: Senator Carl Levin (D-MI), Chairman, Armed Services Committee (1); Dick 

Armey, Former House Majority Leader (R-TX) (2); Dede Scozzafava, Former 

Congressional Candidate (R-NY) (2); Ed Gillespie, Republican Strategist (2) 

Guest Moderator: Harry Smith, Anchor, The Early Show 

1) Topics include: report confirming that Osama bin Laden was within the grasp of U.S. 

military at Tora Bora in December 2001 / President Obama’s December 1st speech from 

West Point, announcing an additional thirty or thirty-five thousand troops to be sent to 

Afghanistan / hopes that the additional troops are being deployed to build up the Afghan 

army and give them the capacity to take on the Taliban / call on the Karzai government to 

end corruption / belief that the price paid by American forces and the American people is 

worth it, provided that the mission is getting the Afghan army and people in charge of 

their own future / President Obama’s effort to get an additional five to ten thousand 

troops from NATO / support for a tax increase on the ―upper brackets‖ to help pay for the 

troop increase; faith in the Senate’s ability to pass health care reform / possibility of the 

bill including a public option that allows the states to opt out of; doubts over the need and 

potential success of a second stimulus package to aid in job creation 

2) Topics include: ―Republican 10 Commandments‖ or principles -- introduced by 

members of the Republican National Committee to keep their candidates in line with 

party ideals / denial that the list is a litmus test / support for and concerns over adopting 

the list / importance of gaining back the majority for the Republicans; the recent election 

experience of Ms. Scozzafava, a moderate Republican and former Congressional 

candidate in New York's 23rd district: she conceded the nomination to a Conservative 

Party candidate and endorsed the Democrat / differing interpretations as to what 

transpired in that election / role of moderates in the Republican Party / schisms within the 

Republican Party as it seeks to define itself / belief that the Republican Party will gain 

majority control in the House of Representatives in the next election 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

11/01/09 “H1N1" - a report on the manufacture, distribution and safety of the H1N1 influenza 

vaccine.  For the first time, the public is allowed to see how and where the vaccine is 

made: in a sprawling facility in Pennsylvania, by Sanofi Pasteur, a French drug company.  

Also includes an interview with Secretary of Health and Human Services Kathleen 

Sebelius, who is responsible for the vaccine program; a followup on the case of Luke 

Duvall, a teenage H1N1 patient profiled on October 18, 2009 (―H1N1"); and interviews 

with Sam Lee of Sanofi Pasteur; Dr. Bruce Gellin; infectious disease expert Michael 

Osterholm, University of Minnesota. (C: Scott Pelley - P: David Gelber, Sam 

Hornblower, Michael Radutzky) 

“The Yakuza” - a report on the Japanese version of organized crime, the Yakuza, 

featuring an interview with Jake Adelstein, an American journalist, who has spent the last 

fifteen years in Japan investigating and reporting on the mob, and how Tadamasa Goto, a 

high-ranking member of the Yakuza, in need of a liver transplant, was allowed into the 

United States and allowed to jump to the top of the transplant list.  Interviews included: 

Mike Cox, chief of immigration and customs, U.S. Embassy, Tokyo; attorney Larry 

Eisenberg, who is helping clients Cheryl Rady and Yolanda Carballo -- who both lost 

relatives waiting for transplants.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Howard L. Rosenberg) 

“The Movie Pirates” - an investigation of criminals who copy films, sometimes before 

the movies even reach the theater, and distribute them illegally via the Internet and 

DVD’s, costing Hollywood billions in lost revenue.  Interviewed: Los Angeles Detective 

Rick Ishitani; Motion Picture Association of America investigator Gary Kissinger; John 

Malcolm, former Justice Department official; filmmaker Steven Soderbergh, vice 

president of the Directors Guild of America; and Richard Cotton, executive vice 

president, NBC Universal.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Tom Anderson) 



 

 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy's Advice To The Airlines‖ - Andy has some advice for the 

airlines to make flying more pleasurable 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

11/08/09 “Sabotaging The System” - a report on computer hackers who can disable critical 

infrastructures in major cities, disrupt essential services, steal millions from banks, 

infiltrate defense systems, extort public companies and sabotage our weapons systems.  

Interviews include: retired Admiral Mike McConnell, former Chief of National 

Intelligence; Jim Lewis, director, Center for Strategic and International Studies, Jim 

Gosler and John Mulder of Sandia National Laboratories; Sean Henry, assistant director, 

FBI, Bureau Cyber Division; and Congressman Jim Langevin (D-RI).  (C: Steve Kroft - 

P: Graham Messick) 

“Agassi” - an interview with tennis champion Andre Agassi, who in his first interview 

about his upcoming autobiography ―Open: An Autobiography‖, talks about his life in 

tennis, his family, the depression he suffered from that eventually led to his abuse of the 

drug methamphetamine, and finally, his life today.  Also included are brief comments by 

Agassi’s wife, former tennis great Steffi Graf.  Part I: (C: Katie Couric - P: Harry A. 

Radliffe II); Part II: (C: Katie Couric - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Magalie Laguerre 

Wilkinson)  DOUBLE-LENGTH SEGMENT 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Declares War on War‖ - Andy observes Veterans Day and 

declares war on war 

 

11/15/09 “The Deadliest Weapon” - a report on the war in Afghanistan’s deadliest weapon: the 

roadside bomb or IED (improvised explosive device).  The U.S. military has gone on the 

offensive against this terrorist tool: search and destroy missions are carried out across 

Afghanistan by a small army of elite units called Task Force Paladin, which only accepts 

volunteers because the missions are so dangerous.  Included are interviews with Task 

Force Paladin members Col. Jeffrey Jarkowsky, Capt. Dave Foster, Sgt. Max Cabrera, 

Spec. Christopher Parsons, Capt. Thomas LaFave; Sgt. Daniel De Roche, and Spec. 

Joshua Gross.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: Tom Anderson) 

“B-Rex” - an interview with Jack Horner, who consulted on all of the ―Jurassic Park‖ 

movies and is considered to be one of the most prominent and controversial 

paleontologists in the United States.  Concerned more with how dinosaurs lived, than 

why they went extinct, he studies their biology and what they were like as living 

creatures.  Credited with providing the evidence that dinosaurs have evolved into what 

we now know as birds, Horner has proposed a plan to mine ancestral dinosaur DNA as a 

way to reverse-engineer a chicken into what he calls a ―dino-chicken‖.  Also interviewed: 

University of Wisconsin Professor Sean Carroll; North Carolina State University 

Professor Mary Schweitzer, protégé of Horner, who studies the internal makeup of 

ancient bone; and Bob Harmon, a member of Horner’s team.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari 

Finkelstein, Meghan Frank) 

“Resurrecting Eden” - a report on the restoration of Iraq’s marshlands.  After the 1991 

Gulf War, Saddam Hussein spent millions of dollars exterminating an ancient civilization 

called the ―Ma’dan‖ or Marsh Arabs, for supporting the uprising against him.  By 

building six canals to divert the waters of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers out into the 

desert and the Persian Gulf, he all but destroyed their way of life in the area where many 

biblical scholars place the Garden of Eden.  Now, American engineer Azzam Alwash, 

who grew up in the region, and his group ―Nature Iraq‖, have developed a plan to restore 

the marshes and bring back an ancient way of life.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Jenny Durbin) 

Update: ―Sabotaging The System‖ (OAD: 11/08/09) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Rooney: How To Become A Citizen‖ - Andy puts the 

American citizenship exam to the test 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

11/22/09 “The Cost of Dying” - a report on the high cost of end-of-life care, including procedures 

and surgeries that often times prolong patients’ lives, and how Medicare paid $50 billion 

just for doctors and hospital bills during their last months. As President Obama and 

Congress address heath care reform, these costs, which used to be a bipartisan issue, have 

become politically explosive, a perfect example of the health care costs that threaten to 

bankrupt the country.  Included interviews with Dr. Ira Byock, Dartmouth-Hitchcock 

Medical Center, Lebanon, NH; Dr. Elliott Fisher, Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy; 

Meredith Snedeker, daughter of a patient; and David Walker of the Peter G. Peterson 

Foundation.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Andy Court) 

“Witness” - an interview with Iranian-Canadian film maker and Newsweek reporter 

Maziar Bahari, who was held in Iran's notorious Evin Prison by the Revolutionary Guard 

for 118 days.  Accused of espionage, Bahari was interrogated and tortured on a daily 

basis, all for reporting on the demonstrations related to the June 2009 re-election of 

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as president of Iran -- a vote millions of Iranians claimed had 

been rigged.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Drew Magratten, Paul Bellinger) 

“Cameron‟s Avatar” - an interview with filmmaker James Cameron, who directed 

―Titanic‖, the most profitable movie ever made.  His next project is ―Avatar‖, a $400 

million 3D science fiction fantasy that mixes real actors with computer generated 

creatures, the sum of which he believes will change the movie business forever.  (C: 

Morley Safer - P: David Browning) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Rooney's Homemade Thanksgiving Feast‖ - Andy explains 

how to whip up a homemade holiday meal 

 

11/29/09 “Congo Gold” - due to the high price of gold, it and other minerals are funding the war 

in the Democratic Republic of Congo -- one of the deadliest since World War II.  The 

jewelry industry banned the trafficking of so-called blood diamonds, but the same has not 

happened with gold, and a campaign of rape and murder, funded largely by gold, has 

killed more than 5 million people, as gold is smuggled out to be sold on the open market.  

Included are interviews with Anneke Van Woudenberg, Human Rights Watch; John 

Prendergast, the Enough Project; Fidel Balilemba, relief worker; Matt Runci, head of the 

trade groups Jewelers of America and the Responsible Jewelry Council.  (C: Scott Pelley 

- P: Solly Granatstein, Nicole Young) 

“The Great Explorer” - an interview with famed deep sea explorer Robert Ballard, who 

counts among his discoveries the wrecks of the Titanic, the Bismark and PT 109, the ship 

commanded by President John Kennedy in World War II.  Today, he sails the seas on the 

Nautilus, a ship specially designed for deep sea exploration, and with state-of-the-art 

electronics and navigation systems.  Though famed for his discovery of the Titanic, he 

reveals that he was really on a top-secret mission for the U.S. Navy to map two nuclear 

submarines, the USS Scorpion and Thresher, lost in the North Atlantic during the Cold 

War.  He also considers his discovery of tube worms, eight thousand feet below the 

ocean’s surface, living in total darkness and thriving off the energy of the Earth and not 

the sun, to be his greatest discovery.  Also included is undersea footage from Ballard’s 

personal library.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan)  DOUBLE-LENGTH SEGMENT 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Rooney: I'm Not Negative‖ - Andy wants to set the record 

straight! 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

11/07/09 PREEMPTION 

 

11/14/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “A Case For Murder” - On June 2, 2007, the body of thirty-

six-year-old Hugues de la Plaza was found in his locked San Francisco apartment.  He 

had been stabbed in the neck, chest and stomach.  His apartment was covered in blood, 

and the scene seemed to have all the characteristics of a homicide -- but there was no sign 

of a struggle, no sign of anyone else’s DNA at the scene, and no image of an assailant on 

nearby security cameras.  The San Francisco Medical Examiner’s office classified the 

cause of his death as ―undetermined,‖ which raised the possibility of suicide. However, 

there was no bloody weapon found in his apartment. Friends and family claim that he was 

not suicidal and would never have killed himself. De la Plaza’s father, Francois, a French 

citizen, hired an independent private investigator, John Murphy, and was also able to call 

in French authorities to conduct their own investigation. Murphy and the French 

investigators independently concluded that Hugues de la Plaza was a homicide victim. In 

addition, an outside review of the case, commissioned by the San Francisco Police 

Department, concluded that de la Plaza’s death was a homicide.  Despite these several 

independent findings, San Francisco authorities still classify the cause of de la Plaza’s 

death as ―undetermined.‖  Includes interviews with: Melissa Nix, former girlfriend of de 

la Plaza; Dr. Venus Azar, Assistant Medical Examiner; Neil Zarama, co-worker of de la 

Plaza; Mark Colacito, boss and friend of de la Plaza; Francois de la Plaza, father of 

Hugues; Shannon Stabile and Kris Moore, paramedics; Antonio Casillas, Inspector, San 

Francisco Police; Orion Denley and Gitanjali Bhusan, neighbors of de la Plaza; John 

Murphy, private investigator; Christophe Schuhmann, friend of de la Plaza.  (C: Maureen 

Maher - P: Josh Gelman, Doug Longhini, Shoshanah Wolfson) 

 

11/21/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Catch Her If You Can” (9:00-10:00pm) - A profile of 

Esther Elizabeth Reed -- also known as Natalie Fisher, Natalie Bowman, Brook Henson 

and Jennifer Myers.  Since 1999, this high school dropout from a small Montana town 

assumed at least four different identities; scammed her way into Harvard and Columbia, 

and stole over $100,000 in student loans.  In 2006, a federal grand jury in South Carolina 

handed down an indictment charging her with felony identity theft (in relation to missing 

person Brook Henson) and student loan fraud.  In February 2008, she was finally arrested 

in a Chicago suburb.  She pled guilty to four felonies, and was sentenced to fifty-one 

months in federal prison.  She is scheduled to be released in October 2011. Despite 

pleading guilty, she could still be charged in other cases.  Includes interviews with: 

Esther Reed; Steve Rambam, private investigator and 48 HOURS consultant; John 

Bridge, U.S. Marshal; Walt Wilkins, a U.S. attorney; Edna Strom, Esther Reed’s sister; 

E.J. Reed, her brother; Jim Therriault, her English teacher; Natalie Fisher, sister of 

Esther’s former boyfriend; Brandy Olson, college friend of Esther Reed/ ―Natalie 

Fisher‖; John Brushke, debate coach, California State Fullerton; Frank Abagnale, former 

con man; Bita Shaghaghi, college roommate of Esther Reed / ―Natalie Bowman‖; Mitch 

Avila, professor, California State Fullerton;  Lisa Henson, aunt of the real Brook Henson; 

John Campbell, South Carolina detective; Ann Fitz, attorney for Esther Reed.  (C: Peter 

Van Sant - P: Paul LaRosa, Chris O’Connell)  (See also: ―Capture the Queen‖ OAD: 

12/01/07) (OAD: 05/09/09) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

11/21/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Diary of a Showgirl” (10:00-11:00pm) - Marjorie Orbin, a 

former Las Vegas showgirl and stripper, is currently serving a life sentence in a Phoenix, 

Arizona prison, having been convicted of murdering Jay Orbin, her husband of ten years 

and father of her son, Noah. On September 8, 2004, Jay was driving home from a 

business trip to Florida.  He spoke to his mother on his cell phone, but then was never 

heard from again. Six weeks later, on October 23, 2004, his torso was found in a plastic 

container, just miles from his home. A police search warrant of the Orbin home 

discovered Jay’s credit cards and business checkbook, which he always took with him on 

business trips -- evidence that he had arrived home, but never actually left on another trip 

-- as Marjorie had claimed. Further police investigation -- including the discovery of a 

hardware store surveillance tape showing Marjorie buying two plastic containers exactly 

like the one Jay’s torso was found in -- pointed to Marjorie as the murderer, and she was 

arrested and charged on December 6, 2004. On September 14, 2009, a jury found her 

guilty of murder; she was sentenced to life in prison.  Marjorie, however, now claims that 

Larry Weisberg, with whom she had been having an affair, murdered Jay when Weisberg 

and Jay had a confrontation in Jay’s home, after Jay had returned earlier than expected 

from his Florida trip and found out about the affair. She says that she had never revealed 

this for five years, because Weisberg had threatened to kill her son if she went to the 

police.  Marjorie is serving a life sentence in Phoenix, Arizona.  Includes interviews with: 

Marjorie Orbin; David Barnes, detective; Treena Kay, lead prosecutor; Joanne Orbin, 

Jay’s mother; Jake Orbin, Jay’s brother; Jan Butcher, detective.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: 

Liza Finley) 

 

11/28/09 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Krystal‟s Courage” - an updated and edited version of 

―Krystal’s Courage‖ (OAD 08/16/02). On December 30, 1999, 10-year-old Krystal 

Surles, a Yates, Kansas girl, and her friend Kaylene Harris were attacked in Kaylene’s 

Del Rio, Texas home, by a knife-wielding intruder who slashed both girls’ throats. 

Kaylene died... Krystal not only survived the attack but was able to help a police sketch 

artist draw an image that led to the arrest of her attacker, Tommy Lynn Sells.  After his 

arrest Sells confessed to the crime and revealed that he had been traveling across the 

country killing men, women and children for twenty years and had never in the past left a 

witness alive.  Krystal Surles testified during Sells’ trial for the December 1999 murder 

of Kaylene Harris, which ended in his being sentenced to death. This updated edition 

includes new commentary by Krystal Surles; Marque Surles, her sister; Pam Surles, her 

mother; Mark Surles, her father; Johnny Allen, Texas Ranger. Updated text graphic at 

conclusion: Krystal, now 20, lives with her father in Idaho. Tommy Lynn Sells has been 

on death row for nine years. (C: Harold Dow - P: Chris Young) (OAD as ―Krystal’s 

Courage‖, a two-part edition of 48 HOURS MYSTERIES, with an original broadcast 

date of 08/16/02.  ―Krystal’s Courage‖ was originally broadcast as ―Dead Men Tell No 

Tales‖ Part I, 02/01/01 and as ―Dead Men Tell No Tales‖ Part II, 02/08/01.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 



 

 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

12/06/09 Guests: Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton; Dr. Robert M. Gates, Secretary of 

Defense 

Topics include: President Obama’s decision to send an additional thirty thousand troops 

to Afghanistan / reaffirmation that the transferring of security responsibility to the 

Afghans and U.S. troop withdrawal will begin in July 2011 / reasoning behind President 

Obama’s decision to set a deadline / reaction to former Vice President Dick Cheney’s 

criticism that discussing a departure date emboldens the enemy / what constitutes the 

United States declaring success in Afghanistan / confirmation that there will also be a 

civilian surge / though corruption exists within Afghan President Hamid Karzai’s 

administration, reports of rampant corruption are overblown / aid to the provinces within 

Afghanistan will be based on a certification of accountability and transparency / focus is 

not on full-scale nation-building, rather a shift to concentrating on the ministries that 

contribute to the success of dealing with al Qaeda and stabilizing the security situation / 

NATO’s recent pledge of seven thousand troops; reaction to reports that senior Afghan 

Taliban leaders have taken up residence near Quetta, Pakistan / Pakistani government’s 

lack of response to the threat / affirmation to the confidence in Pakistan’s ability to keep 

their nuclear weapons secure / positive relationship between the United States and 

Pakistan 

 

12/13/09 Guests: Senator Ben Nelson (D-NE) (1); Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV) (1); Senator 

Joe Lieberman (I-CT) (1); Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Republican Leader 

(2) 

1) Topics include: current state of health care reform within the Senate / recent changes 

to the legislation which replaced the public option / concern from some Democrats 

regarding the overall cost of the bill / support for the features of the basic bill, which 

would provide coverage to thirty million uninsured people / Senator Lieberman’s 

resistance to voting for the health care bill as it stands now / Senator Rockefeller’s 

optimism regarding the bill’s ability to garner the necessary sixty votes to pass / Senator 

Nelson’s concern over the current language contained within the bill regarding abortion 

and the Medicare buy-in, which would allow people with no insurance to buy into 

Medicare beginning at age fifty-five 

2) Topics include: poll numbers indicating the American public’s opposition to the health 

care bill / reasoning behind Republican resistance to the health care bill / belief that a 

Medicare buy-in would create even more problems for the already unstable program / 

support for health care reform, just not the current bill before the Senate / reaction to 

criticism from Rush Limbaugh that he is not providing enough resistance to the 

Democrats / aversion to the health care proposal that would be set up nonprofits overseen 

by the government to offer health care and negotiate rates / opinion that the health care 

bill will not be passed before Christmas; disagreement over a comment made by 

Lawrence Summers -- Assistant to the President for Economic Policy -- that the recession 

is over 

 

12/20/09 Guests: Senator Olympia Snowe (R-ME) (1); Senator Mary Landrieu (D-LA) (2); 

Senator Sherrod Brown (D-OH) (2); Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN) (2) 

1) Topics include: factors behind Senator Snowe’s decision -- once seen as the most 

likely Republican to vote for the health care bill -- not to vote for the health care bill / her 

meeting with President Obama, even after Senator Harry Reid -- the Senate Majority 

Leader -- announced that he had the sixty votes necessary to pass the bill / criticism 

regarding the ―beat the clock‖ mentality -- the push to get the vote on this bill prior to 

Christmas -- within the Senate / support for the language within the bill making sure that 

federal funds are not used to finance abortion 

2) Topics include: Senator Brown’s disappointment in the health care bill, but support for 

the insurance reform contained within / opposing viewpoints regarding whether or not 

this bill will reduce health care costs / concerns over the current state of Medicare / 



 

 

criticism regarding the push to get the bill passed before Christmas / Senator Landrieu’s 

reaction to charges that the three hundred million dollars in Medicaid help for Louisiana -

- nicknamed the ―Louisiana Purchase‖ --  was channeled in order to secure her vote / 

conflicting reports over claims supposedly made by members of both parties -- 

Democrats and Republicans -- over not knowing what is contained in the bill / criticism 

and support for the bill’s attempt to streamline Medicare 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/27/09 Guests: Robert Gibbs, White House Press Secretary (1); Representative Peter King (R-

NY), Ranking Member, Homeland Security Committee (2); Representative James 

Clyburn (D-SC), House Majority Whip (3); Armen Keteyian, CBS News Chief 

Investigative Correspondent (4); Juan Zarate, CBS News National Security Analyst (4) 

Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, CBS News Political Analyst 

1) Topics include: Christmas Day attempted terrorist attack on Northwest Airlines Flight 

# 253 by on-board passenger Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab / President Obama’s request 

for two reviews -- one of U.S. security measures and the other of airport screening 

procedures -- in the aftermath of the attempt / President Obama’s reaction to the failed 

terror attack / assurance of safety at this time for Americans to fly / recent attempt serves 

as a reminder as to why President Obama has directed resources to Afghanistan 

2) Topics include: support for former director of the Department of Homeland Security 

Michael Chertoff’s suggestion that either full body pat-downs or full-body scans be 

implemented in airports / criticism against President Obama for his perceived silence 

towards the American people after the attempted terrorist attack / support for President 

Obama’s request for a reassessment of procedures / disappointment in the failure of the 

system, especially since the suspect’s own father warned officials at the U.S. Embassy in 

Nigeria of his son’s extremism 

3) Topics include: support for President Obama’s response / call for secondary screening 

measures to take place in certain instances; current state of the health care bill / proponent 

of the public option / declaration of support for the final health care bill -- even if it does 

not include the public option / disagreement with public option supporters who feel that 

President Obama did not fight hard enough to have this option included in the bill 

4) Topics include: latest news regarding the failed terror attempt / Yemen’s emerging role 

in ties to plots against the United States / PETN - the substance used in this most recent 

attempt / difficult task of fixing the government’s watch list 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

12/06/09 “The Zone” - a followup to ―The Harlem Children’s Zone‖ (OAD: 05/14/06).  A report 

on Geoffrey Canada’s experiment in inner-city education, the Harlem Children’s Zone, 

which provides a wide array of social, medical and educational services for free to the 

children who live in the area.  This program has helped put historically low-achieving 

students in New York City on an academic par with their grammar-school peers.  Canada 

talks about the school he founded, The Promise Academy, and his goal for all the 

children to go to college.  Also interviewed: Richar Anozier, a fifth grade student who 

was in kindergarten in the original report; Dr. Roland Fryer, a Harvard University 

economics professor.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Tanya Simon) 

“Personal Foul” - an interview with disgraced ex-NBA referee Tim Donaghy, who 

speaks for the first time about his gambling addiction which led him to betting on pro 

basketball games, his entanglement with the Mafia and how they threatened his family, 

and his subsequent prison term.  Also interviewed: Philip Scala, a former Special Agent 

with the FBI who led the investigation of Donaghy; Mike Mathis, a former referee who 

used to head the referees’ union.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Robert G. Anderson) (DOUBLE-

LENGTH SEGMENT) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Rooney's Mailbag‖ - Compliments, complaints and more: 

Andy gets it all 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

12/13/09 “President Obama” - an interview with President Barack Obama, his first since his 

speech at West Point announcing his troop buildup in Afghanistan.  He talks about his 

plans for Afghanistan and Pakistan, the economy, the creation of jobs and the pending 

health care bill.  He also reacts to the breach in security at last week’s White House state 

dinner.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine) 

“Growing Body Parts” - a report on regenerative medicine, the emerging technology of 

growing body parts by manipulating human stem cells into regrowing tissue and body 

parts, providing new hope for amputees and patients on organ transplant lists.  

Interviewed: Dr. Anthony Atala, Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine in 

North Carolina; Dr. Steven Badylak, Deputy Director of the McGowan Institute for 

Regenerative Medicine in Pittsburgh; Dr. Blair Jobe from the University of Pittsburgh; 

Dr. Steven Wolf, chief of clinical trials at the Army’s Institute for Surgical Research; 

Johnny Owens, physical therapist; Isais Hernandez, patient.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Katy 

Textor) 

“Ricky Gervais” - a profile of the British comedian who created the international hit 

television program ―The Office‖ and ―Extras‖.  Also interviewed: Stephen Merchant, 

Gervais’ writing partner (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Buddenhagen, Shachar Bar-On) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Rooney Reviews The Forbes 400 List‖ - At what point is 

spending money no longer fun for a rich person? 

 

12/20/09 “The Long Recession” - a followup to ―The Winter of Our Hardship‖ (OAD: 01/25/09).  

A report on Wilmington, Ohio, to see how residents are coping a year after thousands of 

them lost their jobs when DHL, the town’s largest employer, shut down.  Interviewed: 

Jim Curtis, who lost his job and his home; Lora Walker, who lost her job at DHL; Dr. 

Seema Nadkarni, who ran a now-shuttered pediatric clinic; David Raizk, Mayor of 

Wilmington; Anita Bach, Sugartree Ministry Center soup kitchen volunteer. (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Solly Granatstein, Nicole Young) 

“The Patriarch” - an interview with Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, leader of the 

Orthodox Christian Church who lives in Turkey where ninety-nine percent of the 

population is Muslim.  He talks about how he and his parishioners are treated like 

second-class citizens and why they continue to live in Turkey.  Bob Simon takes a tour of 

ancient chapels hidden in the cliffs of Cappadocia, and St. Catherine’s, a Greek Orthodox 

monastery, located at the foot of Mt. Sinai where, according to tradition, Moses received 

the Ten Commandments; and the Halki School of Theology, the only Greek Orthodox 

seminary in Turkey, which was closed down by Turkish authorities.  Also interviewed: 

Sevim Karabiyik, guide; Father Justin, chief librarian at St. Catherine’s.  (C: Bob Simon - 

P: Harry A. Radliffe II) 

“Alec Baldwin” - an interview with actor Alec Baldwin.  Includes remarks by director 

Martin Scorsese and writer/producer Tina Fey.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin 

Curran, Katy Textor) (OAD: 05/11/08) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Goes Christmas Shopping‖ - Will the experience turn him 

into an online shopper? 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

12/27/09 “Running Dry” - a report about the three-year drought in California, which has caused 

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger to require towns and cities across the state to reduce 

their water usage by twenty percent over the next ten years.  The causes for the drought 

and solutions to the problem are discussed.  Farmers claim the drought was caused by a 

federal judge’s order to turn down California’s main water pumps to protect a tiny fish, 

the Delta smelt.  Interviewed: Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger; Todd Allen, a farmer in 

California’s Central Valley; Jeffrey Mount, founder of the Center for Watershed Sciences 

at the University of California; and farmer Stuart Wolf.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andrew 

Metz) 

“Out of the Shadows” - an interview with former CIA operative Henry Crumpton, about 

how he masterminded the downfall of the Taliban and al Qaeda in Afghanistan after 9/11, 

and how that same strategy, which incorporated the help of local people, is needed now 

in Pakistan.  Also interviewed: Amrullah Saleh, who is in charge of Afghanistan’s 

security and assisted Crumpton.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Howard L. Rosenberg) 

“The Birdmen” - a report on an extreme sport that has killed several of its participants, 

called birdmen, who wear specially-made wingsuits and jump off mountain tops and 

glide at speeds of 140 miles per hour.  60 MINUTES talks with some of the sport’s top 

athletes and shows them in action in the Romsdal Valley of Norway.  Interviewed: JT 

Holmes, an American professional skier from Lake Tahoe; Julian Boulle, a South African 

skydiver and aerial photographer; and Tom Erik Heiman, birdman.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: 

Tom Anderson) (OAD: 10/11/09) 

Andy Rooney Topic: ―Andy Rooney: Happy New Year, Maybe!‖ - Andy resolves not to 

try to get ahead with anything 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

12/05/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Justice in the Heartland” (9:00-10:00pm) - On May 20, 

2005, 27-year-old Mike Golub, resident of Johnson City, Kansas, left work to pick up his 

young son, Mikey, at the home of Shannon Albers Floyd, Mike’s ex-girlfriend and the 

mother of their son, Mikey. Shannon was now married to Chad Floyd, a member of a rich 

and powerful Johnson City family. But Mike disappeared after he left work, and was 

never seen again.  His family immediately became suspicious that Shannon and Chad 

Floyd were responsible: Mike had wanted more time with his son, and he and the Floyds 

were at odds over this. In addition, the Floyds, who wanted to move out of Kansas, had 

been told that, if they left the state, Shannon would probably lose custody of Mikey to his 

father.  Five days after his disappearance, Mike’s truck was found in a remote field, but 

with no evidence of foul play. Police investigation of the Floyd’s home revealed small 

amounts of blood and Mike Golub’s DNA on the unpainted underside of their newly 

repainted front deck. Other circumstantial evidence also made police suspicious of the 

Floyds.  In 2006, Shannon and Chad Floyd were arrested and charged with Mike’s 

murder; Chad’s father posted their $2 million bond bail. In 2007, they were tried -- but 

the jury declared itself deadlocked after two days of deliberations. Prosecutors re-filed 

the charges, and in April 2008, there was a second trial -- and, once again, the jury 

declared itself deadlocked, after two days of deliberations.  Prosecutors ultimately 

decided against a third trial, fearing another hung jury.  The Floyds went free, and Mike 

Golub is officially still missing.  Includes interviews with: Deb Golub, Mike’s mother; 

Crissy Golub, Mike’s sister; Danae Meurer, friend of Mike Golub; Shannon and Steve 

Morris, friends of Mike Golub; Mary Hart, business owner in Johnson City; Sally Ochoa, 

child custody worker, Kansas; Joseph Moura, detective, 48 HOURS consultant; Paul 

Ciolino, detective, 48 HOURS consultant. (C: Susan Spencer - P: Alec Sirken, Anthony 

Venditti) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

12/05/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “American Girl, Italian Murder: The Verdict” (10:00-

11:00pm) - a followup to ―American Girl, Italian Nightmare‖ (OAD: 04/11/09) and ―A 

Long Way From Home‖ (OAD: 04/12/08).  On December 4, 2009, an Italian jury -- after 

an eleven-month trial -- found American exchange student Amanda Knox and her former 

Italian boyfriend, Raffaele Sollecito, guilty of the November 2007 murder in Perugia of 

Amanda’s British roommate, Meredith Kercher. This follow-up includes taped excerpts 

of the actual trial, and commentary by: Edda Mellas and Curt Knox, Amanda’s parents; 

Deanna Knox, Amanda’s sister; John Kercher Jr. and Stephanie Kercher, parents of 

Meredith; Nick Pisa, British journalist; Paul Ciolino, Chicago private investigator and 48 

HOURS consultant; Paolo Sofriso, Italian investigator and 48 HOURS consultant; 

Nathan Abraham, friend of Meredith Kercher; Dr. Larry Kobilinsky, forensic scientist; 

Doug Preston, author; Senator Maria Cantwell (D-WA).  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Doug 

Longhini, Sabina Castelfranco, Chris Young, James Stolz, Sara Ely Hulse, Josh Gelman) 

 

12/12/09 48 HOURS SPECIAL INVESTIGATION: “The Lost Children” - An investigation 

into one of the largest foreign adoption scams in U.S. history.  In 1994, Scott and Karen 

Banks started the Utah-based Focus On Children adoption agency, and over time placed 

children from nine different countries into American homes. Since 1999, American 

parents had adopted more than a hundred children from the agency’s then-recently 

opened program in Samoa, the small island nation in the South Pacific. These Americans 

included Patti Sawyer, a divorced, single mother; Mike and Kari Nyberg; and Gary and 

Elizabeth Muenzler. All had been told that the children were orphans, living at the 

agency’s orphanage in Samoa, after being abandoned by their biological parents. The 

Nybergs, however, were bothered by their child’s strong memories of her Samoan family, 

and sent a Samoan friend to visit Elleia’s parents and ask them a few questions.  They 

found out that the poor, uneducated Samoan parents thought that they were signing their 

children up for an international educational foster program, in which they would be able 

to stay in close touch with their children, who would then be returned at the age of 18.  

The Nybergs contacted U.S. Immigration in early 2005; eventually, the Samoan 

government halted all adoptions and the U.S. government began investigating.  The 

Nybergs ultimately returned Elleia to her Samoan parents. In February 2007, Scott and 

Karen Banks, and five FOC employees, including Dan Wakefield, the agency’s child 

recruiter in Samoa, were charged with 135 felony counts, including visa fraud, money 

laundering, and bringing illegal aliens into the U.S. in connection with thirty-seven 

adoptions.  Meanwhile, Patti Sawyer brought Jayden back to Samoa to visit her birth 

parents; Jayden then chose to return to the U.S. with Sawyer.  Eventually, federal 

prosecutors allowed the FOC defendants to plead down the 135 federal charges to a 

handful of misdemeanors.  They were banned from the adoption business for life, and 

they received no jail time.  For now, it appears that nearly all of the Samoan parents want 

their children to remain with their American families.  The exception is Vili Alofa, 

biological father of adoptee Christine Muenzler: he wants his daughter back. Includes 

interviews with: Mike and Kari Nyberg, adoptive parents of Elleia; Elizabeth and Gary 

Muenzler, adoptive parents of Christine; Patti Sawyer, adoptive mother of Jayden; Jayden 

Sawyer, adoptee; Mele and Upega, biological parents of adoptee Jayden Sawyer; Isaia 

and Tupu, biological parents of adoptee Elleia Nyberg; Vili Alofa, biological father of 

adoptee Christine Muenzler; Barbara Dreaver, New Zealand reporter; Dan Wakefield, 

employee of the adoption agency, Focus On Children; Brett Tolman, U.S. Attorney.  (C: 

Maureen Maher - P: Katherine Davis, Doug Longhini) 

 

12/19/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: LIVE TO TELL: “The Birthday Party” - On January 21, 

1998, the night before his 38th birthday, federal prosecutor Stanley Alpert was walking 

home late at night in lower Manhattan, when he was kidnapped at gunpoint and held 

hostage for 25 hours before his captors, having learned that he was a federal prosecutor, 

decided to release him. Before learning that fact, however, his kidnappers had intended to 



 

 

force him to withdraw $50,000 from his bank account, and had threatened Alpert’s own 

life and that of his father, if Alpert did not cooperate.  After his release, police were able, 

with Alpert’s help, to track down his abductors. The kidnappers (identified only as 

Lucky, Ren, Sen and Louis) received sentences ranging from 15 years to life.  Stanley 

Alpert has written a book about his ordeal. It’s called ―The Birthday Party‖.  Includes 

interviews with: Stanley Alpert, federal prosecutor, kidnapping victim; David Prager, 

friend of Alpert; Dan Dorsky, friend of Alpert; FBI special agents Kathleen Flynn, 

Richard Meade, David Burroughs, David Biddiscombe; Bill Glynn, NYPD detective.  

(No Correspondent is used for this broadcast. Producers: Sara Rodriguez, Clare 

Friedland, Kevin Hayes) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

12/26/09 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Drawn To Murder” (9:00-11:00p) - a report on the 

February 1987 murder of 37-year-old Peggy Hettrick in Fort Collins, Colorado.  Her 

mutilated, half naked body was discovered in a field near the home of Tim Masters, a 15-

year-old who lived near the crime scene.  He said he had seen the body on his way to 

school but, thinking it was a mannequin, he did not report it to the police.  He then 

became a suspect when police  searched his home and found his collection of knives and 

his drawings of graphic images of murder and mutilation.  Under interrogation, he 

adamantly denied any knowledge of the murder -- and since police had no actual 

evidence linking him to the crime, he was not arrested.  Ten years later, prompted by the 

opinions of Dr. Reid Meloy, an expert on sexual homicide, the police did arrest Masters 

for the murder.  He was put on trial, convicted and went to prison in 1999, sentenced to 

life without parole.  After losing two appeals, he appealed again, claiming ineffective 

counsel.  His defense team then uncovered important items of evidence never given to 

Masters’ original lawyers, although they had been entitled to them.  This included, among 

other things, questions surrounding Dr. Richard Hammond, a prominent eye surgeon who 

also lived near the crime scene and who had been arrested for voyeurism.  And now, for 

the first time, DNA tests were done on Peggy Hettrick’s clothing.  These tests found no 

DNA of Tim Masters, but did find that of Hettrick’s ex-boyfriend, Matt Zoellner, and that 

of two other males.  Tim Masters’ conviction and sentence were vacated, and he was 

released from prison after more than nine years.  Updated concluding text graphic for this 

12/26/09 rebroadcast: Tim Masters is suing Jim Broderick, the city of Fort Collins and 

four prosecutors involved in his case.  Star prosecution witness Reid Meloy says 

authorities withheld crucial information from him and he now plans to testify for Tim 

Masters in the lawsuit.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Joshua Yager, Marc B. Goldbaum, Taigi 

Smith) (OAD: 11/29/08) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 
 

12/01/09 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: “Presidential Address” - live coverage of President 

Obama’s address outlining the future course of America’s campaign in Afghanistan and 

America’s relationship with Pakistan.  Origination: West Point Military Academy, New 

York.  Followed by summary and analysis with CBS News Correspondent Katie Couric 

(anchor, NY); Correspondent Bob Schieffer (Washington);  CBS News Digital Journalist 

Mandy Clark (at Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan); Correspondent David Martin 

(Pentagon); Juan Zarate, CBS News, National Security Analyst; Correspondent Lara 

Logan (D.C. studio); Correspondent Chip Reid (West Point).  Also includes interviews 

with Rep. David Obey (D-WI), Chairman, House Appropriations Committee; Sen. John 

McCain (R-AZ), Armed Services Committee. 

 

 



 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIALS 
 

12/06/09 “The Art Of „The Book‟” - a report on art and the Bible, analyzing the relationship 

between Biblical stories, rituals and the art they inspire.  For centuries, religions have 

looked to art as a way to educate and entertain believers -- everything from paintings and 

sculptures of biblical figures to houses of worship and illustrated texts.  The program also 

provides an opportunity to see rarely-viewed manuscripts and objects.  1) Bill Voelkle, 

Curator of the Department of Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts at the Morgan 

Library and Museum in New York City, discusses the expansive collection of over 1,400 

illuminated manuscripts that were collected by the financier Pierpont Morgan.  Maria 

Fredericks, Dru Heinz Book Conservator at the Morgan Library, discusses the main 

mission of the conservation center, as well as some of the scientific techniques used to 

enhance what is seen with the naked eye.  2) Dr. David Kraemer, Director of Library, 

Jewish Theological Seminary (JTS) in New York City, explains how Jewish culture used 

biblical imagery for centuries and why its art is rarer than its Christian counterparts, as it 

is seen as a religion which opposes iconic representation.  JTS’S Curator of Jewish Art, 

Sharon Liberman Mintz, presents the Rothschild Mahzor, a 500-year-old prayer book, 

and the Prato Haggadah.  3) At the Museum of Biblical Art in Manhattan (MoBia), the 

only museum in the United States dedicated solely to biblical art, Executive Director Ena 

Heller explains the importance of those images to those who could not read or write.  

And Tobi Kahn, a contemporary abstract sculptor and painter who thinks about Jewish 

ritual, discusses his work and current exhibit at MoBia, through January 24, 2010.  

(Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer/Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Jeanne 

Gunther.  Executive Producer & Director: John P. Blessington.  Produced in consultation 

with: National Council of Churches; United States Conference of Catholic Bishops; The 

Islamic Society of North America; Union for Reform Judaism; New York Board of 

Rabbis.) 

 

12/24/09 “Christmas at The Cathedral -- Beacon of Hope” - a program of Christmas music 

from the 13-year concert series at the Roman Catholic St. Joseph Cathedral in Sioux 

Falls, South Dakota, featuring highlights from the past four concerts (2005 through 

2008).  Featured are: the South Dakota Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Henry 

Charles Smith; Scott Piper, tenor; Emily Lodine and Stacey Stofferahn, sopranos; Paul 

Sanchez, concert pianist; the Stonebach Sisters, triplet trumpeters; the St. Joseph 

Cathedral Choir and Men’s Schola. Also featured is actor Tom Roberts who shares a 

special Christmas story and video by Kirby Schultz. The program is introduced by 

Bishop Paul J. Swain of the Diocese of Sioux Falls. Producer of the concert: Mark 

Conzemius. Executive Producer for CBS: John P. Blessington 
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